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I.

Introduction
A.

Survey of .Issues to be Addressed
This working paper is focused primarily on two questions
(i) What are the appropriate roles, if any, of
para-professionals, in the practice of law? and
(ii) What is the appropriateness, if any, of specialty
designations, in the practice of law?

We have attempted to cast our approach to these problems in tenns
which are, at root, economic. We have aspired not to lose sight
of the fact that justice, the goal of. the system, may transcend the
narrower scope of economic analysis.

Accordingly, a lengthy chapter

on the 'Markets for Legal Services' is prefaced by a brief chapter
on 'Justice and Economics'.

In this latter chapter, we explore the

limits of economic analysis as we see them in this context.
Our economic analysis will provide some data on what lawyers
do.

We have gathered data on the kinds of work being done by

specialists and the kinds of legal work, both within and without the
traditional professional setting of the private law office, being
done not by lawyers at all but by legal paraprofessionals. We have
explored the skills that the specialists and the paraprofessionals
bring to bear on their work.

We have looked at their recruitment,

training and employment.
We have concluded with a

se~ies

of questions which assimilate

the particular concerns of the working paper with the broader public
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policy concerns centering on the regulation of professions.

How

much regulation is enough? How much is too much? Who ought to
regulate? What is the strength of the case for substantial
de-regulation of the market for legal services?
In exploring ways in which the efficient functioning of the
market for legal services might be enhanced, two major themes run
through the balance of this paper : first, an analysis of how paraand allied-professionals might be more fully utilized in the
delivery of legal services; secondly, to the extent that lawyers
are judged to be necessary for the provision of certain kinds of
legal services, an assessment of how improved information flows
between lawyers and the public, for example through specialty
certification programs and relaxed rules on advertising, might
produce better matching of lawyer services with client needs.
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B.

Sunmary of Research Methods
1.

Literature: We have extensively reviewed the relevant
literature in English and French in Canada and abroad.

2.

Survey Data: The Professi-onal Organizations Committee's
staff conducted certain research through the use of survey
instruments, copies of which are appended . These have been
described in the text where most pertinent but are here
referred to for convenience.
a) Survey of Firms: A survey of law firms in the
Province.
b)

Client Survey: A survey of a randomly selected
group of lawyers' clients whose names were obtained
from the public record.

c) Survey of Paralegals:

A survey of those with

training as lay legal workers designed to explore
their career patterns.
3.

Investigations: The Corrmittee's staff carried out a number
of detailed enquiries of specialists and lay legal workers.
These were not designed with a view to rigorous statistical
validity but rather as techniques for some first hand
observation of what people involved in delivering legal services actually do.

We also took a detailed look at three

types of workers outside the private law office who do work
which is in some respects like the work done by lawyers -

-4-

insurance claims adjusters, trade union representatives,
and patent attorneys.

In these latter cases, our concern
I

was not to investigate these occupations as such but
rather to search out alternative techniques of recruitment,
training, supervision and regulation in law-related jobs.
4.

Submissions: We have had the substantial benefit of the
generous submission of fact, opinion and suggestion by a
number of interested individuals and groups in response
to our requests for such participation.

I I.

Justice and Economics

A. Externalities
B. The Roles of the
Le9al Professional
( i) The Anticipatory Role
(ii) The Creative Role
(iii) The Organizing Role
(iv) Negotiator's Role
( v) The litigation Role

c.

The Po 1ic.}:': Res Eonses

Footnotes
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II. Justice and Economics
A.

The Externalities
There is cause for concern in contemplating the prospect

of a totally unregulated market in legal services.

First, the

maximum efficiency aspired to under the economists' model of perfect competition is conditioned on perfect information - every
player in the market must be fully apprised of all the information
necessary to make the choice which meets his needs at the lowest
cost.

When unsophisticated consumers make purchases in a market

for services as sophisticated as legal services, there is reason
to fear that the information gap between what the consumer knows
and what he needs to know if he is to be a wise judge of his own
interests is insurmountable.

The private costs of poor judgment

traced to poor or incomprehensible information may be very substantial.

In such a situation, the policy maker may properly

seek ways to protect the unwary from the incompetent or dishonest
supplier of services.
Worse yet, the social costs of incompetent service may
exceed the private costs.

The fully infonned consumer may find

that his own needs are best served by a plumber of minimal or
sub-standard competence who charges rates far below those otherwise obtaining in the market.

Other consumers not consulted when

this choice was made may regret that the water supply of the whole
city was polluted because of the incompetence of one plumber.
They might be forgiven for thinking that where the social costs
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of faulty service exceed the private cost to the individual
consumer, the market ought not to reign supreme.
Whatever one might think of the desirability of protecting consumers from the private consequence of their own
misjudgments, there is cause for real concern that in the
legal services market, the social costs of low quality service
might be substantial indeed.

It would not, for example, be

difficult to hypothesize a case in which the marginal benefit
to an accused of securing his acquittal would not justify the
cost necessary to purchase an adequate defence.

The social

costs in the fonn of widespread disrespect for law and disinclination to conform to its prescriptions associated with a
criminal justice system in which the outcomes of a significant
percent.age of criminal trials were thought to be wrong and
unjust is incalculable.

This imponderable cost might be thought

to justify the introduction of a regulatory system which would
restrict the right to supply such services to those who can
be trusted to supply services of sufficiently high competence
to maintain the integrity of the criminal justice system.
The legal system may be seen primarily as a claims system
- a complex of public and private organizations which handle
claims of numberless variety among citizens and between citizens
and the state.

In any society> the proper function of its

dispute solving mechanisms must be socially guaranteed as a
matter of public policy of the highest priority.

When the case
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can be made that some part of the system can only be offered
by restricting the right to offer services to the specially
trained, then this should unquestionably be done.

Were pri-

vate and social costs of the sort just alluded to be incurred
with regularity in a system where the market was opened to
all those who could find buyers for their services, the
viability of the whole system would soon be called into question.
At the same time, regulation need not be the blunt
instrument it presently is.

There is a broad spectrum between

'lawyers' work' and 'non-lawyers' work' which might successfully
be performed by personnel with various sorts of experience and
education .

At no point should we accept with equanimity a

regulatory regime which fails to match with decent precision
varying law jobs to required skills.

Every instance of an

over-qualified professional performing work which might be
performed at lower cost by a less skilled person is a serious
regulatory failure.

It is a failure of allocative efficiency.

Yet when every possible adjustment has been made to guarantee
allocative efficiency in the legal services market, there can
be no justice unless there is universal access to law.

The

policy requirements in this area have recently been investigated
1
el sewhere and we shall not address them here. Suffice it to
say that it must be fully understood that whatever regulatory
initiatives are contemplated to enhance the efficiency of the
-arket must be complemented by constant efforts to guarantee
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as a right of

ci~izenship

that everyone has sufficient access

to legal services to press his or her reasonable claims.

B.

The Roles of the Legal Professional
Legally trained persons presently run the legal system.

They are its theorists, its architects, its journeymen and its
labourers.
cess.

They play an important role in the legislative pro-

They monopolize judicial dispute resolution.

As specialists,

generalists and paralegals they supply an unknown, but surely
significant part of the demand for legal services .

Exactly what

they do is not known with the certainty one might wish.

In a

general way , we might note the following roles in the civil justice
process.
(i) The Anticipatory Role:

The best advice is the

advice received before the problem becomes a
problem.

The sophisticated tax planner and the

community paralegal worker alike does his or
her most effective work when he assists clients
to organize their affairs to avoid anticipated
problems.

The author of a pamphlet on 11 How to

Draft Your CMn Will 11 and the sophisticated estate
planner fulfill the same basic roles.
(ii)

The Creative Role:

The legal system manages to

broadcast its image of solidity larqely because of
its ready capacity to adapt - within, to be sure,
the limits of its own narrow social and economic
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superstructure.

At every level, personnel

engaged in this adaptive process constantly
create new legal machinery and, even more
frequently, new lubricants for the existing
machinery.

Corporate lawyers seeking

structures to minimize their clients• tax
liabilities and conmunity paralegal workers
seeking more effective techniques of resisting
evictions are alike in this role .
(iii)

The Organizing Role:

The legal system responds

to pressure from more or less organized constituents. ,Native paralegal workers assisting to
organize prison inmates seeking better conditions
and developers' lawyers organizing lobbies of
landowners seeking the repeal of unfavourable
planning by-laws each play this kind of role.
(iv)

Negotiator's Role: Only a small part of potential
conflict surfaces in fonnal adjudication.

Short

of adjudication, legally trained persons play an
important role in advising persons of the value
of their legally protected claims, thus enabling
resolution of disputes without fonnal adjudication.
The tax lawyer who settles the Ministry of Revenue's
claim against the large corporate taxpayer and
the articled student who recommends that a tenant
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settle a dispute with a landlord are alike
involved in the process of rendering fonnal
adjudicative mechanisms more effective by
predicting their results in advance of
incurring the costs of formally resolving
disputed claims.
(v) The Litigation Role:

When anticipation,

creation and organization fail, open conflict
breaks out in an astonishingly varied array
of dispute resolution forums - grievance
arbitrations in union-management conflicts,
planning board hearings to resolve zoning
controversies, special hearing boards to
arbitrate disputes between insurers as to
which of them shall bear a particular loss,
small claims courts to hear debtor-creditor
matters, sophisticated conrnercial arbitrations
and countless others in addition to the judicial
forum.

C.

The Policy Responses
The degree of civil justices obtained through the actions

of all the actors in such a complex of interrelated roles will be
directly related to the integrity and acceptability of the legal
rules administered by these actors. 2 It is these aspects of the

•
•
•
•
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integrity and acceptability of the system which ensure that most
of the rules it administers are observed by most people most of
the t i me.

The cost of obtaining adherence without voluntary com-

pliance are likely to be unbearably substantial.
Yet this argument, if accepted , cannot by itself be dispositive of the policy dilelllTla of the degree of regulation essential
to the system's preservation . The dangers apparently inherent in
a completely unregulated market in legal services cannot by themselves justify the prescription of professional monopoly.

This is

particularly so when conceptual analysis of the monopoly phenomenon
is suggestive of concerns as substantial as those raised by
complete absence of regulation.
First, the professional monopoly may well become a monopoly
of the relevant technology.

Here, as in other contexts , the barriers

to competition imposed by licensure may lead to inefficient use of
public resources through the failure of the incentives to innovation
one associates with perfect competition.

Who can doubt that a

properly guarded system of incentives to offer legal or any other
kind of services in less costly, less time-consuming and more
effective ways would be a useful policy initiative.
Secondly, with civil justice as wi th anything else, it is
difficult to justify paying more than is necessary for the product.
If regulation by licensure were seen to produce unnecessarily
expensive civil justice, then it is arguably an instrument too
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blunt for the purpose designated. Were we to discover that access
to various sub-markets of the market for legal services was denied
to qualified persons who might offer comparable services at lower
cost, there would be cause for concern.
Lastly3 there seems in the abstract a clear danger that
the professional monopoly might extend itself to services which do
not justify the impositions of the barriers to access associated
with the professional monopoly.

We would be concerned that the

arguably laudable goal of producing highly qualified professionals,
expecting a reasonable return on their investment in their own
skills not be used as a pretext for the extraction of monopoly
profits from the rendering of services for which the professional
is overtrained - for which, in other words, his professional
qualifications are simply not required.

If it could be shown that

a given sub-market of legal services is in fact being serviced by
lesser trained persons or could be serviced by such persons, we
might wish to re-examine the decision to subsume those services
under the professional monopoly.
It seems then that dangers lurk at each extreme of unregulated competition and professional monopoly through licensure.
Sound policy development in these areas would presumably seek to
explore a full range of policy options to detennine the least
costly techniques for limiting the individual and social costs of
incompetent legal services.

we ·ought to seek to limit the pro-

fessional ·monopoly through ·octupational licensing to those circumstances in which no ·equa11y ·effective but less costly policy response

-13-

c~~

be deve loped.
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Footnotes
1.

Report of the .Task Force on Legal Aid (Toronto: Queen's
Pri nte r, 19 74) .

2.

We have paraphrased here the language of George Adams who
in evaluating the importance of procedural fairness indicated that
11
•••

the degree of civil justice or

fairness obtained by a procedural arrangement is an important influence upon the
integrity and acceptability of the legal
rules administered by that arrangement.

11

See Adams, Towards a Mobilization of the Adversary Process
(1974), 12 Osgoode Hall Law Journal 569 at 573.

III. The Regulation -of LawYers
A. The Law Society of Upper Canada
B. The Powers of the Law Society
C. The Education of Lawyers
D. The Unauthorized Practice of Law
(i) The Purpose ·of the Prohibition
(ii) The Scope of the Prohibition
(iii)

Footnotes

Law Clerks
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III.

The Regulation of .Lawyers
A. The .Law Society of Upper Canada
In 1797, an Act of Parliament1 established the Law

Society of Upper Canada.

From that time to this, the Law

Society has regulated virtually every aspect of legal practice
in this province.
The Law Society is a statutory corporation to which
every lawyer in the province must belong. 2 Its governing body
is 11 Convocation 11 , composed principally of forty 1 benchers 1
elected by the membership (i.e. lawyers) and headed by a
'Treasurer• {president} elected by the benchers.

Convocation

also includes four lay persons, appointed by the lieutenant
Governor in Council, who have all the rights and privileges
of elected members.

The Legislature presumably intended that

these latter benchers should leaven the professional domination
of the regulatory structure.

An Advisory Council composed of

lawyers is constituted byThe Law Society Act to consider the
11

manner in which members of the Law Society are discharging

their obligations to the public and generally matters affecting
the legal profession as a whole 11 (s . 26).

The extent of its

present functioning is uncertain .

B.

The Powers of the Law Society
Through a system of special and standing committees

reporting to Convocation, the Law Society administers a scheme

)
/~
/
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of rules and regulations which governs every aspect of its own
affairs and of the practice of law in the province of Ontario.
The controlling statute confers on the Law Society a rule-making
power governing many important areas of regulation.

The power

to make regulations governing the admission to the practice of
law, as well as the conduct and discipline of members is granted
subject to the approval of the Lieutenant Governor in Council.
The administration of the regulatory framework is in the hands
of the Law Society itself.

C.

The Education of Lawyers

The ColTITiittee's staff, drawing on admirably
detailed writing in our own legal history, 3 has already outlined
the past and present of legal education in Ontario. 4 From a
stormy past to an uncertain present, legal education in Ontario
has been set on its course from time to time by the forces of
the day.

No substantial changes have taken place since 1957 when

the present system was put in place.
Candidates for the call to the Bar must meet the following
requirements :
(i) a minimum of two years university
training; in fact, a substantial
majority of law school applicants have at
least a three-year undergraduate degree;
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(ii)

the completion of the three-year LL.B.
progranme at an "approved" university
law school (there are presently six of
these in Ontario);

(iii) completion of one year under articles of
clerkship to a practising lawyer;
(iv) completion of a si*'month course of
instruction offered by the Law Society
after the conclusion of articles; because
of the scheduling of Parts (iii) and (iv)
(together called the Bar Admission Course),
they require two full years to complete.
For the typical student, this amounts to a requirement of
eight years of post secondary study preparatory to admission to the
practice of law. There is, as far as we are aware, no comparably
lengthy requirement in any conmon law jurisdiction in the world.
Indeed, the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand and many American
jurisdictions require considerably shorter progranmes of admission to
practice .
In 1973, the Law Society considered the recorrmendations of
its own MacKinnon C0111Tiittee into legal education.

The shortening

of the total period had been a priority concern for the Conmittee .
Ultimately, after considering reducing the admissions requirements
to LL . B. prograrrmes and reducing the LL.B. progranmes themselves from
three to two years. the C0111Tiittee settled on rejecting the requirement

-
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of articles of clerkship.

The Law Society declin·ed to follow

this recommendation .
From 1960/61 to 1975/76, the total population of Ontario
5
Law Schools increased by approximately 300%, compared to a 25% increase
in population over the same period.

The costs to the public of legal

education have increased correspondingly.

Substantial benefits,

particularly in the form of greater accessibility of lawyers, have
no doubt been realized.

Anecdotal evidence from lawyers themselves

suggests that this increase in numbers has led to some drop in
income.

We have no data on this . We do emphasize that the lengthy

educational requirement is costly to the individuals concerned who
no doubt seek to recoup as much of their investment as possible in
the marketplace.

D.

The Unauthorized Practice of Law
The legislature has accorded to the membership of the Law

Society of Upper Canada the exclusive right to practise law in the
6
Province of Ontario. No person who is not a member in good standing
of the Law Society may (1) act as, (2) hold himself out as, (3) represent himself to be or (4) practise as a barrister or solicitor.
Offenders are subject to fine and injunction. 7 To supplement these
prohibitions, The Solicitors Act expressly prohibits the collection
of a fee by a non-lawyer who acts for another as a solicitor before
8
the courts. The same provision vests in the courts the power to
cite for contempt any non-lawyer who appears for another before the
court in an unauthorized manner.

\
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The Law ·society ·Act nowhere defines exactly what conduct
amounts to unauthorized practice.

Furthermore, the administration

of the prohibition appears to have been left entirely to the Law
Society through its Unauthorized Practice Col'Tl11ittee. 9 In the
result, the bench and bar together have been accorded a considerable
discretion in determining which conduct will be subject to sanction.
i. The Purpose of the .Prohibition
In one leading case, the Ontario Court of Appeal described
the purpose of the prohibition against unauthorized practice:
It is to protect members of the legal
profession who have been admitted,
enrolled and duly qualified as solicitors
against wrongful unfringement by others
of their right to practise their profession.
It is also for the protection of the public
10

There is modern authority in lower courts emphasizing the
protection of the public from unqualified persons as the purpose of
the prohibition. Jl
ii.

The ·scope of the Prohibition

The statute specifically exempts from its prohibition conduct otherwise authorized by law.

For example, in su111nary conviction

matters under Part XXIV of the Criminal Code, the accused may appear
by counsel or by agent.

12

Anyone not prohibited by the judge may

represent a litigant in the Small Claims

Court~~ As well, non-

lawyers may represent parties in most proceedings before administrative

-------~

-

--~

- 20 tribunals in Ontario. 14
The case law indicates that more than an isolated act
is required to be convicted of practising as a lawyer.

15

Proof

that an accountant had acted to incorporate one company did not
16
attract the provision in one case; an accountant who made a
practice of performing this service for his clients was convicted
of an offence . 17
None of this touches the substance of the matter.

What

kinds of conduct are prohibited? The Courts have held that the
prohibition extends to
"every service which imperatively requires
the exercise of the skill and learning of
a solicitor who has been admitted and
enrolled and duty qualified. 18
19
The drafting of wills, the incorporation of companies by
20
a qualified accountant, conveyancing 21 and the processing of
uncontested divorces 22 have all been held subject to the prohibition.
Moreover, the courts seem determined to protect persons from the
possible consequences of their own voluntary decisions to employ
non-lawyers, inasmuch as the individual who fully advises his
'client' that he is not a lawyer cannot thereby make out a defence. 23
iii.

Law Clerks

The Law Society Act provides for a power in Convocation
subject to the approval of the Lieutenant Governor in Council to

- 21 make regulations "defining and governing the employment of
barristers and solicitors ' clerks . "·24

r
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X. Paraprofessionals
A.

Introduction
It seems unlikely that the lawyers' delivery of legal

services has substantially changed during the last two hundred
years.

The lawyers successfully contended for monopoly privileges

in 1792. Since that time, they have been reluctant to tolerate
the perfonnance by non-lawyers of legal tasks.

Their expressed

concern is to seek to maintain a high standard of service to
the public.

The non-lawyer observer may more readily admit the role

of exclusivity in preserving the professional monopoly and in
maintaining high levels of income.

The profession has at no

t i me relaxed its stance against non-lawyers who would erode the
l awyers' monopoly.

This position has been maintained at the price

of some public criticism, some of it highly placed.

In 1972, for

example, the then Minister of Justice Otto Lang ventured the
opinion that:
"I think it is essential that our profession
break away from the monopolistic notion that
legal service of all types can be verified
only by the lawyer who has gone through the
present lengthy process of admission. 11 /1
Short of admitting non-lawyers to the practice of law,
~nere

has been a gradual recognition over the last several decades

of the desirability of the use of paraprofessional personnel in
:ne private law finn under the supervision of lawyers . 2 ' 3 Such law
~ inn

personnel may be characterized as follows:
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they are not lawyers;

2.

they are not articled students;

3.

they are not receptionists or
legal stenographers;

4.

they perform tasks historically
thought to be within the exclusive
preserve of lawyers;

5.

they are employed by lawyers;

6.

their work is perfonned under the
supervision of lawyers;

7.

this supervision may be either actual
or notional. 4

The private law firm anticipates positive returns in a
number of directions when it hires a law clerk:
l.

Job Satisfaction:

there appear to be a variety of

tasks too complicated to be p.erformed by stenographers and other untrained personnel from which
lawyers desire to be 'liberated';

particularly because

of their routine nature, performance of these tasks has
come ·to be regarded by some lawyers as inconsistent
with their professional expertise and standing;
liberation from such work makes for happier lawyers;
2.

Cost Efficiency:

every task which can be transferred

from a highly paid professional to a lesser paid
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paraprofessional represents a cost-saving which the
firm may appropriate or pass on to the cl ient;

in

addition, each lawyer-hour saved may be reallocable to
additional income generating work where the volume of
work is subject to increase. 5
In Ontario, we appear already to have moved beyond a
gestation period' characterized by exploring the rol e potential
of legal paraprofessionals and into a ' take-off period' characterized
by r apid expansion in the use of paraprofessionals together with
rati onalization of institutional supports. 6 Our research indicates
that the fifty or so law clerks employed in Ontario law firms in
1967 have been outstripped for a very large and expanding corps of
legal paraprofessionals probably numbering in excess of 3,000.
Because there is no official nomenclature in use, one hesitates to
leap to the conclusion that the number of non-lawyers in the legal
services market has increased by a factor of sixty.

It may, for

example, be the case that large numbers of persons who in 1967
would have been called legal secretaries are now called law clerks.
Nonetheless, it seems certain that a considerable expansion has
taken place in the numbers of legal paraprofessionals.
In the following material we present the data we have
gathered on the following topics:
(i)
(ii)

The Role of the Law Clerk in Canada,
Great Britain and the United States
The Recruitment of Law Clerks
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(iii)
(iv)

B.

The Training of Law Clerks
The Role of the Institute of Law Clerks.

The Role of Law Clerks
1.

Introduction
The role that paralegals can and should play in the deliverJ

of legal services has remained the threshold question in the discussior
of paralegals.

An official reluctance formally to countenance the

delegation of any but the most menial tasks to non-lawyers has been a
major limitation on innovation in law office routine! (We note here
in passing that the inability to advertise cost saving techniques such
as intensive utilization of paraprofessionals also decreases incentives
to innovation by making it difficult to realize cost efficiencies ) .
There has nonetheless been a growing realization that many of the
lawyering tasks can be perfonned equally well by law clerks.

The private law firm has gradually adopted more efficient
business methods and recognized that it must be administered in the
same fashion as any cost effective business.

The law firm has gra-

duated from the part-time bookkeeper to office managers who have
begun to analyse the cost effectiveness firms' use of professional
time .

They indicate that the lay person handling the more routine

areas of law practice will potentially release "lawyer time" for
more creative and more economically valuable work.

Paralegals handli ng

corporate returns, title searching and small claims court collections
have allowed the law firm to continue to

de.~iver

services which might

otherwise have been totally absorbed by non-lawyers.
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Conveyancing
It appears that some considerable part of the lucrative

conveyancing practice is in fact carried on by law clerks under the
actual or notional supervision of their lawyer employers, (see Part
C of this chapter).

Law clerks will:

(a) often attend initial

interviews, (b) search titles, (c) draft documents, (d) draft letters
of requisition, (e) obtain necessary municipal and provincial tax
rel eases, (f) attend on vendors and purchasers motions, (g) attend
on closings, (h) prepare reporting letters and (i) prepare accounts
for clients.
It appears unlikely that there is any aspect of the
lawyers• work in land conveyancing which is not systematically
bei ng performed by legal paraprofessionals.

Which tasks are

in fact performed by law clerks and under what actual supervision
mi ght be expected to vary with the complexity of the transaction,
the size of the client, the type and location of the finn and,
of course, the qualifications of the law clerk in question .
Professor Barry Reiter 8 has indicated to us that there
are four types of law finns handling the typical real estate transac tion. 9 The 11 blue chip 11 finns concentrated in the downtown core
of the large cities in the province make extensive use of paralegals.
The work of the paralegal is always closely checked by the lawyer.
These firms are less concerned about efficiency as their clients
are not as deeply occupied with the cost of the service.
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The second type of firm is the 11 middle firm 11 •

This

operation is characterized by a small nurrber of established partners
who are usually located in suburbs of larger cities and in smaller
corrmunities.

These lawyers specialize in residential transactions

and for the most part do not use paralegals other than in some
instances for title searching.
himself for a number of reasons.
of his work.

The solicitor does all the work
He prides himself on the quality

He charges only slightly less than the "blue

chip firms" although his profit margin is generally greater
due to lower overhead.

Reiter indicates that such lawyers

do not desire to do a high volume of business and that among
lawyers

p~actising

in this type of firm paralegals are not

highly regarded .
The third type of real estate firm is the so-called
"new firm" which is characterized by one or more newly graduated lawyers.

The firm's use of paralegals depends upon

its economic development.

Particularly in the early years

of such a firm, all elements of the transaction are handled
by the lawyers themselves.

An experienced legal secretary may

handle some aspects of the real estate transaction.

As the

firm later becomes established use is made of paralegals.
The fourth type of firm has been referred
"real estate mill".

to

as the

This type of firm is generally located in

suburban areas but may also be found in smaller corrmunities and
downtown areas.

It is characterized by its extensive use of

paralegals and its low

fees~ 0 The "real estate mill" fully
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exploits the potential for delegation to legal secretaries and
l aw clerks.

The paralegal generally handles all aspects of the

t ransaction with little or no supervision.

The lawyer may have

l ittle to do with the operation of the real estate practice by
l aw clerks.

Unlike the "blue chip" law firm, paralegals are not

closely supervised unless a problem arises.

Clients may deal

entirely with the law clerk and with the lawyer, if at all,
only at the initial interview .

This type of law firm has particularly

developed in ethnic areas of Metropolitan Toronto where there
is considerable competition for business.

As a general rule,

this type of firm does not generate any more profit over the
course of a year than a "middle firm" of similar size.
Although Reiter•s data breaks down law firms neatly
into four categories, he found that the opinions of lawyers
concerning paralegals are not so easily categorized.

Some lawyers

candidly admit that specific paralegals do work superior to their
own in real estate conveyancing.

Other lawyers view paralegals as

untrained individuals who are responsible for the delay and
confusion in the Registry Office.

Opinions on these issues vary

within each type of law firm.
Consumer benefits from the use of paralegals in real
estate conveyancing vary considerably.

In most smaller counties

with a closely knit bar association the real estate tariff is
followed.

The client will receive an itemized bill but no indi-

cation will be made as to whether work was done by a lawyer or paralegal.

If the title search is done by a free-lance title searcher,

the client will receive this charge as a disbursement on his account.
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Professor Reiter asserts that from the consumer's
point of view who actually completes the real estate transaction is irrelevant since the lawyer or his insurer is
ultimately responsible and many paralegals offer a higher
quality of service than the average lawyer.
confinn Professor Reiter's data .

Our interviews

The smaller law firm which

uses paralegals in real estate matters is more willing to
allow law clerks to handle most aspects of the transaction
than the so-called "Bay Street" or "blue chip" firm.

The law

clerks exhibited considerable confidence in operating in the
restricted area of the house and condominium transactions.
The experienced real estate law clerk carries between fifty
and eighty active files and is supervised on the average only
three to four hours per week.

Real estate lawyers who were

interviewed indicated that their clients preferred law clerks
to handle their real estate transactions as they did not wish
to disturb the lawyer with what they considered to be routine
concerns.

Clients selected particular law firms because the

law clerk shared a similar ethnic or national background and
was well known within that colTITiunity.
3.

Litigation
A substantial number of paralegals work in the liti-

gation area.

One recent American survey indicates that 36.8%

of the paralegals responding viewed litigation to be their
primary area of responsibility. 11 Litigation and estates were
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by the American Bar Association in 1973. 12 Our own data shows
ci vil litigation as a leading area of endeavour for legal paraprofessionals in Ontario (see Part C of this chapter).
Ontario law firms have divided the role and tasks of
non-lawyers working within the civil litigation area into those
of the legal secretary, 13 the investigator and the litigation clerk.
Investigators generally have backgrounds in police work or insurance
claims adjusting. 14 They use their fact gathering experience to
investigate motor vehicle, products liability, occupier's liability
and explosion cases.

They attend at the scene of the accident as

soon after the event as possible to collect statements, witnesses,
photographs and other evidence.
The litigation clerk may undertake fact gathering aspects
of a case where an investigator is unavailable or not employed by
the firm.

Litigation clerks are generally more office bound than

investigators.

They collect facts, medical reports and expense

records by correspondence and telephone.
preparing

Law clerks are increasingly

the motor vehicle file for settlement or examination

for discovery having collected all the facts with respect to liability
and damages and having made an assessment of the value of the client's
claim.

Several law clerks we interviewed not only prepare for dis-

covery but also occasionally attend and conduct the examination.

More

frequently, the solicitor attends on discovery and conducts the
settlement discussions.

Law clerks will surrmarize the transcripts

/

........

~~~~~----------------·
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of discoveries, launch any necessary motions, prepare the trial
record and serve the certificate of readiness and the notice of
trial.

In preparation for trial a litigation clerk may update

the trial brief, organize witnesses, serve subpoenas where
necessary, and speak to the trial list.

Law clerks assume

responsibility for the case after trial by drafting judgments,
releases, minutes of settlement, satisfaction pieces, bills of
costs, appointments for taxation as well as the reporting letter
and account to the client.

The law clerk saves his principal

time, frees him from the mundane repetitive tasks and allows him
to concentrate on legal opinions and court appearances.

Larger

litigation firms even have law clerks to prepare appeal cases and
to draft the appeal books and factums.
Our survey data (Part C of this chapter) shows that
relati vely few law clerks handle criminal or family litigation in
Toronto.

Firms practising in these areas may generally be smaller

and less l ikely to use a law clerk.

Some contend that their

personal relationships with their clients, other counsel and court
officials would not allow them to delegate responsibility to a
law clerk.

The small number of criminal law firms with more than

two or three lawyers militates against the development of the
criminal legal assistant.

In smaller Ontario cities law clerks

are not as specialized as Toronto law clerks and work on a range
of civil and criminal matters.

In a criminal case, clerks are

asked to collect as much information as possible with respect to
the Crown's case, to interview the arresting officer, any Crown
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wi tnesses and breathalizer officers and to obtain all relevant
ohotographs.
There are few law finns specializing exclusively in
family law.

As family law specialists develop, finns are pro-

moting experienced legal secretaries to law clerks.

One Toronto

f inn recently hired a professional social worker to assist in
diffi cult matrimonial disputes while anothers with eight lawyers,
nine legal secretaries, a part-time librarian and two articling
students, has hired a law clerk.

The law clerk spends her time

approximately 25% on motor vehicle accident litigation, 25% on
contested divorces and 50% processing adoptions, name changes
and her typing.

Her work in the family 1aw area has been pri--

mari ly confined to the finn s legal aid clients as her employers
1

are less willing to have her handle matters which are not paid
pursuant to the legal aid tariff.

After the lawyer has made the

ini tial assessment of the issues involved in the case, law clerks
conduct initial interviews to obtain any detailed information
from the client. The clerk drafts the petition and arranges for
its issuance and service.
a lawyer before signing.

The divorce petition is

sc~utinized

The clerk will assist the client in

dealings with the Official Guardian.

This particular clerk's

primary task is to keep the client informed as to developments
in the divorce.

by

__

_......
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4.

I

Wills and Estates
A substantial number of law clerks work in wills and

estates departments.

Modern office equipment allows the lawyer

to create precedents for wills and Surrogate Court proceedings
so that repetitive drafting and typing can be avoided and costs
kept down.

In a straightforward estate a law clerk-may:
(a)

attend the initial interviews;

(b) search out the assets;
(c)

draft, type and file documents;

(d)

obtain releases and probate;

(e)

transfer or redeem shares;

(f)

keep the estate's bank records;

(h)

prepare reporting letter and
statement of account.

The law clerk spends considerable time obtaining information from the executors.

Approval is generally sought from the

supervising lawyer for all documents he/she has prepared.

5.

Corporate Law
In the corporate law area, law firms employ a number of

stenographers who are trained to process the more routine corporate
documents:

annual returns, articles of incorporation and amalga-

mation and minute books.
Some experienced legal secretaries have been known to
assume the more sophisticated responsibilities of a corporate law
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-

The corporate clerks will take instructions from the

~=~ice.

::i :citor responsible for the file and determine with him what
~-E

Jest possible approach may be to the client's problem.

=-e~k

~~

The

may on occasion deal directly with the client in regard

"Jinor changes in corporate structures such as the number of

::~ctors,

shareholders or shares issued.

A senior corporate

_ cl erk will also be responsible for instructing and supervi sing
~- e

corporate stenographers.

Corporate clerks develop a vast

:'Jerti se in provincial and federal corporate procedure.
s~ch

One

cl e rk we interviewed had worked for twenty-five years in

~orporate

practice and was shortly retiring to be replaced by a

_ro ng lawyer.

The firm felt that it was unable to find a law

c"erk with corporate knowledge and experience .

6.

Law Clerks and Legal Secretaries
There is no clear definitional accord as to the role of

:.ne l aw clerk and that of the legal secretary.

It is clear that

-any legal secretaries exercise skills well beyond those of the
stenographer.

Indeed, an experienced litigation secretary in one

&inn may play a more important supporting role in conducting the
: inn' s litigation than someone styled 'litigation law clerk' in
Lne firm next door.
There are some working conditions common to law clerks:
(a)

they generally earn higher salaries than legal secretaries

of comparable experience, (b} their maximum salaries appear to be
much higher, (c) they have greater independence, (d) they interview
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clients, (e) they are allotted specific office space, (f) they
have specific and unique job descriptions, (g) they do not
generally undertake stenographic duties, (h) they do factual
and legal research, (i) they deal directly with lawyers about
client problems, (j) they may attend finn meetings or continuing
education sessions, (k)

they delegate work to secretaries or

stenographers, (1) they may be entitled to bonuses based on their
billings, (m) they are not entitled to overtime.

There was some

suggestion among those we interviewed that the difference is
often unreasonably based on sex rather than skill .

Women, it is

suggested, are more likely to be called secretaries because they
know how to type and will be required to do their own typing.

Men

doing work of equal complexity will be called law clerks and will
have stenographic assistance.
Our survey of law clerks and legal secretaries indicates
that the issue which most concerned non-professional staff in law
firms was the issue of role definition.

One hundred and twelve of

192 respondents felt sufficiently motivated to answer those
questions which required an essay form of response.

Of the 112

responses to section 4, 69 gave short answers while 43 gave longer
answers requiring a separate sheet of paper.

Of the respondents who

provided detailed responses, there is a clear indication that the
paraprofessionals are more concerned about their status than their
economic position.

Typically law clerks consider a legal secretary

to be below them on the totem pole.

We note comments such as

11

a

- 235 law clerk should be trained in the law whereas a secretary should
be t rained in producing the results of the law cl erks' and lawyers'
work. 11

Or ,

11

the legal secretary should act only on the instructions

of her superior,, lawyer or law clerk . 11

Law clerks believe that

they are capable of assuming responsibility and of understanding
the theory of their work:
have more knowledge

11

Law clerks have much more responsibility,

than the legal secretary 11 and 11 law clerks

must understand why they are doing what they are doing . 11
Legal secretaries see little difference between t he
capabilities of clerks and of a secretary:

11

! don ' t really think

there should be any difference 11 and "I do not think that law clerks
do any more complicated work than do legal secretaries; in fact my
experience has been that many secretaries are doing the work of
l aw cl erks without the recognition for it. 11
While one would expect some rivalry between paraprofessionals
competing for jobs and recognition within the private law firms, we
~ere

surprised at the intensity of the rivalry between clerks and

secretaries we found exhibited in the questionnaire. A member
of the Inst i tute of Law Clerks who has been trained in England indicated

11

that an experienced law clerk is an additional producer who

as a legal secretary 11 •

Graduates of Ontario community colleges

stated that law clerks had more ability than legal secretaries and
that law clerks have much more responsibility, have more knowledge,
general ly can work with little supervision as compared to a legal
secretary. 11

Similarly a graduate of Durham College responded 11 a 1aw
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clerk has many more capabilities than a legal secretary especially
if they took a course similar to the one I took which included al l
law subjects and practical experience.

At present I find that the

legal secretary is taking jobs away from the law clerk.

11

While the

attitudes expressed in the questionnaires may reflect the individua l
respondent's working environment, the apparent conflict between
secretaries and law clerks appears to be quite widespread.

We

recognize that the sample population represents the most opinionated
members of the total Ontario law clerk and legal secretary populat i on.
Still , there is clearly reflected a desire on the part of law clerks
to remain separate and apart and (if at all possible) a clear step
above the legal secretary.
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The Survey of Finns
The survey of professional finns in Ontario conducted
- ~e

Professional Organizations ColTITlittee examined the work

=_-:~~ans

of l egal secretaries, paraprofessionals and articling
in supervised and unsupervised activities .

=--~er.ts

Respondents

= = asked t o indicate for a series of eleven tasks and in nine
~

_as of law which support staff were uti lized.

~-es

For all the

in this section, i t should be noted that finns spending

-:=s than 30 pe r cent of bi llable time in a given area of law
:~-;r.:n

headi ngs i n the tables) were eliminated from the analysis

:; ork func tions for that particular area (column).
:~~onal e

The

for excluding these finns was that support staff were

-ess likely to be trained to execute tasks in a specific area
: = -aw if finn activity in that area was minimal.
:e~~age

As such, per-

utilization figures could be more accurat ely assumed to

-e:iect the relative capabilities of the various support staff
: : :ernatives .

•. a. Utilizat ion of Non-Professionals by Degree of Supervision
The first set of three tables examined utilization of
3araprofessionals, legal secretaries and articling students
separately for each of these groups of personnel.
~n

these tables two figures are reported:

In each cell

the upper figure

represents the percentage of finns indicating that they used that
type of manpower irrespective of the degree of supervision, while
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the lower figure indicates the percentage of firms using that
same type of personnel in an unsupervised capacity.

It should

be noted that there are some doubts as to the reliability of
the reported distinction b• tween supervised and unsupervised
non-professional manpower.

The percentage of firms reporting

that they utilized unsupervised support staff was so low as to
be somewhat implausible. It may be that lawyers, in answering
this question, felt the term 'unsupervised' connoted a lack of
responsibility for work perfonned by their staff, hence the low
percentages of unsupervised activity.

At any rate, this likely

bias in the data makes it preferable to report totals, ignoring
the issue of the degree of supervision.

The unsupervised figures

are reported in the first group of tables for illustrative
purposes only.

(i)

Legal Secretaries
As indicated in Table l, legal secretaries are used

least by function (row headings) in negotiations, advocacy and
legal research and used most in preparing pleadings, letter
writing, filing documents and preparing clients' fees.

It is

interesting that the tasks for which they are utilized most
frequently are those that tend to be routine.

Legal secretaries

are also involved in interviewing clients, fact gathering, dealing
with lawyers and public record searches.
In terms of areas of law (column headings) legal secretaries are used most extensively in family law, wills, estates
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~~c

title searching, and to a lesser extent, in litigation.

~ey

are utilized least in taxation.
Looking at the use of unsupervised legal secretaries

~~

the same table confirms the areas of utilization just noted,

~ ] ~hough
:~ntly

· ~;)

as expected the percentages in all cells are signifi-

lower.

Articling Students
Utilization of articling students, seen in Table 2,

.aries more with respect to areas of law than to tasks; that is,
~·thin

a particular field of law, they are used fairly consistently

:or all functions.

This is to be contrasted with legal secretaries

o are used in a relatively function-specifi c manner.
Articling students are utilized most extensively in
:amily law and litigation, to a lesser extent in title searching,
corporate law securities and collections, and least in wills and
estates and taxation .

As was the case with legal secretaries, the

::wo tasks for which articling students are used least are negotiations and advocacy; however, whereas legal research was one of
~he

t asks perfonned infrequently by legal secretaries, it is the

one for which articling students are used most often.
With regard to the degree of supervision, the data
indicate that little unsupervised work is performed by articling
students.

TABLE 1
PERCENTAGE OF FIRMS* USING LEGAL SECRETARIES IN THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES

Interviewing Clients

Estates
and
Probate

Title
Searching &
Conveyancing

Cor porate
Law
Securities

19
4

33 .

20

-9

6

9
4

Family

Wills

s
u

19
9

s

,,

Collections
(DebtorCredi tor)

Taxation

Civil
Litigation

Criminal
Litigation

7

5

13

12

:2

0

2

3

Fact Gathering

u

24 .
11 ·

20
5

46 13

28
10

20
4

15
5

5
0

18
8

14
4

Preparing Pleadings
or Legal Documents

s
u

36
15

33
3

41
8-

35
10

25
3

20
4

5
0

23
4

26

Letter Writing

s
u

55
: 23

42

.a

65
16 -

54
' 17

' 37
8

30
7

5.
0

42
14

35
13

Filing Documents

s
u

45
26

35
- 14

52
19 -

36
17

32
15

18
9

11

34
14

12

Negotiations

s
u

3
2

4
1

1 ·

2

0

1

0
0

3

0

1
0

2

2
1

Advocacy

s
u

1
1

1.
0 .

1-

2

1

0

1

1
0

0

0
0

1
1

2
1

s

24

19

34
10

9
3.

7

' 0

15
4

14

0

2
0

2
.l

o·

0
0

2
1

3

9
3·

18

17
3·

7

2

5
0

17
4

19
5

47
8-

45
10

19
3

0

0

29
4

29
8

Dealing with
Lawyers

l

9
3

u

s

3
. 2.

·2
'1-

16
6 "

".4 '

40
12

34

u

Search of
Public Records

u

Preparing clients
fees and
disbursements

u

s
s

35
I

N
.i::a.
0
I

6"

Legal Research
and Analysis

0

6

N=71

5
2

1

.1·

6

N=97

N=97

S •

Suporvieed l\nd Unouporvinod

u •

Unn 11porv l. 111111 o u I y

6

N=873

29
6

N=l32

2 ·
:

0

N=l43

N• l 9

N=l 39

5

2

N• l41

-

-
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Probate
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Securities

5
0

9
2

1

7
1

Interviewing Clients

s
u

16
5

·o

Fe.ct Gathering

s
u

. 22
10

5

5

t'tJ 11 nt:l

. 24
3

16

10
3

11
2

15
3

5

0

33
10

18
6

7
1

.12

15

5

32

2

3

.Q

4

14
4

9
3

14
1

18
2

0
0.

31
11

12

10

17

0
0

11

5

13
3

29

4

12

5

1
0

11 .
3

0
0

17
3

8
2

8
2

0
0

20
6

9
1

5
.0

26
6

12
4

11
0

37

10

17
4

5
0

28
12

5

15
5

1

1

0

0

Letter Writing

s
u

19

5

5

0

. o.

Filing Documents

s
u

16
5

1
0

61.

Negotiations

s
u

12
2

0
0

o.
0

4
1.

Advocacy

s
u

14

0
0

0
0

1
0

0

Dealing with
Lawyers

s
u

18

2

2

7

1

1.

10
2

11
2.

13
4

Legal Research
and Analysis

s
u

24

5

4.
0.

12
2

24
4

19

Search of
Public Records

s

21

u

Preparing clients
fee s and
disbursements

u

o·

7 ..

8.

s

12
0
N=71

..

0

5

2

5

13

1

5

24
6

17

1

2
1

1
O·

6
1

6
1

10
0

N=97

N=97

N=873

----,

6

N=l32

N= 143

0
N=19

S
u

=
=

*

Firms spending more than thirty per cent of billable time in each area.

Supervised and Unsupervised
Unsupervised only

'

~

N=l39

-

Litigation

0
0

3

-

Litigation

c;dminnl

7
1

21

1

-

•raxation

s

7

I Ull!I

(DebtorCreditor )
14
2

u

Preparing Pleadings
or Legal Documents

.Ci.vil -

'1 1111 ll ~N' l "I ,T.N ~·111 ~ 1ro r.1 nw I NI I /\C'I' Iv I 'I' I I•::
_,

---------· .

--~-

5

3

7

4
8

1

N=l41

I

N
~

I
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(iii) Paraprofessionals
The percentage of firms utilizing paraprofessionals is
much lower than that reported for either articling students or
legal secretaries (see Table 3).

Paraprofessionals are used

mainly in two specific areas of law and for two tasks.

These are

title searching and civil litigation, and filing documents and
public records searches respectively.

The limited utilization

of paraprofessionals suggests that their training qualifies them
for fairly specialized tasks.
The amount of unsupervised work performed by paraprofessionals is negligible according to the figures in Table 3, a
result which is consistent with those observed in the two previous
tables and which confirms the likelihood of a response bias.

l~b.

Utilization of .Non-Professionals by Incidence of Employment
The next group of three tables examines utilization of

the three groups of non-professional manpower for firms that employ
them.

The elimination of firms not using a particular type of

support staff because they do not employ them will make it possible
to determine the extent to which low utilization of a particular
type of manpower reflects a relative lack of capability.
Prior to discussing the results, it may be useful to
examine the employment pattern of non-professional manpower across
firm size and location so as to anticipate the likely changes in

1''flln I t
-·~I""!'""
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s
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0
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0
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0
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0
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0
0
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utilization of these personnel.

Table 4 indicates the number of

finns employing each of the listed combinations of support staff.
It is clear that the elimination of non-employers will affect the
percentage utilization of legal secretaries the least since only
a minority of finns do not employ one.

On the other hand, para-

professionals and articling students are relatively less frequently
employed, especially among smaller finns, implying that the percentages are likely to rise more for these two groups .

(i)

Legal Secretaries
As expected, the utilization of legal secretaries increases

slightly for most activities to reflect the omission of the few
firms that do not employ them (see Table 5). As before, . they are
used primarily for the tasks of preparing documents, letter writing,
filing documents and preparing clients' fees.

With regard to areas

of law, they are used in family law, wills, estates and title
searching and less extensively in corporate law securities and
litigation .

(ii)

Articling Students
The utilization of articling students rises significantly

when non-employers are excluded from the calculations (see Table 6) .
In fact, except in the fields of wills, estates, and taxation, the
percentage of firms using articling students is quite high.

Articling

students are used more frequently in family and litigation; however
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TABLE 4
J ISTRIBUTION OF NON-PROFESSIONAL MANPOWER BY LOCATION AND
SIZE OF FIRM.

TORONTO
1

OTHER

2-4

5-9

10+

1

2-4

5-9

10+

Articling students

4

1

2

0

1

2

0

0

?ara-professionals

1

3

1

0

7

1

0

0

266

140

5

1

339

204

4

0

31

47

5

1

28

52

11

0

0

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

44

42

6

0

66

122

8

0

9

22

17

21

10

57

37

10

121

19

0

1

84

24

1

1

::.egal s ecretaries
Articling students
and legal secretaries
nrticling students
and para-professionals
?ara-professionals
and legal secretaries
Ail
!"one

N=476 N=275 N=36 N=24

N=537 N=462 ?F61 N=ll

TABLE 5
PERCENTAGE OF FIRMS* WHO EMPLOY
Estates
Family Wills and
Probate

LEGAL SECRETARIES AND USE THEM IN THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES
Corporate
Title
Collections
Civil
Searching & Law
(DebtorTaxation Litigation
Convevancinq Securities
Creditor)

Crimi nal
Litigation

Interviewing Clients

26

21

35

22

9

7

7

13

12

Fact Gathering

27

23

51

30

23

16

7

16

13

40 .

34

. 43

38

25

19

7

22

27

60

46

69
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36

30

0

41

35
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33

18

14
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5

1

1

4

1

1
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4
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1

1
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1
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27

9
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16
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4

2
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3

2
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45

20
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0
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67

Fact Gathering
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so

66

54

29

46
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70

73

-0

17

40

42
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0
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~
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0
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0
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these figures show in addition extensive utilization of articling
students in title searching, corporate law securities and collections .
Again, except for negotiations and advocacy, articling students
are used for all functions, especially legal research and analysis .
Thus, controlling for employment of articling students
demonstrates the wide range of activities they are capable of
perfonning.

It is clear that their utilization does not reflect

task-specific training or knowledge .

(iii) Paraprofessionals
Paraprofessionals are utilized quite extensively by the
firms that employ them, as seen in Table 7, especially for filing
documents and public record searches.

Mowever, they are still not

used for negotiations, advocacy or legal research.

': By

field 9f law,

title searching and civil litigation continue to show extensive
utilization of paraprofessionals, while family and criminal
litigation also emerge as areas in which paraprofessionals are
frequently utilized.

Again, paraprofessionals, like other non-

professional manpower, .are not used in taxation .

.(iv)

Comparison
Comparing the results across personnel categories, several

general trends can be observed:

for the tasks of negotiations and

advocacy, and the area of taxation, these manpower are not used.
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41
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0
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0
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0

0
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0

0
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0

0
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When employed by the firm, articling students are utilized the
most extensively of the three groups, and in the least taskspecific manner.

They are also the only non-professional group

used to any great extent in legal research, which is one of
their main functions.
Although legal secretaries are utilized in a variety
of activities, a large number of their task assignments are
routine in nature .

As sh<Mn previously, paraprofessionals are

highly utilized in a few specific activities.

Comparing Tables

3 and 7, i t is clear that the relatively low percentage of firms
using them in the former table reflects the small number of firms
empl oying them.

Given the task-specific nature of paraprofessional

utilization, it would only be efficient to hire paraprofessionals
in large firms , since these firms would generate sufficient demand
for particular services to keep a paraprofessional fully occupied .
The simplest means of testing this hypothesis is to examine the
utilization of support staff by size of firm.

1. c. Utilization of Non-Professionals by Size of Firm
The final set of tables from the firm survey explores the
possibility that utilization of non-professionals varies with firm
size.

It is reasonable to expect that increasing firm size would

be associated with increased utilization of support staff.

As

noted above with respect to paraprofessionals, the demand constraints
in small firms with regard to many tasks renders it inefficient to
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hire many auxiliary personnel.

In fact, looking back at Table 4,

it can be seen that the majority of sole proprietorships and firms
with 2-4 lawyers, have only a legal secretary, while another 25
per cent of these firms have two out of three kinds of non-professional manpower.

On the other hand, the majority of firms in

the other two finn size categories employ articling students, legal
secretaries and paraprofessionals .

Not only would there be increased

employment and utilization of support staff in larger finns but
one would also expect greater task specialization within them.
Since the larger finns tend to employ all types of non-professional
manpower, functions perfonned by legal secretaries (as the only
type of auxiliary personnel) in small firms would be executed in
the larger firms by those with relative expertise.

By examining

work functions of these personnel across firm size, it should
therefore be possible to establish the degree of substitutability
among these three manpower alternatives.
Listed in each cell of the following tables are the two
combinations of support staff most frequently reported by respondents.
The incidence of firms not using any non-professional manpower in
an activity is indicated by the percentage of zeroes in each cell.

( i)

Sole Proprietorships
The high percentage of zeroes in each cell in Table 9,

indicates that the utilization of auxiliary personnel by sole
practitioners is not very high.

This is not a very surprising

result given the low employment of these personnel in small firms.
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TABLE 8

EXPLANATION ~ OF

SYMBOLS

A =

supervised articling student

B

=

unsupervised articling student

C

=

supervised l egal secretary

D

=

unsupervised legal secretary

E

=

supervised para-professional

F

=

unsupervised para-professional
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TABLE 10
USE OF NON-PROFESSIONAL MANPOWER BY FIRMS WITH TWO - FIVE LAWYERS*

Interviewing clients
Fact Gathering
Preparing Pleadings
or Legal Documents
Letter Writing

Filing Documents
Negotiations
Advocacy
Dealing with
Lawyers
Legal Research
and Analysis
Search of
Public Records
Preparing clients
fees and
disbursements

Family

Wills
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Legal secretaries are employed most extensively by these firms,
hence the higher percentage utilization figures in the activities
frequently performed by them, that is letter writing, filing

~ost

oocuments, preparing documents and preparing invoices in the areas
of family, estates, title searching and litigation.
Articling students are used primarily for legal research
and in family law and litigation.

They are also involved in

r.egotiations and advocacy, tasks for which neither legal secretaries
paraprofessionals are used.

~or

the smallest firms;

~n

~~bl ic

ii)

Paraprofessionals are seldom used

as expected, they are involved primaril y in

records searches and occasi9nally in civil litigation .

Firms with 2-5 Lawyers
Compared with the utilization of auxiliary personnel in

:ole proprietorships, there is greater use of all types of non~"Ofessional

manpower in the next firm size category (except in

- ~e

f ield of taxation) (see Table 10) .

-~e

increase is in the use of articling students, especially in

=~'"?orate
-5

The primary source of

law,securities, collections, civil litigation and family .

Jefore, articling students are involved most extensively in

·:gal research, but are also utilized in a wider variety of tasks
-~an

ei ther of the ot1er two personnel groups.
Legal secretaries, as noted previously, are utilized in

:'"'e3aring and filing documents, letter writing and preparing invoices.
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tasks and are the primary ones used for negotiations, advocacy
legal research.

ar ~

Paraprofessionals are utilized more extensively : -

this firm size category, confirming the hypothesis that demand
constraints for the particular services provided by

paraprofess i on c-~

render it i neffi dent to hi re them except in the larger firms .
A final point worth noting is the increased occurrence in

ind ivid~~

cel ls of combinations, or rather a variety, of manpower, owing t o
the tendency for firms of this size to employ all three types of
auxiliary personnel .
(iv)

Firms with 10 or more Lawyers

The trends noted in the previous table are reinforced
in Table 12.

Not only are articling students utilized most

extensively of the three groups, but paraprofessionals are now
more prevalent than legal secretaries.

Moreover, there is

increased incidence of combinations of personnel involved in
specific tasks reflecting the preponderance of firms employing
all three types of non-professional manpower.

The reported use

of all types of auxiliary personnel in certain activities indicates
the substitution potential of these manpower alternatives.

This

substitutability is confinned by the evidence that functions
performed by legal secretaries in the smaller firms are perfonned
by articling students and paraprofessionals in the larger ones.
At the same time several distinctions among these
personnel should be noted.

The utilization of articling students

is by far the least task-specific and, recalling that articling
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students are the primary group involved in negotiations, advocacy,
and legal research, reflects the most extensive knowledge of law.
Legal secretaries are involved in a variety of activities,
especially in smaller finns in which it is not uncommon to find
legal secretaries as the only fonn of auxiliary personnel.

At the

same time, many of the tasks performed by them are, as noted
previously, those that tend to be routine in nature.

Moreover,

in the larger firms legal secretaries are replaced by paraprofessi onals
and articling students in tenns of these functions, implying that
their role in these finns is primarily secretarial.
Paraprofessionals are utilized for a variety of tasks in
the larger finns, yet in smaller finns they perfonn a narrow range
of activities.

From this evidence it is possible to conclude that

the more extensive utilization of paraprofessionals in larger finns
represents the assignment of specific but different tasks to
different paraprofessionals, as opposed to any one paraprofessional
performing a variety of different activities.

2.

The Survey of Paralegals
Having described the utilization of non-professional man-

power from the perspective of the lawyers who employ them, it was
thought useful as a validity check to detennine the work functions of
these personnel from their own point of view.

A questionnaire

was sent to a sample of legal secretaries and law clerks
(paraprofessionals). A copy of the questionnaire is appended to this
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paper .

:s~o~ses

Of the 643 questionnaires sent out, 192

were received;

that is a response rate of 30%.

:-= section of the paralegal survey asked respondents to
~ -~~cate

:-- 1 :~9

their task assignments in various areas of law by
out a table (identical to those previously discussed).

72=::;.cnaents were also required to indicate for each activity the
:..:;""ee of s upervision by a lawyer . The possible responses were:
__ ed independently, was supervised loosely, or work was closely
--~c~ed.

The results are presented separately for legal secretaries
~-~ ~aw

::~

clerks in Tables 14 and 15, respectively.

It should be noted

res pect to the tables that for each field of law (that is,

:-c column headings in the tables), the responses analysed include
:r-; those cases in which the employer was reported to be actively

:-saged i n that area of law.

As noted previously with regard to

:-e firm survey results, this procedure allows greater comparability
fields of law since the figures will not be reflecting an

:c~ss

~-known

:

;~g

:. :.

element of non-utilization of non-professional manpower

to lack of activity in the area .

Legal Secretaries
The work functions of legal secretaries which emerge from

:~: s

dat a are remarkably similar to those reported by firms .

looking

:: the overall results in Table 14, it is clear that legal secretaries
:"'e

most often utilized for preparing documents, letter writing, and

=~pa ri ng

invoices and to a lesser extent for fact gathering, filing

~ ocumen ts

and dealing with lawyers.

They are least involved in

-:goti ations, advocacy, public records searches and legal research.
:_ fi eld of law, taxation and collections show the lowest utilization
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TABLE 13

EXPLANATION OP' SYMBOLS

F

=

Family

w

=

Wills

E

=

Estates . & Probate

TS

Title Search & Conveyancing

CL

Corporate Law Securities

c

=

T

Collections (Debtor- Creditor)
Taxation

CVL

=

Civil Litigation

CRL

=

Criminal Litigation
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:.::GAL SECRETARIES REPORTING THAT THEY PERFORM THE FOLLOWING TASKS

:::..~erv iewing

Clients

A
B

c
?ac"t Gathering

:..e~te r

~~:ing

Writing

Documents

·e;otiations

;....dvocacy

w

8
12
8

9

6

11

8

A
B

23
12

c
?reparing Pleadings
~ Legal Documents

F

TS

CL

11

4
13

13

7

17

17

13

9

9

17
14
11

11

9

4

17
14

11
26

11
20

4
4

23
23

11

18
13
22

11
9

16
16
20

7
13
18

. 4

2

B

12
19

c

8

31
14
14

A

E

11

A

12

17

B

8

9

11
17

c

27

37

31

A
B

4
4

3
3

c

27

34

3
9
29

A
B

4

6

6

12

3

c

3

8

6

6

A
B

12

3
3

3
3

12
12
23

3

6
23

6
9

20

26

c

4
15
8

9
6
9

9
6

9
11
9

A

8

3

3

B

4
4

9

11

4
9

3

3

15

8

14

20

12
15

17

17
14

15
20
17

c
~ling

with Lawyers

A

B

c
:.egal Research and

A

;-=..al ys is

B

~:a!'."ch

o f Public Records

c
:=e?aring Clients Fees
~-c ~i sbursements

11
26

A
B

c

23

9

7
20
30

C

T

CVL

CRL

8

5
14
11

12
12
12

13

8

5
16
16

12
18
12

7

8
8
8

22
27
8

18
29
6

17
17

4

11

18

16
30

6
29

5

12

3

33

31

13

4
4
7

11
7

4
4

14

2

3

7
2

4

14

2

7

7

5

6

15

11
20

9
9

8

22
22

12
24

7

2
4
4

14
16

18

8

5

12

5

12

11

6
6

17

41

8

2

2
7

35

24

3

11
9

4
11
11

20
18
9

4

6

11

4

9
11
11

12

8

8

19
22

29
12

11

6

N=26 N=35 N=35 N=46 N=45 N=45 N=l2 N=37 N=l7

=

~
•ork
;;o= e or l

is close ly checked; B
ess i ndep e ndently.

=

work is occasionally checked; C

= work
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of legal secretaries while the highest figures occur in litigation,
real estate and, to a lesser_extent, wills, estates and family law.
Generally, the results indicate that work functions of legal
secretaries tend to be task-oriented; that is, they do not perform
all tasks with any given area of law, but rather are involved in
specific tasks in most fields of law .
With regard to the degree of supervision, the results
are difficult to generalize since the responses do not exhibit
any clear patterns.

However, a few observations can be made.

The majority of respondents indicated that they work independently
for the task of filing documents.

The percentage of legal secretaries

involved in dealing with lawyers increased as the degree of supervision decreased.

A similar result was obtained in the task of

letter writing and to a lesser extent in interviewing clients and
fact gathering.

For the other functions (row headings), responses

were relatively evenly distributed across supervision levels.

On

the whole, however, legal secretaries reported significantly less
supervision of their work than the finn survey results indicated
was being provided to them.

2. b.

Law Clerks
The tasks most often performed by law clerks, as indicated

in Table 15, are letter writing, filing documents, preparing invoices
and most significantly, public records searches.

Many of these

respondents reported that they were also involved in interviewing

:.'~LE
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15

:_~w CLERKS REPORTING THAT THEY PERFORM THE FOLLOWING TASKS

In terviewing Clients

A
B

c
Fact Gathering

A
B

c
Preparing Pleadings
or Legal Documents

A
B

c
Letter Writing

Filing Documents

Negotiations

Advocacy

Dealing with Lawyers

Legal Research and
Analysis

Search of Public Records

F

W.

10
12
10

10

6

6

4
10
18
8

14
14

A

6

B

c

12
18

A

4

B

c

4
36

A

12

B

6

c

4

A

8

B

4

c

4

A
B

12
12

c

8

A
B

14

c

6
6

A

2

Preparing Clients Fees
and Disbursements

TS

CL

4
17
29

12

3
5

10

11
11

5

17

3
5

5
8

3
8

2

2

3

10

18

40

25

18

6
3

3
8

6

5
7

11

14

7
10
12

6
5

8

6
8

11

21

44

3
2
8

2
8

22

2

18
26

3

T

7

22
8

7
7 .

13

7

8
27

4
22

4

8

39

18

17

13

33

4
22

5
7

4

14

11
11

10

4

9
11

9

11

9

11

6

3
5

6

5
7
5

4
9

8
7

4
4

12

4

13

13
47

2
10
15

3
3
5

6
5
11

13
18
15

13
12

8
3
7

3

5
22

6
8

2
8

3
3

47

17

13

13
13

12
12
12

14

19

9

3
3

8

20

7

4
7

c

13

3

2
3
5

11
10
10

7

19
11

3
8

6

2
2
2

6
2

9

14

10

7

10
12

-'

4
13

3

A
B

7
15
11

8
20

6

26

13
14
16

4

2

22
11

c

CRL

10
23

3

2
5

13

CVL

9

8
2

C

12

5
2
2

3
3
8

B

E

3

22

3

6
13

. 11

17
13

11
11

4

16
17

11
11

9

8

7

5

4

3

4

9

23

19

10

4

16

. 19

7

4

11

11

12

9

13

4

N=50 N=63 N=63 N=72 N=60 N=60 N=23 N=64 N=27
~ = work is closely checked; B = work is occasionally checked; C = work
..1ore or less independently.
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clients , fact gathering, preparing documents and dealing with
lawyers .

By field of law, law clerks are used most often in

title searching and civil litigation, to a lesser extent in
family and cri minal litigation, and also in corporate law
securities, collections and estates.

They do not report much

activity in the tasks of negotiations, advocacy and legal research
or in the areas of tax and wills.
These results are consistent with those obtained from
the finn survey except as regards the degree of supervision:
much more independent activity is reported in the paralegal than
in the firm survey.

A majority of respondents indicated that they

worked independently in searching public records, filing documents ,
fact gathering and letter writing.

The highest reported incidence

of work being closely checked occurred in the tasks of legal
research and preparing invoices.

With regard to fields of law,

work is most heavily supervised in family and litigation and
least supervised in title searching, corporate law securities,
collections, and estates.

2.c. Conclusion
The paralegal survey confirms the firm survey results
regarding the work functions of legal secretaries and law clerks.
However, the reported degree of supervision of these personnel
differs markedly between the two surveys.

It has already been

noted that the amount of supervision is likely to have been
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overestimated in the firm survey owing to notions of lawyer
responsibility for all work performed.

At the same time,

l egal secretaries and law clerks would tend to credit themselves
where possible with more responsibility or independence rather
I

t han less, thereby exacerbating the discrepancies in the results.
Mo reover, the lack of symmetry in wording on the two questionnaires
may account for part of the reported difference in levels of
s upervision.

Whereas the firm survey questionnaire asked lawyers

to indicate if supervised or unsupervised manpower performed a
variety of tasks, respondents to the paralegal questionnaire were
as ked if their work was closely checked, occasionally checked, or
i f they worked independently.

The terms 'unsupervised' and 'work

i ndependently' may be interpreted very differently in the sense
t hat a lawyer may feel he is operating in a supervisory capacity
even though the employee is functioning independently.

As such,

i t would seem that the paralegal survey results are preferable as
a means of indicating the amount of independent activity performed
by legal secretaries and law clerks.
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D.

Law Clerks in Great Britain
The law clerks of the English system may be divided into

three distinct groups.

The first type of clerk is the Solicitor's

articled clerk who is fulfilling a professional apprenticeship before
being called to the Bar.

As a student group this population of clerks

is of little concern to this study.
Barrister's clerk.

The second type of clerk is the

The nature of the split profession in England has

created a unique role for the barrister's clerk.

Unlike the con-

ventional paralegal this clerk spends little time on legal matters
but rather acts as a personal manager for the Barrister.

He arranges

all the professional affairs of his principal and acts as a middleman
between solicitors and his employer.

Because of the unusual nature

of this role the barrister's clerk is also of little comparative value
in any study of the role of law clerks in Ontario.
The third, and most relevant, type of clerk is the
solicitor's clerk, often referred to as a legal executive.

These

individuals are career clerks who, depending upon their experience
and employer, may perfonn under a solicitor's supervision all the
tasks of a qualified solicitor.

Solicitor's clerks have had a

long history in the British system.

By the middle of the nineteenth

century the employment of clerks by solicitors was the prevailing
practice. 15 In modern times the ratio of solicitors to legal
16
executives has reached approximately one to one.
The solicitors'
Managing Clerks' Association was fonned in 1892 for members with at
17
least ten years experience in a solicitor's office.
The Association
never attained a membership greater than 2,600, although the number

·--

---- - -- - - - -- - --

- 269 of employed clerks increased until the outbreak of Worl d War II.
After the war the increased demand for white collar workers and
increased access to a legal education led to a decline in available
clerks.

The Law Society attempted to join forces with the Association

to promote a renewed interest in the career and a certificate system
was introduced to certify the general body of law clerks on the basis
of examinations.

Any unified effort was undermined by a disagreement

over the institution of a minimum salary in 1956 .

In 1957 a comnittee

was set up which ultimately developed the concept for a society which
would be formed for the training of solicitors' staffs . The committee
decided to apply the term "legal executive to the newly trained staff.
11

In early 1963 the Institute of Legal Executives was formed from the
Managing Clerks' Association.
15,005. 18

The membership presently stands at

Members have status as either students, associates or
fellows.

In each case, preparatory courses are completed at a

polytechnic (analogous to our community college) or by correspondence.
Fellowship status requires considerable academic achievement
(successful completion in three "A" level subjects, roughly equivalent to our first year of university).

Fellowship standing requires

three years of qualifying employment together with successful completion of three examinati ons selected by the student from a list
of options (conveyancing, equity, probate and successor, contracts,
commercial law, torts, criminal law and others} .
Legal executives play an extensive role in litigation.
One may specialize in civil, domestic or criminal work.

In the

course of a matter, a legal executive may advise the client and

~
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supervise the matter through every level - even through an appeal
to the House of lords.

He or she conducts interviews with witnesses,

prepares pleadings, summonses and affadavits.

When a matter goes to

trial, the legal executive often instructs the counsel.

He collects

the relevant data and documents for the court appearance and assists
in preparing the case to be heard .

If the matter is not going to

trial, the legal executive acts in much the same manner collecting
data for preparation of advice.
The legal executive is of great valuP. in c.onveyancing.

He

usually offers the client general advice and is often charged with
drafting all contracts, conveyances, leases and charges, freeing
the solicitor fr001 these more routine functions.

He is also

trained in the area of law surrounding these functions and is able
to give advice on questions respecting title, easements, charges,
boundaries, drainage rights and rights of way.

He may also advise

on leases, both private and commercial, as well as tenancy, expropriation and tax matters.

He assists other professionals such

as surveyors and architects in land development matters .
A legal executive can draft a will and a trust document
or advise in their preparation.

He can also be useful in obtaining

grants of probate and in representing a client in probate matters.
His drafting duties often extend to the point of making him an
estate planner, as he must take into account the effect of tax
legislation on the wishes of a testator.

He can also administer the

estate of a deceased person for which he must be familiar with
practice and procedure at probate and questions as to the taxation
of an estate.
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Leqal executives draft articles of i ncorporation or associ ation and
act in an advisory capacity towards directors, secretaries, and other
rnerrbers of a company.

They also advise companies as to the rights

of s hareholders and give infonnation on the requirements of the
vari ous legislation, as wel l as information about partnership and
bankruptcy matters.
Unadmitted staff (that is, law clerks who are not members
of the Institute) are generally less wel l-trained and may therefore
occupy positions of somewhat less responsibility .

Although legal executives appear to perfonn the same
tasks as solicitors in many cases, there are restrictions on
thei r activity.
of the solicitor.

To begin with, all their work is done in the name
In addition, there are certain functions and

court appearances which are reserved for the solicitor.

Fellows

have particular privileges relating to their duti es which are not
shared by non-Fellow "legal executives".

However, as long as a

l egal executive does not hold himself out to be a solicitor, he
can operate as a legal advisor in almost any field and can carry
on a correspondence on behalf of a client.

He cannot, however,

t ake any steps leading to litigation, prepare a document under
seal , or take out probate.

These restrictions, set out by The

Soli citors Act 1974, s . 20, 22, 23, operate as a bar to most fonns
of independent practice.
The Institute itself recognizes that there would be great
di fficulty in monitoring independent practice by legal executives,
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and therefore is not eager to end the current solicitors' monopoly
on certain legal practices (although some Institute members feel
that they should be accorded practice rights).
Institute recognizes

The Council of the

this feeling as a natural outgrowth of the

fact that legal executives are not accorded the recognition that
should result from their responsible activities.

However, the

Council feels that the Institute should seek its recognition
as a part of the legal profession rather than in opposition to it. 19
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E.

Recruitment of Law Clerks in Ontario
Our interviews indicated that legal secretaries, insurance

adjusters and English legal executives are the most attractive
candidates for recruitment to positions of law clerks.

The graduates

of corrununity college law clerk programs apparently hold rather less
appeal.

Communication skills and experience in a specific area of

l egal work are apparently important selection criteria.

Desire for

self-improvement and the ability to assume responsibility were also
important.
Undoubtedly the most colllllon source of law clerks is the
legal secretary who has been the loyal and hard working employee of
the firm.

This allows the legal secretary to earn more money and

to perceive that there is some progress through the ranks.

From

the law firm's point of view only a minor personnel decision has
been made.

No new and untried personality has entered the office.

A legal secretary will have the confidence of the firm.

In turn,

he/she appreciates the importance of good work in the office.
or she will generally have had thorough exposure to one area
of law and will be able to add to her expertise quickly.
The ·second s i gni fi cant area of recruitment is the
English legal executive.

Until recently, there was been an

influx of English legal executives seeking economic advancement by illllligrating to Ontario.

These experienced law clerks

or legal executives have been actively recruited by a number
of Ontario law firms who have either advertised in England or
sent a lawyer and in some instances a law clerk to England to
interview prospective recruits.

He
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A number of law clerks have obtained experience in smaller
communities, and have then been recruited

Toronto's law firms
where the demand and salaries for law clerks is higher. 20
by
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Ontario law firms are interested in recruiting law'
clerks who have both knowledge and experience in specific areas
of the law.

Specific personnel requirements will encourage law

firms to seek out clerks with unique training or experience.

One

law firm in Toronto has hired as a law clerk a woman with graduate
training in planning and development to work in its municipal and
administrative law department.

Real estate clerks are recruited

from registry and land title offices while many litigation clerks
have had previous experience with the Ontario Provincial Police
or municipal police departments.

Former insurance claims managers

and adjusters are considered attractive candidates for civil litigation
positions, particularly where personal injuries work is involved .
Another large Toronto firm hired as a law clerk a claims manager with
twenty-three years experience.
files.

He handles over three-hundred active

Some Ontario firms have hired graduate lawyers with foreign

law degrees who are not eligible to practise in Ontario either because
they do not fulfill the Law Society's citizenship requirements or have
not practised in their home country for five years and hence cannot
be called to the Ontario bar under the existing rules.

Graduate lawyers

from other jurisdictions have been employed as law clerks after failing
to pass the Law Society's transfer examination.

These individuals are

comparable to English solicitors who have chosen not to obtain their
practice certificates.
As the number of law clerks in the province has increased,
so has the recruitment of experienced law clerks between firms.
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1.

Lawyers in an Open Society, Address by the Honourable Otto Lang,
Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada to the
Canadian Bar Association, Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal,
Quebec, August 28, 1972.

2.

See I.B. Cowie and Dalhousie Legal Aid Services, The Legal
Paraprofessional in Canada - A Pilot Training Scheme - 1972,
Dalhousie Legal Aid Service, Halifax, N.S. pp. 1-2 .

3.

We often have occasion during this paper to remark that some
unknown percentage of persons labelled 'legal secretary' by
private law finns also perform tasks closer in kind to the
work of lawyers than to that of legal stenographers. A person
called a litigation secretary in one finn might well be a law
clerk in the firm next door. On the spectrum of law jobs"
some legal secretaries are quite likely doing work rather more
complicated than some law clerks.
11

4. This list draws on a broader definition in Statsky, The
Education of Legal Paraprofessionals' Myths, Realities-and
Opportunities (1971) 24 Vanderbilt L.R. 1083.
5.

William Statsky who has written and lectured extensively in
this area has an old chestnut he relates at conferences about
the A . B.A. ~ s 'liberated' lawyer - the fellow who at age 35 hires
one paralegal and is thereby able to delegate one billable hour
per day. Not only does he thereby "liberate himself" for that
billable hour but he also enhances his personal wealth by some
$300,000 by age 65 . Professor Statsky referred to this A.B.A.
rationale at the National Conference on Legal Aid held in Levis,
Quebec in May, 1974.

6.

The language of 'gestation' and 'take-off' is borrowed from
Haemmel, Parale,als/Legal Assistants, 11 American Business Law
Journal, (1973- 4) lo3.

7.

For further discussion of this relectance see supra note 4.

8.

Professor Reiter is conducting a federally funded study of the
costs of land conveyanci ng across Canada .

9.

Reiter defines a real estate firm as one handling the purchase
and sale of single family dwellings, condominiums and small
commercial properties .
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10.

Professor Reiter told us that in the Bathurst-College area
of Metropolitan Toronto a clie.nt may be charged as little as
$100 for a simple residential conveyance.

11.

Gerald M. Rosberg, Law ers and Para rofessionals (unpublished,
August, 1977 : copy in possession of F.H. Zemans .

12.

American Bar Association Special Committee on Legal Assistants,
The Trainin and Use of Le al Assistants: A.Status Re ort
erican Bar ssociat1on: Chicago, 1974 .

13.

We discuss below the relationship between law clerks and legal
secretaries (Ch . X.B.6).

14.

One large Toronto firm has three full-time investigators who
are separately incorporated, billing the retaining lawyers
$22.00 per hour for their services.

15.

Johnstone and Hopson, Lawyers and Their Work: An Analysis of
the Legal Professions in the .United States and England,
(Bobbs-Merrill: New York, 1967) 400.

16.

Id. at 401.

17.

Id. at 405.

18.

Institute of Legal Executives, Memorandum of Evidence to the
Royal Commission on Legal Services (London: 1977} 49.

19.

Id. at 62.
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See Part C. of this Chapter.
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!raining Law Clerks
_n Ontari o
1. Introduction

In a subsequent section, we attempt an overview of the
:-=rning problems associated with the training of paralegal
:~"Sonn el.

:-~:ranme s

In this part, we describe the existing training
in the principal categories:

(1) in-house training

finns; (2) the community college courses; and (3) the

: _ -ch

Thought has elsewhere been
;- .:"' to utilizing the resources of the 1aw schoo 1s, 1 the
__: .ersi ties 2 and independent bodies . 3 It will be noted in the
: -s~~tute

of Law Clerks program.

i n this section that there is no unanimity of direction

c:.e~ial

-- existing training programs.
;~reral

While some programs

value a

understanding of the legal process forming the basis of

::-s~derable

:- = very

additional on the job learning, others concentrate

task-specific form of training which requires little

:_::J-emen tal professional fonnation.
:::c~rum

Every point along the

between these two extremes is also occupied.

2. In-House Training
Most paralegals in Ontario have been trained on the
::~.

In fact, the inrnediacy and intimacy of the in-house training

==~:~ng

made it the most popular method of training law clerks both

the lawyers and law clerks that we interviewed.
-

resulted from a number of factors.

:-~;rams

This situation

First, very few academic

existed for training law clerks until quite recently.
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Secondly, the infonnality and flexibility of the in-house
training structure is very much in tune with the present
development of the legal paraprofessional, in which employers
wish to detennine the individual capacity of each employee
to "handle the work".

As many paralegals were originally

legal secretaries, their evolution has been totally controlled
and dominated by their employers' perceptions of their capacity
to assume more work.

Once the new paralegal demonstrates

some competence in a particular area his employer will slowly
feed this individual more responsibility in that area.
Law office programs

for training of law clerks are

generally evolved in response to specific needs.

Some lawyers

whom we interviewed indicated that they are prepared to expend
considerable amounts of time on the short-run training of
paralegals as they believe that they will have a substantial
long-run pay-off.

The lawyer clearly hopes that by training

a law clerk whom he can trust, his own time will be used more
economically.

A lawyer who had trained several law clerks in

Surrogate Court practice stated that he had spent twelve nights
over a three week period training a law clerk in the specific
skills necessary for her to be effective in administering estates.
Only after this intensive introduction and a further two months
of direct supervision was the lawyer satisfied that the law
clerk had reached a satisfactory level of work product.
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Often law clerks have had previous experience in
working in the Registry Office and merely receive training
in the specific office routine.

Investigators who are

experienced fact-gatherers are given close instructions
during their early months in handling litigation matters.
Experienced corporate secretaries who gradually develop the
responsibilities of a corporate clerk have received on the
job training for a lengthy period of time.
Many law clerks have devised their own training
programs

by using available firm precedents, bar admission

course materials and any available lawyer.

An intelligent

and aggressive employee gradually gathers the expertise and
confidence that his caseload requires.

The immediacy of the

problem and the need to provide service to clients stimulates
both the law clerk and his employing lawyer to explain, demonstrate and supervise.
The in-house training of law clerks is in many ways
comparable to the early apprenticeship or clerking method of
training lawyers .

The only difference is that there is no

outside evaluation or certification of the law clerk who depends
totally on the assessment and evaluation of his employer.

The

desire for more objective and universal forms of testing has
been the motivating factor for the introduction of the Institute
of Law Clerks "associate" and "fellowship" examinations.
(See Chapter XI I I)
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There is a considerable variation in the 11 in-house 11 training
prograrrmes both between law firms and between departments
within larger law firms .

Lawyers are recognizing that by

delegating tasks to law clerks they can make more effective
use of their time .

Law clerks are being included in seminars

provided by senior lawyers for law students and younger lawyers.
Some law firms employing a number of law clerks use
a senior and experienced law clerk to train a more junior legal
assistant .

Training manuals and job descriptions are prepared

by the experienced employee who outlines the specific tasks that
the junior paralegal is expected to fulfill.

The identification

of specific tasks and the recognition that these tasks may be
repetitive allows the training to take place with little or no
input from senior lawyers.

Supervision will be conducted by

both lawyers and law clerks.
A number of advantages to the firm exist in in-house
training.

The program

can be carried out informally.

be flexible and job specific.

It can

The job specific aspects reduce

employees' mobility because the assistant will be trained in
the specific system of the employing law office.
vantages of an in-house training program

The disad-

include the high

cost to the firm if a lawyer must act as a trainer.

The high

rate of employee turnover will also greatly increase the cost
of training programs.

The firm will therefore develop a

vested interest in retai ning the services of the skilled and
successful law clerk.
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Some form of in-house training has proven necessary
for all new legal assistants whether or not they have been
formally trained.

Both the employer and the employee sub-

stantially benefit from a job specific in-house training
program .

3.

The Community College Program
In response to the perceived needs of commercial and

four year high school graduates, Ontario established a co1T1T1unity
4
college system in 1965 . The twenty-two community colleges are
oriented toward "establishing programs of study which will be
applied in nature, i.e. oriented toward meeting the unique and .
dynamic demands of future technologies, occupations and
communities. 115 A community college attempts to provide courses
not suited to the secondary school setting to meet the needs of
secondary school graduates as well as adults and out-of-school
youth whether or not they are secondary school graduates.
Community colleges attempt to interact 11 with representatives of
business and industry, professional and licensing associations,
social and public agencies and other colleges and continuing
educational centres of the area for enhancing the quality, relevance and social effectiveness of the college

programs and

services. 116
At present, some fonn of training for law clerks is
provided by ten community colleges.

These programs

developed

in response to expressed needs of the legal profession for
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that career opportunities were available.

The first community

college paralegal training program was offered in Ontario in
1969 by Fanshawe College.
clerk programs

In 1971 five colleges offered law

and this had increased to ten by 1976.

interest in law clerk training increased as progralTl!S

The
were

made available.

The full-time enrollment in law clerks and legal
administration courses was: 7
1970-71

90

1972

96

1973

257

1974

346

1975

500

1976

473

There appears to be considerable demand for such
programs.

Three co1TR11unity colleges we studied received 500
8
applicants for 160 positions for the academic year 1976-77. It
is not clear that the applicants' enthusiasm is subsequently
justified by the job market.
Although early graduates from the program were successful in finding law related jobs, such placements cannot be found
for all current graduates.

As well, law finns may in fact prefer

to look to other sources for employees, such as English legal
executives, competent secretaries, retired policemen, bank managers,
9
insurance adjusters, etc. Law finns are wary of hiring a co111Tiunity
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college graduate who may be as young as eighteen and totally
inexperienced.

As well as being no guarantee of employment,

the community college diploma is not formally required to do
the work of the law clerk .

A person contemplating his/her

future might well be concerned that the two or three years
spent on formal training would prove of uncertain utility.
The minimum requirement for entry into a legal
assistant program is Grade 12 .

It is general ly possib le to

admit all qualified applicants into the programs.

There are

a limited number of applicants with some university background.
Fanshawe Col l ege for exampl_e offers a one year program for
university graduates which is fully enrolled at twenty-five
per year.

Typically, the co11m1unity college program attempts to

t ransform a seventeen year old high school graduate, with a
C or B average, into a nineteen year old with sufficient skills
to be employable in a law office .

This is a substantial task. lO

Students often require remedial work in communi cati on ski lls and
mathematics.

The inability of students to meet the l imited

requirements of these programs . results in about a 50% attri tion
and failure rate. 11 It is difficult to determine if this high
rate is due to the difficulty of the courses or the quality of
the students.

In either case, the teachers of the program admi t

that a number of their graduates are not suitable to assume law
clerk responsibilities in Ontario law firms. 12
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The present two-year / four-semester programs

consist

of basic core subjects such as real estate, property, corporations,
civil procedure, creditors' rights and estates.

The Institute

of Law Clerks submits to each community college a syllabus for
its associate status examinations and all colleges contacted
claimed to cover this material.

The lecture method prevails with

some emphasis on labs in which students attempt to deal with
simulated situations.

About twenty-five to twenty-eight course

hours per week appear to be the norm.

There are no basic texts

for the courses and instructors rely heavily upon statutory
13
material, articles and Bar Admission Course material .
There is
a need for more sophisticated teaching materials.

The practical

nature of the training would require that considerable effort be
expended to keep materials usefully up to date.
Students are graded by term tests and assignments.

The

assignments cover such practical matters as preparing documents
and simple litigation pleadings.

The tests examine the more general

theoretical areas such as 11 what is a tort?".

Some community colleges

include laboratory work which is assessed on a pass/fail basis.
Despite concern with the students' literacy skills, examinations
generally are in the fonn of multiple choice or short-answer
papers .

Some graduates have indicated that the examinations are

too easy and that students are given too many opportunities to
14
correct failing assignments.
The programs are structured to
take the student from general education courses such as 11 Judicial
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Process" to more practical subjects such as Wills, Trusts and
Surrogate Court procedures.
The community colleges have begun to recognize the
need for clinical training and have introduced field placements
in law offices, trust companies and government offices for
students.

Law finns and provincial departments have cooperated

in these placements.

Although the colleges are evaluating their

field placement programs,

they have not determined an optimal

clinical teaching schedule to provide both continuity of the
work experience and a valid educational experience.

It is hoped

that clinical placements will also introduce students to permanent
jobs.

There are no statistics on this aspect of field placements.
Concern has been expressed about the quality of the

field placements with respect to the lack of continuity, poor
supervision and unclear expectations on the part of both students
and employers.

Fanshawe College has attempted to overcome this

problem by using a system of twenty-four months of continuous
education, including two four-month semesters of continuous
field work.

It is unfortunate that more sophisticated training

methods have not been developed to bridge the obvious gap between
the future employer and the law clerk in training.
The Ministry of Colleges and Universities, as the
overseer of the community college system, has undertaken to
establish guidelines for paralegal courses offered through the
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colleges.

The process used has been the fonnation of two

committees.

The original committee, established in 1974

included representatives from the Law Society, the Ontario
and Canadian Law Refonn Commissions, the Canadian Bar
Association, the Institute of Law Clerks, 11 Store-front 11
legal aid programs,

the Attorney General (Ontario), the Solicitor

General, the Ministry of Colleges and Universities and the
colleges.

A smaller, more workable, conmittee has been fanned

from the major principals:

The Law Society, the Ministry, the

Institure, the Bar Association, and the colleges.

The committee

has had a study commissioned on the activities of law clerks.
The Ministry hopes that from the work of this corrmittee, minimum
standards will be set for all paralegal courses throughout the
province.

The committee has been considering the possible

accreditation or certification of law clerks.
Corrmunity college programs

require teachers with

considerable expertise in legal theory as well, and more importantly,
with practical legal experience.

The present full-time teaching

staff is made up of an interesting mixture of qualified Ontario
solicitors, law school graduates who are often not qualified to
practice in Ontario and experienced law clerks.

It is the recruit-

ment policy of most community colleges to hire staff on the basis
of their practical experience as opposed to academic qualifications.
Teachers within the curricula are governed by the
collective agreement negotiated for all community colleges' staff.

15
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Experienced lawyers are paid between $19,000 and a maximum of
$26,000 per year.

An experienced lawyer will be taking a con-

siderable cut in income to teach at a corranunity college but
receives the alleged benefits of a less onerous work schedule,
some time to do consulting work and the college holidays.

These

considerations make community college teaching positions interesting
for the legal practitioner who enjoys teaching and wishes a break
from the pace of private practice.

Although course content perhaps

lacks the intellectual challenge of law school courses, the instructors
we interviewed were genuinely interested in the clerks and legal
secretary programs and were committed to teaching careers.
Tuition at community colleges is considerably lower
than at an Ontario university.

Student fees are in the area of $370 per

annum for both Canadian citizens and landed immigrants.
books is negligible.

The cost of

Students of the community college system are

eligible for Ontario Student Assistance Program loans.

The cost

of the paralegal training programs to the province is therefore
considerable.

In 1972, the tuition fees collected represented less

than 10% of actual operating costs.

The province is bearing almost

the total cost of the programs.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the community college
training programs, we briefly examine the data.

According to the

Ministry of Colleges and Universities, graduates of the law clerk
programs from 1972 to 1976 have had the following job patterns:
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Further education:

university

5

11

other school

1

Related work 16

237

Unrelated work

47

Homemaker

2

Seeking work 17

18
3

Not seeking work

94

Unknown

418

Total

If we can assume a similar distribution of the non-responding
graduates, then almost 70% of graduates have had related work
(subject to the discretionary use of the term related work).
These figures must be read with some skepticism as the respondents
represent only 25% of the total of 1,972 graduates during tne period
analyzed.

Our case studies have shown few community college graduates

among the clerks interviewed.

There is as well a reluctance among

potential employers to hire graduates of such programs
all alternate sources

unless

have failed to produce a suitable employee.

Fanshawe College has recently done an analysis of its
graduates between 1973 to 1976.

In this period they had sixty-five

graduates of their two-year program
their one-year program..

and forty-nine graduates of

Of the graduates of the two -year

60% found career-related work on graduation.

program~ .

However only 41.5%
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(27 individuals} were still holding career-related jobs in 1977 .
Some graduates criticized program

administrators for not being

more candid with them about job opportunities and wages.

They

found that the job market was tight and that it was difficult to
develop a paralegal career based on their training.

They felt

deceived because they had been informed that they could make a
career out of their jobs and that a variety of positions would
be available to them.

However, once in the working world, many

graduates found that such opportunities were not available.
4.

Other Training Programs
There are a number of settings in which a practis.ing

law clerk can upgrade his legal knowledge.
of these

The most sophisticated

programs is sponsored by the Institute of Law Clerks

which offers evening . Programs

in affiliation with the continuing

education departments of the community colleges.

Course content

is outlined by the Institute in a syllabus sent to the colleges
who are responsible for hiring a lawyer to teach a course structured
by the college.

The lack of standard technique and the structure

of the Institute's syllabus have created a number of problems
including complaints that the scope of examination of material
was not covered in the lectures. 18
Full-time students of the community college programs
are encouraged by the Institute and by some of the colleges
to write the Associate Examinations of the Institute.

19

Pass/Fail
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figures are published in the lnstitute's Newsletter and listed
according to the college at which the exam was written.
The Institute is presently preparing a Fellowship course
which will be administered on a correspondence basis to allow
graduates with five years of law office experience to qualify as
11

Fe11ows 11 of the Institute.

The course wil 1 cover the areas of

contracts, partnership, torts and conveyancing and is being set
by Ontario law professors and lawyers.
a law book publisher.

It will be published by

There is undoubtedly a demand and a need

for improved texts for training legal assistants simi l ar to those
20
that have been developed in the medical profession.
Prospective Fellows will be required to pass two fellowship examinations in addition to their five years of qualifying
employment.

The Institute states that courses are designed to

test law clerks at a level comparable to the final year of law
school.

The Institute courses have virtually no effect on

professional status or income but many law clerks write the
examinations purely for personal development and status within
the Institute.

Some clerks find that the additional qual i ficati ons

gives them some recognition and improved work experience within
their law finn.

The Institute of Law Clerks wishes to present an

i mage of high standards to the legal profession so that if certification is granted, the Institute will be considered as the
appropriate certifying body.

The Institute's courses stress the
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rather than the practical and are designed to give

tile l aw clerks an overview of the subject matter by means of
a survey of the significant cases, statutes and regulations.
Courses attempt to broaden the law clerk's perspective by giving
im a generalized framework of the substantive law.
Law clerks may also avail themselves of continuing
education opportunities made available through York University,
University of Toronto, The Law Society of Upper Canada, The
~etropolitan

Toronto Legal Secretaries Association and the Toronto

Co11TT1unity Law School.
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B.

In the United States

The response to the challenge of training
legal paraprofessionals is in a state of
disarray. I 21
11

11

As the role and task of paralegals develop, so do
the methods of training.

Many legal academics hold that unlike

the paraprofessional working in medicine or dentistry there is
little point in training a paralegal to perfonn specific repetitive tasks .

They state that the solution to legal problems are

not as easily broken down into systematic tasks as in the more
exact sciences.

This view has not had universal acceptance

among paralegal trainers .

A significant segment of the legal

profession holds the view that paralegals, particularly in the
private sector, do perform recurring routine tasks.

These

trainers have created the systems approach to training the
11

11

legal assistant, 22 concentrat1ng on perfecting standard fonn
step by step responses to corrmon problems.
In August of 1968 the American Bar Association House
of Delegates recommended the creation of a special committee to
study:
"(a)

the tasks which could be performed by
legal assistants,
(b) the nature of the training which would
be required,
(c) the role to be played by the legal profession in providing such training,
(d) the desirability of recognizing competence
and proficiency of legal assistants, and
(e)

all appropriate methods of developing,
encouraging and increasing the training and
utilization of legal assistants . 11 /23
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Since its inception the ABA Special Committee on
Legal Assistance has created a standardized curriculum for
legal secretaries, legal assistants and legal administrators
24
in the private sectors. · The Committee has subsequently established guidelines for the approval of legal assistant
25
education programs.
Although the ABA Special Committee has no specific
· jurisdiction or power, the effects of its actions cannot be
overemphasized.

ABA involvement has provoked the creation of

more structured paralegal programs and a movement away from
law office oriented informal training.

Prior to creating out-

lines for the approval of programs in 1973, the ABA commissioned
a study which indicated that at that time, only 33 formal
26
. t ed f or t ra1n1ng
. . l ega l assistants.
.
programs ex1s
All of these

programs have been created since 1967 when the first paralegal
training program was created in the United States.

Three were

added in 1970, seven in 1971 and twenty-two in 1972.
Less than 2,000 students were enrolled in the thirtythree programs, and they were generally following the proposed
ABA curriculum of 1971.

Fifteen of the thirty-three programs

were affiliated with the two year college program leading to
an arts degree.
at night school .

Legal specialty courses were taught primarily
Fifteen of the thirty-three programs were

affiliated with the four year colleges and of these, only three
led to a baccalaureate degree.

Sixteen of the programs were
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part of college business programs, while six were administratively connected with a law school.

Seventeen programs were

connected or assisted by local bar associations and only onethird of the programs offered any type of clinical or internship experience.
Following the publication of the ABA Committee's
guidelines for approval of paralegal training programs, many
new programs were instituted.
met the ABA requirements. 27

By August 1975 130 had

The ABA guidelines and curriculum are relevant to
Canada because of their current wide application.
envisages two categories of graduates:
and the legal administrator.

The curriculum

the legal assistant

Both the legal assistant and

legal administrator must take the same first year program.
The legal administrator must study for an additional two years
to be trained as a law office manager. 28
The American Bar Association will approve legal
assistants programs at law schools, four year colleges and
universities; two year colleges; technical schools and pro29
. t ary ins
. t l. t ut ions.
.
.
1
pr1e
Programs must have been operat1ona
for two years and have graduated students before being approved.
The program must be at a post-secondary level designed for
students who have a high school diploma or equivalent.

The

ABA guidelines require that programs should qualify graduates
to work in "public and private law practice and/or corporate
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or government related work".
Programs successfully meeting these standards offer
traditional forms of formal education . The two approaches
advanced as alternatives to the traditional method, the "new
careers" approach (offered to low-income persons to train
them as community legal workers) and the "systems" approach
(concentrating on perfecting limited routines), do not
qualify for approval.

The potential community legal worker is

frequently excluded from the progra!TITie by the high school
requirement.

The new careers approach for the poor which

evolved in Ontario has effectively been excluded from American
30
corrununity college programs.
It is unclear whether the systems
approach would also be excluded from training paralegals, as the
criteria state that curriculum should stress understanding and
reasoning rather than rote learning of facts .

"The technical

courses should emphasize how the subject being studied is applied
to the practice of law and should emphasize principles and procedures corrunon to as many types of law related activities as
.

possible. 11

31

It is important to consider briefly some of the less
traditional approaches to paralegal education which have
developed in the United States.

American programs have developed

within law schools, universities, colleges, private institutions
and in the fonn of ad· hoc seminars attempting to provide much
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needed education for the paralegal.

The law school programs

for paralegal training in the United States have focused
mainly on community legal workers or lay advocates.

The

leaders in this field have been Denver College, Boston College
and Columbia Law School.

Although it seemed logical that

some role for the law school should be developed in the area
of paralegal education, a number of factors have however
militated against law school participation.

Law schools

generally are academic institutions training professionals.
The legal assistant is seen as a technician and not a professional.
The over-crowded and often under-staffed law school has little
interest in training technicians and arguably lowering its
academic standards.

Law schools also fear that their

involvement might lead to the unauthorized practice of law.
Despite these factors, American law schools have
played and continue to play a leadership role in paralegal
education.

In 1970, the Committee to Study the Curriculum of

the Ass·o ciation of American Law Schools (the Carrington Committee)
recommended that law schools undertake to train paraprofessionals.
This recommendation was based on two assumptions.

One is that

the demand for legal services will and should substantially
exceed the capacity of existing or project@d training programs.
The other is that persons with ordinary ability can, with a
modicum of training, perform creative roles in meeting the
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excess demand .

The Carrington Report assumes "that a market

can be created for legal services which will be available
at less expense and wi 11 employ more ordinary talents. 11 32
The concept is closely analogous to that which gave
birth to the Volkswagen .

In seeking to provide a Volkswagen

legal service, the model assumes that it is desirable to
maximize the opportunity of all citizens to have professional
assistance in dealing with the many major disputes and planning
problems which confront every person in a highly industrialized
society.

Many persons are forced to choose between deluxe

services or none; some will be denied service that they desire
and are willing to pay for.
The model curriculum developed by the Association of
American Law Schools eschews the participation of law schools
in the training of "paraprofessionals", "sub-professionals " ,
and 11 lay assistants 11 • 33 The Curriculum Study Project Co11111ittee
considered that the performance of standarized tasks is inimical
to the critical analysis which is the business of law schools.
In contradistinction, the Carrington Committee saw law schools
training a new breed of professionals who would be expected to
find creative solutions and to use their own judgment in dealing
with legal problems.
The Carrington Report recommendations followed the
instigation of the course for training legal assistants to work
in ghetto law offices offered jointly by Columbia Law School
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and the College for Human Services in New York City.

This

program initially chose twenty-three applicants - nineteen
blacks and four Puerto Ricans with an education range between
six and two years of college.

The average age of students

was twenty-nine with a range from twenty-one to fifty-nine
years of age.

The students attended the program at no charge

and a living stipend was provided during their training program.

The program was designed to train participants to work

in ghetto legal offices. 34
The trainees all enrolled in the College for Human
Services and completed the two year liberal arts program.
The College focuses on social activism emphasizing courses on
urban change, psychology and the humanities.

This preparatory

program provided an excellent orientation for corrmunity advocacy.35
Students received in conjunction with the liberal arts program,
legal training in three phases:
(1)

Introductory law courses: 3 days per week
for 8 weeks at the Columbia Law School;

(2)

Legal Principles: 90 minutes per week for
36 weeks at the College for Human Services;

(3) On the job training: Whenever not attending
classes during the two year period.
The introductory program at Columbia Law School was
geared to four areas:
(2) landlord-tenant,

(1) general legal skills and ideas,
(3) welfare,

(4) family law.

As the

corrmunity law offices in New York do not specialize in one area
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of l aw, the planners had to provide a generalist education .
The general skills course covered :

interviewing, nature of

the legal system, library research, ethics, fact-law distinctions, investigation . The specialty courses were taught by
staff l awyers at the New York Clinic who had expertise in the
area .

Methods of teaching included lectures, discussions,

workshops, role-playing and problem solving.

The i ntroductory

course material was preparatory to on-the-job training.

The

conti nuing link was the weekly course taught at the College
by Columbia staff which attempted to relate work experience
to formal training.
The role for law schools in training community legal
workers as proposed by the Association of American Law Schools
demands serious consideration.

The model proposed envisages

three types of law school curricul um of which the "open
curriculum" affords some hope to the new public interest worker .
The Carrington Report underlines the need for law school
participation in the development of such a new legal profession .
It suggests that nothing will happen in this area unless the
leadership and direction as well as the institutional prestige
i s provided by American law schools.

The assumption throughout

i s that individuals who are seeking a second career may be
attracted to the new professions allied to the practice of
law.
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Law schools have also been involved in the training
of private sector paralegals.

Antioch School of Law began a

program for legal technicians in 1972.

In keeping with the

clinical nature of the school, students spend considerable
accredited time in the school's poverty law office. · The Antioch
program is eighteen months in duration.

The Utah Law School

and the University of Southern California Law School have provided more short term courses for private sector paralegals.36
The movement to train legal assistants outside the
law firm began with the founding in early 1970 of the Institute
of Paralegal Training in Philadelphia.

The Institute was esta-

blished by three practising attorneys to train lawyers•assistants
in Philadelphia.

The initial class consisted of approximately

thirty women who were recent graduates of prestigious undergraduate colleges, who were recruited through advertisements in
college newspapers and the New York Times.

Tuition fees were

$500 for a three-month/ 190-hour course in corporate law which
was the pilot curriculum.

Trainees were initially exposed to

the basics of corporate law but were ultimately prepared to
prepare preliminary drafts of both simple and complicated corporate documents to assist in processing applications of the
sale of large corporations.

The Institute has now added similar

courses on probate and real estate law.
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The Institute of Paralegal Training offers to
refund a student ' s entire tuition if he/she is unable to f i nd
a job, in a given geographical area, within two months of
graduation.

Law firms pay the Institute an $1 ,800 placement

fee which is refundable if the finn is not satisfied with the
graduate. 37 Students can prepare themselves for paralegal
work in the area of corporate law, trusts and estates, litigation, real estate, employee benefit plans or criminal law.
In light of the success of the Philadelphia program, a number
of similar institutions have sprung up.
A number of law schools have developed programs
offering specialized paralegal training patterned after the
Institute of Paralegal Training curriculum.

These law school

programs offer certificates and not degrees to their graduates
who are employed by law firms as litigation, probate, corporate
or real estate specialists.
located at UCLA and USC.

California has two such programs

As of July 1976, UCLA had granted

450 certificates to graduates who had already completed a
Bachelor of Arts degree while USC had graduated 900 students
by the same date. 38
In the public sector the Dixwell Legal Rights Association (DLRA) of New Haven, Connecticut was the first to offer a
training program recognizing the need for new careers in poverty
law.

It has developed training

programs~

conferences and

pamphlets and manuals, which it makes available to local action
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groups throughout the United States.

39

The Dixwell program is three months in duration.
The major thrust of the training is the clinical experience
of the students.

After a two week orientation, students are

sent into the field under extremely close supervision.

Class-

room sessions are continued to discuss the types of problems
and experiences that the trainees are encountering. 40 The
Dixwell Legal Rights Association program has been considered
41
the paradigm of lay advocacy training in the United States.
While standard poverty literature has often

~ocused

on the weakness and incapacities of the poor, DLR emphasizes
their capacities and capabilities.

Dixwell emphasizes the

variety of roles that the conmunity worker can effectively
perform as community legal educator, lay advocate referral
agent, case finder, translator of language and life style,
42
conmunity organizer, investigator and office assistant.
The Dixwell approach attempts to mobilize the natural advocacy
skills of all citizens and to assist in developing their selfconfidence so that they are able to help their neighbours
and initiate institutional changes.

43

In addition to the training programs for law clerks
and paralegals a number of ad hoc training entities have
developed.

The most widely discussed is the ABA sponsored
44

San Francisco Pilot Program.·

The project concentrated on

probate law and lasted for a three-week period.

It was intended
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to upgrade the skills of already employed legal assistants.
Legal assistants spent the first week receiving specialized
training in legal research and the tax aspects of probate
law.

During the second week the employing attorneys themselves

attend lectures on office efficiency and management.

Assistant

motivation, communication and supervision are discussed.

In

the third week, both the assistants and their employers attend
together to discuss the development of manuals and performance
expectations for legal assistants.

This model of training both

employer and employee has much to commend itself both for its
flexibility and its highly relevant subject matter.
Another training program available in the United
States is the National Legal Secretaries Association professional
secretary training course.

This program is offered on a corres-

pondence basis with trainees writing intensive final exams.
Such a program will soon be introduced in Canada through the
f>'etropolitan Toronto Legal Secretaries Association. 45
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time, the need for a book covering the subject matter
is important to ophthalmic assistance as is self-evident.
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XII. The Public Sector Paralegal in Ontario:
Movement
A.

The New Careers

Introduction
The concepts of paralegal service and paralegal workers

have been established elements of the private practice of law for
many years. Legal executives have been functioning in England and
the United States since the end of the 19th century. 1 However the
term paraprofessional
11

11

has come into extensive use within the

last decade with specific reference to the provision of legal
services to low income citizens.

1

1

The tenn paraprofessional describes

the thousands of men and women entering service occupations in law
and other fields which have been traditionally the exclusive preserves of those with full academic credentials and licenses to
practise.

These paraprofessionals have made significant contri-

butions to their conmunities on the basis of varying amounts of
formal training combined with considerable concern and useful
experience.

A major impetus for the recent impact of paraprofess-

ionals on formerly reserved turf was the discovery that agencies
11

11

could hire these people at salaries roughly half those demanded
by degree-holding professionals and so employ enough people to
handle the necessary tasks without over-straining their budgets.
A far more important discovery, however, was that such
persons often have a special awareness of the situations confro nting their potential clients.

A thorough familiarity with

their corrmunities and their needs pennits such paraprofessionals
to communicate easily with members of their conmunity and to
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offer innovative solutions not always apparent to the univers i ty
trained worker not native to the community.
The paralegal employed to work in his own low income
community has an intimate involvement with and concern for the
office clientele.

Paralegals are optimally recruited from the

community in which they live and can therefore articulate the
problems of that community to the institutions and agencies which
regulate services to the poor.

The community legal worker (as

we shall refer to thi s type of paraprofessional) usual ly requires
special t r aini ng to maximize his or her usefulness to the agency
for which he works, but his background knowledge of that community
and access to community resources and information make his services invaluable both to the agency and to its clientele .
2
Pearl and Riessman point out that the poor are often
deprived of employment opportunities while adequate human and
legal services remain unprovided.

They argue that arbitrary

standards and irrelevant certification procedures ought not to
stand between those who need jobs and opportunities for useful
employment of the poor.

There are benefits in this approach

to be gained by society as well as by those presently unemployed or
under-employed .

It is essentially a matter of arranging to

receive services from the poor rather than providing services
to the poor.
Lester Brickman, a leading proponent of the extension
of the New Careers Movement into the legal services field, expresses
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the conviction that legal services can be improved at least
as much as any other human service by enabling disadvantaged
people to enter legal services as the new legal professionals.
Brickman cautions that efficiency ought not to be the only
guide in determining the value of such a scheme.

He stresses

the value of recognition of developing human potential set
free from its present constraints. 3
The use of paralegals in the public sector has depended
in Canada upon the provision of funding for community legal
services .

Because the community legal workers provide services

to the poor or low income citizen at no charge or at a fee
based on the client's ability to pay, they are dependent upon
provincial and federal funding of legal aid for their livelihoods.

B.

The American Experience
The public sector paralegal has emerged as a creature

of the development of community legal services or "the store
front 1awyer".

The American roots of this legal aid system are

of particular interest because of their direct bearing on
community legal work.

Until the early 1960s, legal aid programmes

in the United States were restricted to local ad hoc initiatives.
The need for the provisions of legal services to the poor had
been originally argued by Reginald Heber Smith in Justice and the
Poor, published by the Carnegie Foundation in 1918.

- 312 Subsequently legal aid in the United States was almost
exclusively a privately financed undertaking.

Legal aid organi-

zations derived their support from Community Chest (60%}, bar
associations (15%) and individual lawyers on special fund-raising
campaigns. 4 There was almost no governmental support (federal,
state or local) and there existed a philosophical preference among
members of legal aid societies that things should remain that way.
In fact, in the 1950s the threat of a government-financed plan
similar to Great Britain's legal aid and advice scheme stimulated
state and local bar associations to establish private legal aid
societies.
A comprehensive legal services plan did not emerge in
the United States until President Lyndon Johnson declared his way
on poverty in 1963. The Ford Foundation had previously funded
the creation of neighbourhood multi-service Gentres providing legal
and social services to communities in New Haven, Connecticut and
New York City.

These centres · had no relationship to the main stream

of the American legal aid movement, and though non-legal personnel
were used in some casework situations they were primarily involved
in community work.

Unfortunately, funding became a serious problem

and the projects were discontinued in 1963 and 1964.
The neighbourhood legal aid clinic, as the
of social services, using laymen as "homework aids .• . , recreation
aids •.

· ~health

aids and legal advocates for the poor" was fore-

shadowed by Sargeant Shriver, President Johnson's Chief Advisor on
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~ays

in a speech delivered in September of 1964.

Within

of the reporting of this speech the American Bar Association s
1

readqua rters in Chicago was flooded with letters from lawyers
::e:nanding that action be taken to prevent widespread unauthorized
Jracti ce.
st.ated:

The American Bar Association President, Lewis Powell,
11 0ur

profession must face up to this problem and find

-ore effective solutions.

Unless we do so others - far less

iqterested in the profession of law and also less competent to
cevi se reasonable solutions - will undertake this for us . 115 When
~O

*Legal Service was established in 1965 a partnership, or at

~ east

a compromise had been arrived at between the American Bar

.;ssociation and the American federal government which al lowed
£or t he establishment of lawyer-dominated corrmunity clinics.
7hese clinics were based on the conceptual model proposed by
~dgar

and Jean Cahn in their article in the Yale Law Journal:

•The Law on Poverty: A Ci vi 1i an Perspective. 116
These neighbourhood law offices were almost irrmediately
inundated with cases which could not adequately be handled by
exi sting manpower. 7 Withi n the first year, 515 neighbourhood
law offices in 160 communities, staffed by more than 700
atto rneys were funded or actually operating.

Edgar and Jean Cahn

who had been involved in the initial experi ment in legal services
in New Haven provided much of the philosophical and personal
l eadership for the introduction of neighbourhood legal services.
In 11 What Price Justice:

x

The Civilian Perspective Revisited 11 ,

Off i ce of Economic Opportunity
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they stated:
"Typical neighbourhood law finns today
look very much like the legal aid offices
they were to improve upon with the exception
that they are decentralized and take cases
heretofore not handled by anyone . 11 /8
The Cahns were concerned about the mounting caseload
and the inability of neighbourhood staff lawyers to deal conscientiously with the demand for their services.

They found

that the neighbourhood prograrrme was staffed almost entirely by
paid lawyers with little use of either volunteer members of the
bar or of non-professionals.

They also criticized the fact that

non-professionals were receiving very little training that would
enable them to carry out functions which the Cahns considered
were being perfonned unnecessarily by lawyers.

Insufficient

time had been allocated for the training as well as the interning
of non-lawyers . The Cahns were highly critical of the failure
to use non-professionals in the delivery of legal services:
"Finally, with respect to manpower, we have
created an artificial shortage by refusing
to learn from the medical and other professions
to develop techn i cians, non-professionals and
lawyer-aides - manpower roles to carry out
such functions as : infonnal advocate, technician,
counsellor, sympathetic listener, investigator
researcher, fonn writer, etc.
· '
At present, lawyers are expected to perfonn
all these functions. To equip them, lawyers
are . p~t through an extensive period of fonnal
tra1n1ng and then apprenticeship that limits
the number that can be produced. Yet, lawyers
spend only a small portion of their time perfonning functions which cannot be perfonned
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equally well by less thoroughly trained
persons. Nonetheless, the profession has
refused tenaciously to delegate any of
these functions to anyone else.
This manpower shortage has been reinforced
and intensified by policies which purport
to have the sole end of protecting the
client from unskilled or unethical practitioners. Thus, for instance, we have adopted
a licensing system to certify who may hold
themselves out to render legal services in
a given jurisdiction. Licensing persons to
perform certain acts is certainly one plausible way to protect the client or consumer.
But our licensing procedures take no account
of the varieties and gradations of skill which
would be adequate from the consumer's view.
Rather than attempting to relax the shortages
caused by licensing, the profession has
developed in such a way as to increase these
tendencies. 11 /9
In 1968, a study was undertaken by the University Research
Corporation to determine the feasibility of the use of paraprofessionals in the legal services offices. 10 In this study,
twenty-four neighbourhood legal service lawyers submitted to
intensive observation. All of their activities on the job were
first categorized. 11 These activities were observed in five
minute segments with the observer making one of four judgments
as to each five minute segment:
1. The lawyer's actions were not delegable
to a non-lawyer "because it required
the skill, judgment or other attribute
which only an attorney would be likely
to possess 12
11

;
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co~ld

2.

be delegated to an existing
non-lawyer staff person; 13

3.

It could be delegated to the hypothetical
position of "Superior Secretary" who would
maintain the office docket, draft routine
documents, gather "in-house" facts, answer
correspondence, retrieve library materials
identified by the attorney and help train
other non-professional staff; 14

4.

It could be delegated to the hypothetical
position of "Legal Technician 11 who would
conduct factual research out of the office,
search records out of the office, perfonn
advocacy tasks where the legal rights of
the clients are clear, counsel clients on
non-legal or pre-legal matters and otherwise
maintain contact with office clients. 15

Observers in this research study were able to note 552
five minute periods of lawyers' behaviour and judged approximately
one out of every four segments of behaviour to be delegable to
existing non-lawyer staff and to the two hypothetical paraprofessional
positions. 16
In response to this study and two other significant surveys,
the House of Delegates of the American Bar Association established
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~ s~cc~a: c~-.r.iittee
-::-~=ed

on law ass i stants for lawyers, (subsequently

the Speci al Co1TJT1i ttee on Legal Assistants).
11

1.

It resolved:

That t he legal profession recognize
t hat there are many tasks in serving
cl i ents needs which can be perfonned
by a trai ned non-lawyer assistant
working under the direction and
supervision of a lawyer ;

2.

That the profession encourage the
training and employment of such
. t an t s . . • . .. 17
ass1s

At the outset of the development of the public sector
Jaral egal in the United States there was considerable controversy
over the boundary lines between the roles that

paral~ga l s

and

staff attorneys would play in conmunity law offices and other
l egal aid settings.

There was also concern that the private bar

ould attempt to restrict the role and the ultimate effectiveness
of paralegals.

Despite the considerable discussion of these issues,

i t became evident that the field could not be specifically bluepri nted and that attempting to define the role of paralegal was a
frustrating if not futile exercise.
Since 1968, the marketplace in the United States has
cont rolled events.

Paralegals have blossomed in the United States

throughout the private sector and the American Bar Association
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firms as well as those of paralegals working in community law
offices.

Legal aid societies and the Legal Services Corrmission

have determined the amount of funds to be expended on the training
and use of the public sector paralegal.

Public sector paralegals

have developed a variety of roles and functions.

The legal

profession and its unauthorized practice committees have not
11

11

challenged the use of the public sector paralegal to deliver legal
services to low income people.

American co11111entators believe

that in 1978 the only limitation or restraint in the United States
on the role of the paralegal in the public sector is the limitation
of training.

William Statsky recently stated:

11

if paralegals are ·

trained effectively, corrmunity clinics will find a way of letting
the paralegal deliver the service. 1118 If paralegals demonstrate
that they can do the task, the onus is shifted to the profession
to demonstate that he or she cannot or should not do the task.
In most instances, the private bar and the legal profession have
and will in all likelihood continue to ignore the public sector
paralegal.
At the present time, the Standing Committee of the
American Bar Association on Paralegals is primarily concerned
with the accrediting of training programs.
Corrmittee had only approved programs
aecreditation of training

Previously this

of paralegal training. This

programs may be perceived as an indirect
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:onn of certification and approval of the graduates of these
~rog ram s

and may eventually require most paralegals to attend
As yet, ABA accreditation

:3A approved paralegal program.
~as

19 Th Am .
.
~ .
· .
ha d 1itt1e or no impact
on h iring
po i icies.
e er1can

32r As sociation accredi tation process is quite rigorous and
considers curriculum , faculty, financing, the availability of
· egal materials and training resources.
:egal program

Approval of the para-

ultimately must come before the annual meeting

o: the Ameri can Bar Association.

Once a school is accredited it

Jst submit annual reports .
Most paralegal training still takes place on the job
11

11

and the best paralegal training 20 is that conducted by the pri vate
· a~

firm . The American Bar Associ ation has created a National

·ccrediting Convnission composed of private and public lawyers,
Jrivate and public paralegal educators and representatives of
consumer groups.
Although most American corrmunity colleges and law
schools training paralegals are not accredited, 21 they are complying
"th t he American Bar Association training guidelines.

Forty-five

of the sixty hours of training required for graduation are devoted
~o

general law related courses while the remaining fifteen hours are

cevoted to specialty courses.

The emphasis i n the United States

is t o provide paralegals with the competence to allow them to solve
"egal problems . There is less emphasis on substantive law courses
or on special ized legal training.
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A major problem facing Ameri can legal services programs
is the high degree of turnover of paralegals. 22 A brief examination
of the turnover problem of paralegals in the public sector in the
United States allows us to understand some of the problems confronting publ i c sector paralegals.

Most public sector paralegals

are paid low salaries and lack job security.

They were origina lly

employed under a variety of state or federally funded short-term
jobs programs such as CETA and VISTA.

These two programs fund

22% of paral egals working in legal services programs and are
designed to pay low wages for i ndivi dua l s working i n legal services
for one year.

Few paralegals, regardless of the quality of their

work, are hired as permanent staff.

Rather, they are replaced wi t h

a new group of similar short-term employees.

This cycle has been

repeated each year since the American Legal Service program
began using paralegals in the late 1960's.

This practice has

effectively institutionalized the high turnover rate.
For those paralegals who move from a temporary to a
permanent position the major problem is salaries.

According to a

study of sixty ramdomly selected programs conducted by the
Legal Services Corporation in May 1977, paralegals with five years
or more experience were being paid an average of between $9,490 and
$10,595 annually.

This is particularly significant since, according

to the same study, new law graduates were receiving an average
starting salary of $12,000.
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c.

The Ontario Experience
The evolving role of non-lawyers in the delivery of

conmunity legal services in Ontario is closely linked to the
development of the Ontario Legal Aid Plan. 23 In this regard
it is important to note that from 1966 (the date of the modern
plan), the Ontario Legal Aid Plan has offered its services
through the private bar without either full-time lawyers or
legal services clinics.

Once the Plan detennines an applicant

to be eligible for assistance, he is given a 'certificate• which
authorizes any lawyer willing to do so to perform the required
services and to bill the Plan for his fee .
In its pure fonn, the 11 fee-for-service 11 model did not
implement outreach programmes directed to preventive legal
It was strongly biased in favour of litigious matters,
primarily in the criminal and family law areas. 24

services.

In the late Sixties, three important events occurred
in Ontario which laid the ground work for the development of
paralegals in legal services.

In 1969, student legal aid societies

began to offer legal services outside the supervisory ambit of
the private bar and the Ontario Legal Aid Plan.

In 1969, Injured

Wo rkers• Consultants was started as a self-help group for injured
wo rkers.

In 1970, the Federal Department of Health and Welfare

made grants to four 11 demonstration 11 conmunity legal clinics across
Canada. 25
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were initiated at the beginning of the decade including Problem
Central - a volunteer centre providing advice in unemployment
insurance, workmen's compensati'on and immigration matters; the
Toronto law firm Thomson, Rogers opened a branch poverty law
office in the Kensington Market area. 26 Perhaps the most significant of these projects was Parkdale Community Legal Services
established in downtown Toronto in 1971 as Ontario 1 s first
neighbourhood law office and the setting for Osgoode Hall Law
School 1 s first cl i nical teachi ng program. 27 Parkdale was funded
by the federal Department of Health and Welfare and the Council
on Legal Education for Professional Responsibility.

In late 1971

the Parkdale project received Local Initiatives Program (L.I.P.)
funding for the hiring of lay advocates.

The application stated

that funds would be used to:
train lay people to handle some of the
legal services which were being handled
by lawyers and law students; who have
ongoing input from the community into
the office at the staff level; and to
have lay advocates involved in the
office's community education program. 11
11

The first two lay advocates were hired by the Parkdale Clinic in
February 1972 - one remains with the clinic and has, in the
intervening years, developed expertise in welfare legislation,
workmen's compensation . and unemployment insurance claims.

The ori gina l

LIP funding for lay advocates was provided on a short term basis.
By November 1972, Parkdale had made a serious commitment to the
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_se of lay advocates in the delivery of legal services and had

:-corporated the salaries of four paralegals into the office
: . . cget.
The Ontario Legal Aid Plan itself was part of the move- nt in the early 1970's _to new forms of service.

In 1971, pilot

: ;JJJUn ity legal aid clinics were established.

Their role was
1 : ~ited to giving legal advice to the chronic poor. 28
In 1970 the plan approved the formation of Student Legal

:;d Societies at five Ontario law schools.

As an indication of the

a:titude of the Law Society toward the use of non-professional
-abour, the Unauthorized Practice CorruTiittee was asked to examine
: ul ly the legitimacy of law students functioning in student legal
.d cl lnl
' . cs . 29
C.1
In August of 1972, the Law Society released its
Legal Services Report prepared by a sub-corruTiittee
of its Legal Aid Committee. 30 The report commended the existing
~onmunity

l egal aid plan and did not recommend any fundamental change in
either its structure or in the use of salaried lawyers and para~ eg als.

The report acknowledges that:
"The 'techniques' which may be deployed
in the delivery of assisted legal services
are many and varied : private law offices,
student services, para-professionals, mobile
clinics, clinical law offices and roving or
assi.gned Deputy Counsel -- to list a few.
Generally we regard the potential role of
such 'techniques' as supplements to the
existing plan where gaps in service exist for
whatever reason.
/31
11
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The Fairbairn Report neither acknowleded gaps in the Plan, nor
was it prepared to recommend

I

techniques

I t

either temporary or"'

permanent, which it considered might be useful to complement the
Plan.

The Report reco1T1T1ended that an adaptation of the English

Twenty-Five Pound Scheme be introduced in Ontario to deal with
the problem of minor legal problems and summary advice situations.
The Community Legal Services Report recommended that clinics
should not be established in Ontario except where conventional
legal services were "patently inadequate or where any demonstrable
reticence toward such service is the clear result of factors other
than ignorance of the right to obtain assisted legal services in
a conventional matter".

The Report emphasized the role of the

private bar and stated that establishing clinics in underserviced
areas would act as a deterrent to the gradual re-distribution of
the legal profession into areas of unmet need.

The Report per-

ceived no significant role for the non-l awyer ·either within the
existing Ontario Legal Aid Plan or the developing community clinics .
The Legal Aid Committee accepted the Fairbairn Report
and in 1972 instituted the Hami l ton Pilot Project to provide
sumnary advice to residents in a clinical setting.

This scheme

established an office i n an existing co1T1T1unity centre known as
Victoria Park in Hamilton, at which a rotating panel of private
lawyers was to be available at stipulated times, to give su1T1T1ary
advice.

If the client problem required retaining a

lawyer~

the

applicant would be permitted to apply for a Legal Aid Certificate

- 325 to retain the services of the lawyer who had advised him or

~:

:..: select another lawyer from the Legal Aid Roster.
=~;~ty

Approximately

l awyers in the Hamilton area volunteered initially to staff

:..-E experi ment.

Concern about the adequacy of the Ontario Plan continued
~=
~

In December, 1973, the Attorney-General of Ontario created

:rCM.

-ask Force on Legal Aid under the chairmanship of the Honourable
. Jus tice John H. Osler. 31 The Task Force was asked to examine

~-:

evaluate the effectiveness of the Ontario Legal Aid Plan and

=~=:~fic ally

=~ ~si on

=-:

to examine and evaluate alternative methods for the

of legal services to low income urban and rural conmunities
population areas.

~ative

The Osler Task Force specifically addressed the question

~- ~~e use of paraprofessionals in the delivery of legal services. 32

--=

- ask Force recognized the potential for the training and use of

=~-~J~ofe ssionals
-=~~~~g

in the delivery of legal services in a clinical

and recolT811ended that:
Lega1 Aid Ontario, in conjunction with the
Law Society of Upper Canada, should develop
a program to be conducted through the
community colleges, in conjunction with
the Bar Admission Course or elsewhere
for the academic training of, and through
existing neighbourhood legal aid clinics,
for the practical training of law advocates
or paraprofessionals." /34
11

--= -ask Force stated:
"We re satisfied that a properly trained
and supervised para-professional has an
1

-

----
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important role to play in the delivery of
legal services by clinics. Because many
of the problems that will be brought to
the clinic may only have a marginal legal
component, the paraprofessional may be
better able to deal with them than a lawyer.
In addition, paraprofessionals may be used
to assist in small claims court, the family
court office and no doubt in many other
respects under the new p1an.
11

The Osler Task Force registered some concern with the
concept of clinics staffed by Duty Counsel such as the Hamilton
Project. 35
Perhaps most important, we have reservations about the ability of an ad hoc
rotating clinic to attract and deal with
existing clientele. Twenty-five clients
interviewed per week out of a corrmunity
fixed at 25,000 seems an inordinately low
response compared to other experiments.
Also the data creates some doubt about the
effectiveness of transferring a 'continuing'
client into a downtown office.
11

11

The Osler Task Force recommended the establishment of
neighbourhood clinics to complement the existing Ontario Legal Aid
Plan.

The Task Force further recommended the use of paraprofessional

personnel in such clinics .

The Task Force also recoJT111ended that the

plan be administered by a statutory non-profit corporation named
Legal Aid Ontario.

The rationale for this recommendation is explained

in the carefully worded language which is characteristic of the Report:
A number of briefs were delivered and submissions made to us representing that the
position of the Law Society under the present
scheme involves a conflict of interest. Public
good must be the sole purpose of Legal Aid Plan,
11
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whereas the Law Society is by statute the
governing body of the legal profession and must
be primarily concerned with its welfare . The
term "conflict of interest" may not be one
appropriate in the circumstances and we state
emphatically that no suggestion was made to us
at any time that the Law Society or its Legal
Aid Committee has in fact permitted such a
conflict to develop. Nevertheless, it is
impossible to perceive the direction of the
Legal Aid Plan as being sufficiently singleminded if it is left in the hands of a Committee
of The Law Society, reporting to Convocation,
the governing body of the Society, both groups
being composed overwhelmingly of lawyers J 11 /36
In 1975 the Law Society responded to the Osler Task Force.
Ten laymen were appointed to the Legal Aid Co1T111ittee .

Most signifi-

cantly, the Plan granted Parkdale Community Legal Services interim
funding corrmencing on ·April l, 1975.

In May 1975, the Legal Aid

Corrmittee appointed a sub-committee to study criteria for the funding
of corrmunity clinics.

While the funding of Parkdale by the Ontario

Legal Aid Plan did not represent an acceptance of ei ther the community
law office model or of the use of community legal workers, it did
provide maintenance funding for a clinic which employed three or four
conmunity advocates and was preparing a training program for six
corrmunity legal workers.
In January 1976, the Law Society, after encouragement by
the Attorney-General s Ministry
1

passed Regulation 557 to The

Ontario Legal Aid Act which created the Clinical Funding Committee
composed of two members appointed by the Legal Aid Committee and one
member appointed by the Attorney-General's Ministry.

The Clinical
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Funding Committee was to make recorrmendations regarding funding of
11

irideperident community based clinical delivery systems".

The

regulation defines "clinical delivery system as "any method for
11

the delivery of legal or para-legal services to the public other
than by way of fee for service", and includes preventive law
programs and educational and training programs calculated to reduce
the cost of delivering legal services.

The Clinical Funding

Corrmittee was to be a stop-gap measure instituted while a response
was developed to the Osler Task Force.

The Clinical Funding

Conmittee remains in existence and has considerable authority to
determine the provincial policy in respect of the development of
clinics and paralegal services.

The 1976 regulation did not lead

to a full scale adoption of the American neighbourhood legal
services scheme in Ontario, but has nonetheless created a funding
base for community clinics.

Funding of clinics has increased ·

dramatically from $295,000 in 1975-1976 to over two million in the
1978-79 fiscal year.
The following is a description of a number of the projects
presently funded under Regulation 557 which make extensive use of
community legal workers:
l.

Metro Tenants' Legal Services
Metro Tenants' Legal Services was established in Toronto

in 1976 to aid tenants encountering problems with the Ontario Rent
Control legislation.

The clinic is an extension of the federation of
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Metro Tenants Association, a coalition of tenants groups fonned
1

to promote tenants' rights.

Metro Tenants' represent tenant

groups at Rent Review Hearings and pursuant to the ·Landlord and
Tenant Act, including Country Court applications by tenants for
tennination of tenancies, abatement of rent and the return of
security deposits.

As the clinic primarily services groups,

individuals who request assistance are referred to other community
clinics . The Metro Tenants Legal Services is presently staffed
1

by four full-time paralegals all of whom are university graduates
who have been actively involved in the tenants' movement in Ontario.
The conununity legal workers are supervised by a graduate lawyer who
works as Duty Counsel at the clinic and, in this capacity, reviews
files and supervises case preparati on.

Staff learn in on-the-job

training programs directed by more experienced staff.

Some of the

paralegals have also taken paralegal training programs at Parkdale
Community Legal Services.
2. Neighbourhood Legal Services (NLS)
NLS is located in the

11

Cabbagetown

11

area of Toronto and

began operations with a full-time lawyer and two staff in March 1975 .
Presently, in 1977-78, NLS has two staff lawyers and six community
legal workers of whom four are fonner clients who had approached the
office for assistance .

The clinic states that:

"following the successful handling of each
case, the 'clients' volunteered to assist
the clinic. Today they work as trained
coomunity legal workers assisting others."

------- - - ---
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as case service in the areas of welfare law, U.I.C. benefits,
landlord and tenant matters, and housing standards.

The project

conducts an extensive community education program and holds
seminars in public housing projects and local taverns.
3.

New Welfare Action Centre
The New Welfare Action Centre is located in Rexdale, Ontario arc

was opened in 1974 with federal Local Initiatives Program funding.
The project is staffed by three paralegals, one of whom is the
executive director.

The staff, which has been with the centre for

a number of years, represent clients before administrative boards
and tribunals including the Social Assistance Review Board, the
Rent Review Board and the U.I.C. Board of Referees.

The Centre

aims "to serve the socio-legal needs of low-income people and, at
the same time, to preserve the dignity of those seeking assistance ,
To assist low-income people in an understanding of rights and obligations under existing legislation." The Centre received approximately 30%of its funding in 1977-78 from the federal government,
the Municipality of Etobicoke and the Municipality of Metropolitan
Toronto.
4.

People and Law Research Foundation (PAL)
People and Law is the successor to the Thomson, Rogers'

Kensington neighbourhood law office.

In 1973, Thomson Rogers withdrew

from the experiment because of its concern with the difficulties of a
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_

people.

~ ·~n - in come

People and Law replaced the individual case

case approach with a training program to develop self-help skills

:~

: ~ :~div idu als

--

within the co1J111unity.

~aralegals

-

: .g .

-:

PAL employed one lawyer and

and adopted a collective approach to decision

37 Hiring policies sought paralegals with community involve-

~ack grounds

and experience with irrnnigrant and low-income groups.

==::·e and Law was funded in 1976-77 by the Federal Department of
__::· ce, private foundations, the United Church of Canada and the
:- : _:cal Funding Co1m1ittee.

In 1977-78 it received $83,000 from the

-- · -:cal Funding Committee.

In the spring of 1978, People and Law

:=.:

~

e subject of a heated controversy when continued funding was
by

t he Clinical Funding Committee.

Tenant Hot Line
Tenant Hot Line was incorporated in 1976 and was, for its
nths, primarily a telephone service.

;.'l':"S~ -

=·=:~:ed
~=::ed

=.

~-:_.c:o

In 1977 the office

in the Bathurst Street and St. Clair Avenue area of Toronto and
to generate more "walk-in" clients.

In 1976-77 the clinic

six paralegals all of whom had been actively involved in

~ =-:~ ants'

-~~~-=~als

Movement.

In 1977-78 Tenant Hot Line employed seven

and hired a staff lawyer.

The staff was initially trained

: :_Jervised by a Duty Counsel who was a former articling student
:

~~

cal e ColTITiunity Legal Services.

~:-::e~ts

Tenant Hot Line primarily

individuals and refers tenant associations to Metro Tenants'

- Services .
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6.

Woodgreen Community Legal Services
Woodgreen Community Legal Services is located at Riverdale

Socio-Legal Services. The Conrnunity Centre is one of the better
known established conmunity centres in the Riverdale area of Toronto.
In 1971, Woodgreen was selected as an Ontario Legal Aid Plan pilot
project in an attempt to reach low-income people who could not afford
legal services.

Initially, volunteer lawyers participated in a

clinic open two nights per week.

In 1977-78 Woodgreen received

funding from the Clinical Funding Committee to hire a staff lawyer
and one paralegal to expend the services already offered and to
provide full case services in matters not covered by the Ontario
Legal Aid Plan.
7.

Problem Central
Originally a volunteer agency, Problem Central has grown

so that it now employs six full-time staff and one full-time lawyer.
· The agency attempts to service the needs of multi-lingual citizens of
the west end of Toronto from a series of satellite offices in local
schools.

The follow-up work to the night time clinics is completed

during the day by staff members from the agency's main office.
8.

Parkdale Conrnunity Legal Services (PCLS)
Parkdale Community Legal Services is the oldest community

legal clinic in Ontario.

It was established by Osgoode Hall Law

School in 1971 as an experiment in neighbourhood legal services as
well as a setting for clinical training.

Parkdale was funded between
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~as ,

since 1975, been funded by the Clinical Funding Committee.
Parkdale provides a full range of legal services to the

Chi

income citizens of Parkdale.

The office is staffed by the

Ji rector (who is jointly appointed by the Parkdale Board and Osgoode
all Law School), four staff lawyers, four articling students, six
comnunity legal workers and six legal secretaries.

As well, twenty

-aw students spend sixteen weeks each semester delivering legal
ser vices at Parkdale.

The six comnunity legal workers at Parkdale

presently handle unemployment insurance and welfare and workmen's
compensation cases; undertake comnunity education projects; appear
Defore administrative tribunals; supervise community education projects;
provide leadership in the Federation of Metro Tenants' Association;
undertake training programs for community legal workers in other
cli nics; act as administrative assistants to the Board of Directors;
provide leadership in office administration; are active in community
development projects within Parkdale and throughout Metropolitan
Toronto; have one representative on the Board of Directors; and have
recently created a union which includes both community legal workers,
support staff and articling students. The recently completed
evaluation of Parkdale 38 by Roland Penner states:
"Each of the paralegals were indigeneous to
the part of the community, had excellent
connections and working relations with various
comnunity organizations, related exceptionally
well to the students and groups to which they
were attached. They brought to the students
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their knowledge of the community, of the
people in the community and their own highly
developed consciousness of the needs of the
clients. They were far more than assistants
in the mechanics of social security problems"
(although that was certainly part of their
contribution). Their input was truly . . .
sensitizing the legal staff to the status and
needs of the poverty commun i ty. It was clear
in discussions with the paralegals, with
students and with Professor Zemans that each
one played a unique, quite highly specialized
role.
/39
11

11

Despite the number and significance of community legal workers at
Parkdale, Penner emphasizes the fact that lawyers and law students
had some difficulty in accepting paralegals as partners in the delivery
of legal services.
"Student and staff acceptance of the role of
the paralegals took some time to develop but
appeared to be at a high level at the time of
this evaluation . Students who initially were
skeptical of the work of someone without formal
legal training soon learned to rely more and more
on the real expertise that paralegals had in
specialized poverty law areas. Students and
paralegals worked together in the preparation
of resource material . . . . Over the period
from 1972 to 1975 the role of the lay advocates before Administrative Tribunals had not
only been accepted by students, staff and clients
but to a high degree by the members of the tribunals who, I am told, welcomed the appearance
before them of advocates with expertise and with
a digest of the essential facts. 11 /40
9.

Injured Workers' Consultants
The Injured Workers' Clinic started on an ad hoc volunteer

basis in 1969 under the direction of Mr. Alan Baldwin under the name
WCB Consultants.

In December 1976 the Board of Directors officially
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changed the name of the clinic to "Injured Workers' Consultants",
(IWC) . The Clinic provides legal assistance to injured workers
pursuing claims before the Workmen's Compensation Board and handles
cases before the Adjudication Branch; Claims Review Branch; Injury
Level Appeals; Hearing Level Appeals; No-Lost Time Claims; Short
Time Claims; Long Tenn Claims ; Pennanent Disability.

The clinic

has no geographical limits, yet most of its clients are located in
t he greater Metropolitan Toronto region.

The clinic does get

approximately one-third of its clients from outside of Metropolitan
Toronto.
IWC only employs corrmunity legal workers, some of whom may
be law students, and social and conununity workers.

IWC recently

advertised for a new staff person "with experience in corrmunity or
t rade union work in administrative law" .

Priority is placed on

applicants who can speak a second language.

Although

the community legal workers .are providing legal servi ces
they are supervi sed by a committee of duty counsel and staf f
called the "claims corrmittee".

This corrmittee reads outgoing letters;

periodically reviews case workers' strategies and individual cases;
and considers all appeals before they are presented.

If the claims

corrmittee finds a weakness in the work of any individual or in the
work of the staff as a whole it brings these matters to a staff meeting
fo r sol ution.

IWC states "that the claims corrmittee keeps a close

watch on legal developments in the workers' compensation and occupational health and safety areas so that they are in a position to
continue upgrading knowledge of the staff. 11 Beyond his regular
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involved in the preparation of staff training programs for
novice caseworkers, as well as a more sophisticated program
for experienced community legal workers.
As of December 31st, 1977 IWC was handling approximately

253 active cases, with each community legal worker handling thirty
active files.

There is clearly a demand for the work of the clinic:

it has a waiting list of approximately forty cases at any given time.
It is significant that of the 95 new cases opened during the last
nine months of 1977, only 34 of the cases handled were for Englis h
speaking clients while 32 were Italian, 10 Spanish, 8 Greek, 5 Frencn
and one each from Chinese, German, Czechoslovakian and Yugoslavian
co11111unities .

The project recognizes that it has not dealt adequatel y

with the Portuguese-speaking injured workers and is therefore placing
a high priority on the hiring of a Portuguese-speaking community
legal worker.

Although 34 of the new cases were of English-speaki ng

clients, the majority of these were immigrants from India, Pakistan,
v
Ghana and other English-speaking countries. During 1977-78, IWC
received 30 referrals from government agencies, 28 referrals by
friends of clients, eleven referrals from doctors, four referrals
from lawyers, three referrals from M.P.P.s, one referral from a
member of Parliament and two cases from employees at the Workmen's
Compensation Board.
During the last nine months of 1977, !WC had 49 cases before
the Appeals Examiner and Appeals Adjudicator and 31 cases before the
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Appeal Board.

The organization obtained 140 decisions from the

Workmen's Compensation Board between April and December 1977 of
which 87 were allowed, 8 allowed in part and 45 denied. The
percentage of denials was increased from a low of 25% in May and
June of 1977 to a high of 50% in December 1977 . The Association
asserts that the statistics reflect two things:
11

1.

The Workmen's Compensation Board is
increasingly denying claims which it
once aJlowed;

2.

IWC is more willing to take on harder
cases and to appeal them where a policy
issue is involved.
11

In 1976-77 IWC employed six full -time paralegals.
was increased to eight paralegals in 1977-78.

This

Six of the staff mem-

bers are university graduates, in such fields as nursing and sociology,
and one holds a law degree; another is a graduate teacher.

D. Other Canadian Jurisdictions
Although many of the clinics predominantly staffed by paral egals require further funding from federal sources, legal aid funds
have created some security for these groups in Ontario.

While over

one-third of the clinics provide general "poverty law 11 assistance,
others now specialize in one area such as workmen's compensation,
environmental law, landlord and tenant rights, research and education,
and correctional law.

The majority are located in Toronto; others

are found in urban areas serviced by a law school (Windsor, Ottawa,
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The problem of urban concentration has been recognized and after
prolonged discussions with area residents, the Ontario Legal Aid
Plan announced in February, 1978 the opening of a clinic to serve
Northern peoples in Thunder Bay.

With initial funding of $37,000,

the service opened an office in Thunder Bay and satellite offices
in surrounding comnunities . The central office will be staffed by
a lawyer, a paralegal, and support staff while the affiliated offices
will be run by paralegals only.

It would appear that the public

sector paralegal is here to stay.
Other Canadian jurisdictions have adopted the neighbourhood
legal services model as a primary method of delivery of legal services.
Nova Scotia established ten clinics under the provincial plan implemented in 1972 . 41 Unlike the traditional model of funding of
independent clinics, the Nova Scotia program is entirely controlled
by the Barristers' Society.
the program in 1974. 42

Four legal assistants were employed by

The Community Legal Services (Saskatchewan) Act, 1974
provided a system of

43

law offices to provide services to
44
45
conmunities on a contract basis. British Columbia and Manitoba
commu~ity

have established a combined judicare and corrvnunity law office systems
similar to that being developed in Ontario .

The British Columbia pro-

gram is particularly interesting because eight of the twelve comnunity
law offices employ only paralegals as full-time staff.

They are
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The lay advocate is an essential

element of the British Columbia plan.
The only legislation in Canada directly bearing on paralegals in the public sector is in Saskatchewan and Manitoba .
Section 30 of The Saskatchewan Community Legal Services Act, 46
states:
"The ColTITiission or Board may employ any person
who is not a solicitor to provide servi ces
under this Act provided the person is supervised
by a solicitor; but such employee shall not
appear as counsel in any Superior District
or Surrogate Court."
Section 28 of the Saskatchewan Act establishes that information disclosed to such an employee "shall be privileged if such
information would have been covered by solicitor/client privilege".
The Manitoba Legal Aid Services Society Act,

47

contains

similar but less explicit provisions:
"Section 21(1) - Al 1 information and cormnunicati on
in the possession of the Society relating to an
applicant and his affairs, is deemed to be privileged
to the same extent that privilege would attach to
information and cormnunications in the possession
of a solicitor.
Section 21(2) - Notwithstanding ss.l, and notwithstanding the provisions of The Law Society Act, the
Society, in carrying out its objectives, is not
deemed to be practis.ing law within the meaning of
that Act."
In Ontario the lack of specific legislation does not appear
to alter significantly the unauthorized practice principles set out
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in the Saskatchewan and Manitoba Statutes.

The issue of privileged

information, however, deserves legislative pronouncement similar
to that of the Manitoba Act.
As in the case of the private sector paralegal, the community
legal worker is theoretically bound by the supervision of the lawyer.
This guideline as to the role of the community legal worker is of
little value in light of the variety of settings where a staff
lawyer is not employed and access to supervision may be sporadic
at best.

The consequences of insufficient supervision do not a

present seem to be of concern to either the community legal workers
. .
1awyers. 48 In 0 ntar10
. t he variety
.
or superv1s1ng
of ro 1es filled by

community legal workers (from case technician to lay advocate to
community organizer) are supervised to a greater or lesser extent
by the lawyer affiliated with the project concerned.
Community legal workers are becoming a more unified group
seeking both role definition job recognition.

Legal service workers

in Saskatchewan have joined the Saskatchewan Association of Legal
Service Workers and have invited Native Courtworkers and private
sector legals to join. 49 The group seeks collective bargaining
rights and the recognition of paralegals as part of the legal services delivery team.

In Ontario the non-professional staff of

Parkdale Community Legal Services, Injured Workmen's Consultants,
Metropolitan Tenant Legal Services, and Student Legal Aid Society
(SLAS) of the University of Toronto decided to unionize in 1977.
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Th is decision provoked some confusion and disappointment among
the clinics involved.

It may be considered that the decision

to unionize was a movement away from the legal profession, if
not from professionalism itself.

In a recent position paper

written by a community legal worker the following perspective is
given to unionization:
"The idea to unionize and improve our working
conditions represents the maturity of the
staff and also a more realistic attitude toward
ourselves and possibly a less paternal istic
attitude toward our clients. I believe Virginia
Woolfe once said that the reason she worked wi th
the poor was not because she loved poverty or
found it romantic, but because she hated it and
wanted to see it ended . In addressing past
notions of chari ty and romanticism of our jobs
and our work, unionization has contributed to
the quality of the clinical work, and· to its
purpose." /50
Despite the fact that the four unionized clinics have negotiated
contracts with the union , they have been unable to honour these
contracts because the government, through the Cl i nical Funding
Conmittee , has been unprepared to supply the necessgry fund i ng
community legal workers have argued that a collective agreement
will assist conmunity legal workers in dealing with i ssues of
worki ng conditions, job descriptions, pay and benefi ts. 51
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E. Training and Recruitment
It

has been recognized that most para 1ega·l s in the

public sector are action-oriented and must be trained within
the context of their employment.

The community legal worker has

been generally employed by the young, struggling clinic to assist
in the delivery of non-traditional legal services to the low-income
colTITiunity.

The community legal worker may have had previous

experi ence in some aspect of community life (e.g. selling insurance
or on the executi ve of a tenant's association) but may have had
limited exposure to lawyers, judges and the fonnalities of dispute
resolution.

There is no doubt that the community legal worker, as

with the law clerk in the private law firm, must be literate and
articulate.

The difficulties of reconciling this requirement with

equally compelling need in the public sector for involving and
and employing the poor is apparent.

Most of the community law

offices, recognizing the limitations of their resources and time,
have hired individuals
skills.

al~ady

possessing basic

readi~g

and writing

The high demand for services generally creates a need for

community legal workers and often renders the clinic incapable of
providing the training program required.

It is clear that a more

centralized system of training which will not be restricted by the
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stringencies of the individual corrmunity law office or clini c is
necessary, or the New Careers" concept and the goal of partici11

pation by the poor in the legal services delivery system will
ave to be abandoned.

This was recognized by the Osler Task

Force which recorrmended a joint program to be developed by
Legal Aid Ontario and the Law Society of Upper Canada in conjunction
with the community colleges. 52
To date the only community college that has initiated a
program particularly directed toward conmunity legal workers is
George Brown College in Toronto.

The conmunity worker program at

George Brown is designed to produce trained corrmuni ty workers and
i s not specifically· aimed at producing conmunity legal workers.
f.ri examination of the course outline for the two year program

revealed one course primarily related to paralegalism, entitled
a

Law for Corrmuni ty Workers 11 •

This ten hour course / taught in the

past primarily by staff from Parkdale Community Legal Services
and People and Law, is divided into three sections :

Law;

Agencies and Tribunals ; and Specific Areas of Concern (e.g. Landlord and Tenant, l1T111igration and Family).

Obviously a ten hour

course would not provide much exposure to the law for community
orkers .

Classroom instruction, however, is only one aspect of

the program.

Students spend approximately one half of their time

in the field with community agencies.

This could be anything

from working with Children's Aid, an ethnic community group, or
involvement with a clinic such as Neighbourhood Legal Services or
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Injured Workmen's Consultants.

It is therefore possible for a

student in the George Brown program to develop paralegal skills
and expertise during his field placement.

One "field experience

proposal" was to place six students with Parkdale to analyze unemployment.
The George Brown program is a two year diploma program;
the school enrols students every second year . Since the program's
inception in 1973 there have been two graduating classes, producing
a total of about thirty-five graduates (out of about fifty students ) .
Of the thirty-five graduates, only about one-third are currently
employed as community workers.

Five are working in black community

programs, one with Children's Aid, two at Injured Worker ' s Consultants s
one at Mental Health and two are running their own programs.

One

graduate who had been working at People and the Law is now unemployed.
Approximately one-third are not in the field at all, seven are
pursuing further education elsewhere, and three are raising families.
The program receives about seventy applications annually.
accepts twenty-five but loses about one-third, because their
of the program are not met.
age of thirty to thirty- five.

expectati on~

Most students are female, with a median
Most do not have a university degree,

but do have Grade 12 and often one or two years of community college
elsewhere.
field.

Most applicants have experience in the co11111unity worker

They have often been organizers of tenants' groups and have

worked in various capacities in other community groups or social
services .

It

This year's class includes five native persons, many of

whom have expressed a desire to return to their reservations after
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A

selection corrmittee of past students and staff selects applicants
on the basis of their exhibited corrmitment to corrmunity work,
maturity, stability, and tolerance.

The ability to function in

English has become a more significant pre-requisite, and a
fluency test was recently introduced.
The program views the student's role as being that of helping
the powerless through self help and colTITlunity development.

Stu-

dents are not supposed to deal with problems on a case-by-case
basis, but rather are to assist citizens in becoming organizers.
The program's faculty are both graduate social workers as well as
experienced corrmunity organizers with varying political perspectives.
The program's .staff is considering the possibility of increasing
its corrmitment to the training of community legal workers by pro- ·
viding increased specialization in the present program or by
developing a separate program. 54
The George Brown program for the training of community
legal workers i·s very similar to the program devised at the College
of Human Services in conjunction with Columbia Law School in New
York City.

The first year of the two year program is devoted to an

examination of the nature of groups, institutions, and society, and
the ways in which they may be changed.

The curriculum is based on

a recognition that the training of legal paraprofessionals for the
public sector must extend beyond the study of specific areas of
substantive law and the development of corrmunity corrmunication
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skills, to an analysis of the social context in which the legal
problems of the poor arise . The basis of this educational
approach is that paraprofessionals cannot be trained to be experts
in every area but must be able to distinguish those situations
in which they can provide assistance from those for situations
in which other aid is needed . The community paralegal must be
capable of understanding and responding to power structures and
must be capable of choosing the appropriate remedy to apply in
a given situation.
~ost

author1t1es advocate clinical instruction involvi ng

role-playing, simulations and actual on-the-job experience for
the training of corrmunity legal workers.

The dynamic nature of

his future position is brought home to the trainee, as is the
practical importance of the skills he/she is acquiring.

Focus

on methodology rather than content will lead to greater flexibility
in adapting to varied demands, and will remove some of the insecurities associated with the now rather nebulous role definition
for paralegals.
The importance of utilizing and developing skills already
possessed by the trainee is continually emphasized, particularly
in the context of training the poor to assume roles within the
legal system. The process reviewed by trainers and trainees alike
is one in which the trainee's life experience is relevant as the
very basis of his advocacy development.

Experienced trainers

indicate that an appreciation of the paralegal's talent and abilities
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assistsin alleviating the chronic problems of programs for the
poor -- paternalism, insensitivity to real needs and real
aspirations, and the creation of further dependencies.
There has been limited development of community college
interest in conmunity legal worker education in Canada with
George Brown College in Toronto and Prince Albert Co111T1unity
Coll ege in Saskatchewan being the exception to the general rule .
' zyttever, there is a movement in the law schools towards incorporati ng the training of community lay advocates into existing
conmuni ty cl i nical programs.

Dalhousie (Dalhousie Legal Aid

Servi ces ), University of Toronto (Student Legal Aid Services) and
Osgoode Hall Law School (Parkdale Corrununity Legal Services) are
exampl es of this trend in Canada.
~eade rs h ip

The case for involvement and

by Canadian law schools is persuasive. ·Law schools

ere evolving a broader definition of legal education, reflecting a
growing awareness of their responsibility for the designing of an
e~fe ct i ve

and economical legal services delivery system.

Most

Canadi an law schools have a student legal aid program and are
beginning to incorporate these programs into the academic curriculum.
:nteraction and co-operation between law students and corrmunity
~ egal

workers-in-training may lead to fuller understanding by

each of the potential and limitations of the other.
The Dalhousie Legal Aid Service Program based its
approach to the t raining of paralegal personnel on the assumption

that µresenting information and

te~11ng

the trainees

ho~

to µer-

form certain tasks is "little more than a cornerstone, and that
on-the-job refinement and experience in a natural clinical setting
55
is crucial 11 •
In the su111Tier of 1972 Dalhousie Legal Aid Services
sponsored one of the first structured training programs for legal
paraprofessionals in low-income law.

Although many conununity

offices had employed paraprofessionals in some capacity, Dalhousie ' s
scheme was the most ambitious as it was aimed at creating an
autonomous body of trained personnel to work at external agencies .
Other programs were more limited in their approach and tended to
emphasize on-the-job training for office personnel.

The Dalhousie

program, while training several individuals who remained on its
own staff, educated volunteers primarily for the Matrimonial
Counselling Association whose main function was to assist individuals
in obtaining their own divorces.
Brickman favours the preparation of paraprofessionals outside the law schools which he says are not now equipped to offer
the kind of specialized or remedial education which is required . 56
He would favour the location of paralegal training in community
colleges because they already have considerable experience in
training paraprofessionals in other fields and are geared towards
offering remedial work and on-the-job placements.

He would confine

the role of the law school to that of providing input for curriculum
.
d es1gn

. 57
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The Action ori Legal Aid brief to the Ontario government
in response to the Report of the Task Force on Legal Aid (the Osler
Report) argues strenuously that training should be done primarily
on the job. 58 This group, which is principally composed of community
l egal workers, stresses on- going experience in clinics and problemsol ving techniques rather than the lecture approach.

This brief

accepts much of the earlier American approach that training of commun ity legal workers must be flexible and responsive to the needs of
trainees and must , as far as possible, activate their natural advocacy
ski lls.

It is hfghly critical of using community colleges to train

comnunity legal workers .

Community colleges are categorized as

"large and flexible · bureaucracies whose expertise is in the train tng
of workers for private offices:" 59 "We shudder at the prospect of
a phalanx of community college grads, clutching damp diplomas,
advancing on our committees. 1160
Two approaches to the training of the public sector paralegal have developed: on-the-job training and classroom teaching.
: hos e who advocate on-the-job training emphasize the need for
part i cipatory education and its capacity to allow
and a sense of independence.

obse ~vation, flex ibili~y

Those who advocate institutional

-:raining draw attention to the clinic's lack of time and 'expertise
-:o undertake the difficult task of converting an interested citizen
: nto a responsible conmunity advocate.

Yet the concern that

:nsti t utional training will attempt to pour large amounts of
Jlack- l etter law and precedents into the training and intimidate
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the trainee's natural advocate skills cannot be ignored.

Both

approaches recognize the need to provide a base of substantive
law on which the legal worker can function and agree that the
emphasis must be on an effective clinical experience.

Those

advocating institutional training believe an institution is able
to provide quality training, status, certification and unity among
legal paraprofessionals and believe this will increase their
acceptability.

Community legal workers oppose this type of training

on the basis that the co11111unity has no role in recruitment and
that graduates are neither desirable to the co!TITiunity nor knowledgeable
in comparison to existing community legal workers.
The question of the location of paralegal training programs
is unimportant to trainees who are corrmitted to the idea that the
most effective skill development takes place on the job rather
than in the classroom.

Where such an approach is taken, the

community is the school and the lawyer, the co11111unity leaders, the
client and the trainee himself fonn the team responsible for his
learning.

Such an approach would require the development of ad

hoc training facilities on a regional basis throughout Ontario.
Training experts would be available to provide orientation for new
community legal workers and to upgrade the knowledge and skills
of more experienced personnel.

Workshops would be developed for

paralegals working in penitentiaries, mental hospitals and welfare
offices.

The workshop approach combined with on-the-job supervision

ensures that the co1T111unity legal worker is absorbing abstract
materials and developing his/her skills . This method allows the
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lay advocate to draw from his previous experience and to emphasize
the non-legal aspects of community legal work.
An example of provincial training of co11111unity legal
workers is the British Columbia Legal Services Corrmission which
has undertaken a number of training programs for paralegal staff
working in legal aid and co11111unity law offices.

These programs

were devised by the staff director of Training and Education with
the assistance of an educational consultant.

In January 1976 an

extensive program was undertaken on the topic of "Law and the
Disabled".

The participants were given a two week program:

the

first week concentrated on exposing the students to the specific
legislation pertaining to the handicapped, 61 as well as to a discussion of matters pertaining to the handicapped; 62 the second
week of the program concentrated on improving the paralegal 1 s
case handling skills and specifically focused on handling of files,
interviewing techniques, and problem solving.

Simulations, case

files and group discussions were utilized in this intensive and
effective training program.

Similar training sessions were held

on other areas of substantive law including consumer and small
claims and labour law.
Victor Savino in his paper, Paralegalism and the Federal
11

Government" submitted to the Department of Justice, Ottawa in
April 1976 emphasized that the training for citizens' advocates the
delivery of legal services in most instances came from outside
sources such as the Department of Justice, ColTDTlunity Legal Services
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plans, Opportunities for Youth funds to employ law students as surrmer teachers
in manpower retraining stipends for indigent students on the program.
Most of these funding sources have evaporated and we feel the
future of citizens' advocates or specialized paralegal training
is bleak.

Savino also emphasizes the need for exchange of infor-

mation between paralegal training programs so that duplication of
training methods, training materials and training aids can be
avoided.

11

There is a great deal of 'duplication' in paralegal

training where projects in one part of the country are 're-inventing
the wheel' so to speak in fonnulating initial training programs
that have already been involved in another part of the country.

11

He advocates working conferences of people involved in paralegal
training, the publication of articles in major works on training
paralegals and the development of resource centres such as those
established in the United States under the Office of Economic Opportunity.
Savino emphasizes two other serious problems:

the

shortage of paralegal training and the need for accreditation of
training program.

The two issues are interrelated in Canada with

paralegal training generally at a very unsophisticated and unorganized
level.

Law teaching is centred in the university law schools

yet no Canadian law school has recognized any fonnal obligation
to train paralegals or to provide teachers for them.

Nor is

there any program which trains people in the art of training paralegals.

Savino states:
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There is no program anywhere in the country which
trains people how to train paralegals - for that
mat ter, neither is there any program which teaches
lawyers and administrators how to effectively
uti lize the services of trained paralegals.
11

Finally there is the question of accreditation of
trai ning programs .
These are obviously provincial
education problems and would also be influenced by
the regional differences as to legal systems in
Canada's provinces and territories . However, accreditation is a controversial issue which needs close
study and consideration, as we11 as a good degree
of caution in implementation. There is a need here
too for a national dialogue directed towards informati on and idea exchange and an effort to minimize
interprovincial disparities in the paralegal
occupations." /64
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F.
1.

NATIVE COURTWORKERS IN ONTARIO
Introduction
Native people in this country face special
.
65
problems in dealing ~ith . the legal system. · Some steps
have been taken to attack the inequ.ities caused

by

the

cultural, linguistic, economic and geographic barriers
between the native person and white society.

The court-

worker program represents a significant step by the native
corranunity toward measuring its capacity to cope with the
legal system.
Courtworker programs began in Western Canada as
66
early as 1962.
While non-Indian groups such as the John
Howard Society have been involved, most of the programs have
had native origins. 67 The major Canadian programs are·
Native controlled although financ i ng is arranged through
a joint effort of provincial and federal government
departments.
controlled.

Only in Manitoba is the system government
The courtworkers there are paid as civil

servants. 68

· , ,

It is the purpose of this section to outline the Ontario
courtworkers program.

The reasons for the high rates of

native incarceration and recidivism are beyond the scope of
this work . These issues are explored effectively elsewhere .6 ~
2.

Administration of the Program
The Native Courtworkers Program in Ontario is
co-ordinated by the Federation of Indian Friendship Centres.
The program is part of an integrated system of social
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services offered by this body to the native people of the
province.
Since its inception in March 1972 the program
has grown to include 23 courtworkers operating with an
annual budget of $420,000, funded equally by the federal
J usti ce Department and the provincial Ministry of the Attorney
Ge nera1. 70
These courtworkers made 1868 court appearances
71
and interviewed and assisted 6885 native persons in 1976.
The Federation, as co-ordinator of the program, is
r esponsible for

11

upgrading and maintaining the quality of

service by conducting training programs and providing guide2
1 ines and support. .7 The individual Friendship Centres, located
11

in the urban centres of the province, are responsible for the
courtworker service provided to the corrmunity served by the
cent re.

Seventeen of the courtworkers work out of Friendship

Centres and are therefore hired, and budgeted for, by the
e xecutive director of the relevant centre.

The remaining

s i x workers operate in isolated areas, such as Chapleau,
hi ch do not have Friendship Centres.

These workers are

ired and supervised by the Federation's courtworker
3rogram director.
Because the present role of the courtworker is
s aped by recruitment practices and training, these areas will
~e

discussed before the discussion of role.

~ ecru itment

of Courtworkers

As stated above, this aspect of the program may be
-andl ed through the Federation or through the specific Centre.
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The only fixed prerequisite to becoming a courtworker
is that the applicant must be a native person. 73 The
language skills reql,l_ired, the client's need to identify
with his helper, the ability of the courtworker to
present and understand the native perspective and the
higher liklihood that the youth of the community will
respect and accept only a native worker are al l seen to
justify this requirement .
The successful candidate for a courtworker pos i tion
is likely to have had considerable involvement in social work
oriented jobs in the native co1T1Tiunity.

Ideally, the applicant

will be a resident of the co11111unity he or she hopes to serve.
These preferences result from the employer s desire. to_ reduce
1

the high rate of employee turnover.

It is thought that an

established pattern of communi ty involvement will indicate
a commitment to a betterment of the native cause and the cause
of the particular community .
Generally the applicant should have had some work
experience because it is felt that the uninitiated school
graduate lacks the social skills required in such a potentially volatile job.
Education appears to be an important consideration
in the selection of courtworkers . Since co11111unication skills
represent the most important talents a courtworker must
possess, a relatively high level of education is a necessary
asset .

A certain credibility is lent to the position if the

successful applicant has had some type of formal education .

- 357 The sex of the applicant does not appear to be a
relevant factor in recruitment. 74
In fact, a lack of applicants for a given position
may restrict selectivity.

Positions must sometimes be filled
quickly because of unexpected resignations or dismissals. 75 ·
The positions are not widely advertised outside of
the conmunity in which the worker is required.

Potential

candidates hear often of the opening by word of mouth.
Although positions have been advertised in local papers, the
lack of a systematic recruiting effort reduces the number of
potential applicants .
The salary of a courtworker is about $10,000 per
year plus expenses. While this represents a reasonable wage
for a recent college graduate, it may not represent suitable
remuneration for a candidate possessing the desired attributes.
The public school teacher on the reservation, for example,
would have to take a considerable pay cut to accept a courtworker position.

Potential

.

s~~ary

, ,

increases are also limited

and may contribute to the high turnover of employees.
It is important that the potential courtworker be
a person of integrity, without a criminal record.

A cour t-

worker charged with a criminal offence is seen as a bl ot on
the integrity of the entire program. 76 Such individuals
are prevented from entering the courtworker system.
The selection of courtworkers is undertaken
jointly by head office and the local Friendship Centre.

As
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selection criteria are vague, it was difficult to assess
the effectiveness of the selection.
that greater local

jo~

We would anticipate

definition would lead to a desire

for a community ,oriented· se 1ecti on process .
4.

Training
The training of a courtworker is the responsibil77
ity of the Federation.
Since no private or public
institution offers a training program specifically for
native courtworkers in Ontario, all newly hired workers must
78
be trained from scratch.
At the present time the training
given to courtworkers is quite weak.

This is not surprising

considering the enormity of the problems faced by the Federation.

The need to have someone on the job quickly may pre-

empt adequate training.

The costs of transporting personnel

over large distances are formidable.
my differ . from one locale to the next.

The training required
An urban worker,

for example, may need different skills than one in a remote
urban area.

Ultimately, the;Federation probably has

insufficient resources to do the training job well.
Newly recruited courtworkers are often thrust into
the job without any type of formal training or orientation
period.

Those individuals fortunate enough to spend a

few days with the courtworker they are to replace may gain a
limited esposure to the role thay are about to play.

In the

typical case the recr.uit must learn the duties of a courtworker on his own.

Because of the flexible definition of the

~.

role of the worker this may amount to allowing the untrained
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individual to write his own job description.

The new worker

is free to pursue the general goals of the program by the
means he finds the most effective.

Learning by experience

can be an effective method of training if the trainee is
properly supervised and has been given clear goals.

Unfor-

tunately, the new courtworker may not be given clearly
articulated goals.
The Federation is attempting to create a general
79
training program~ .
The first phase of this proposal was
carried out in March of 1977 when twelve senior courtworkers
(1 year or more) were offered a three day seminar in Toronto.

This program received a positive response from the workers
who attended.

It involved seminars on Family Court, the

rol~

of the courtworker, Criminal Courts, human rights, press and
. an d wor king
. wit
. h government off.ic1a
. l s. BO
th e me dia,

Ph ase

two of the program may not be implemented because of a lack
of funding.
There are a

numb~~

seminar offered in 1977.

9f weaknesses in the type of

Only senior workers were invited and

thus those with the greatest need of education were deprived
of the opportunity of enhancing their abilities. The 3 day
program involved only about eight hours of lectures or seminars.

81

While it may be argued that informal discussion was of significant
value, the costs of accorrmodation and travel might better be
justified on the basis of a more intense program of formal
lectures.
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The Os l er Task Force recommended that legal aid
operate a training program for native courtworkers similar
to those offered in Alperta and Saskatchewan~ 2

This six

week course, if implemented, would represent a solution to
the Federation's ineffective training regime.

It would

supply the financial support required to overcome the
tremendous expenses involved in travel and acconmodation .

The

program proposed is not like1y to :be started in the immediate
future.
5.

Supervision
The courtworker is virtually unsupervised.

The

immediate supervisor of those workers based in a Friendship
Centre is the centre's executive director.

The director has

had no experience as a courtworker and no legal training.
Supervision therefore amounts to the lending of moral support
and the monitoring of hours worked.

Where there is no Friend-

ship Centre the courtworker is forced to work without any
regular supervision. The .Federation's program co-ordinator
makes occasional visits to monitor the work of each courtworker; each worker will be visited once or twice per year.
Supervision does take other forms .

The courtworkers

are required to submit written reports on monthly activities
to the· Federation.

These fonns are of doubtful utility as
supervision tools. 83 They may be required by the Federation
principally for funding purposes .
The courtworker's work is constantly subject to
evaluation by the native public and by co-workers.

Duty
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counsel, Family Court Judges, area lawyers and social
workers are often able to make assessments of the weaknesses
and strengths of a courtworker. In many cases such individuals
..
make themselves available to advise the worker on legal matters
if requested to do so.

In more remote areas, the worker can

judge his own value and performance by his acceptance in the
community.

Band chiefs and administrators may al so be able

to evaluate the worker's effectiveness.

The good

courtworke~

must clearly be a self-starter. Given the lack of proper
supervision in the system, a tremendous emphasis must be
placed on the hiring of self-motivating individuals.

As it

is not always possible to find such personnel, more effective
regional supervision is probably required .
6.

Role of the Courtworker
It is difficult to give an adequate definition of the
role of the courtworker.

In general terms it is the worker's

duty to help to bridge the cultural and communication gaps
which prejudice the Native person in the legal process . The
Federation has stated that the courtworkers "assume the role
of liaison between the Native people in trouble with the
law and all persons involved in the judicial process; lawyers,
crown attorneys, defense counsel, probation, aftercare and
correctional office·r s •1184
These are broad declarations ; a number of specific
factors should be considered here.

First, the courtworker

program is offered in conjunction with other Friendship Centre
activities.

The Federation attempts to provide an integrated
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-....

program.

Courtworkers operating outside the scope ·of a

specific centre must necessarily operate differently.
Second, each courtworker serves a community of
a different size. · The two Toronto workers serve a transient
Native population of about 35,000 while the Manitoulin Island
worker serves a stable population of about 4000.
Third, conmunity resource people such as social
workers, child care workers, and alcohol counsellors are
available in some areas and not in others.

Many Ontario

bands have their own social workers and counsellors.

The

courtworker is thereby freed to provide a court centred
service while referring individuals to others more qualified
to handle the social work

comoo~ent.

Courtworkers unable to ma ke

such referrals may spend as much as 60% of their time handling
work which is not legally oriented.
Fourth, some courtworkers have established themselves with court officials and are recognized by local judges
as performing a worthwhile service.

.

' ,-

Others, faced with less

sympathetic judges, and duty counsel, are unable to operate
as effectively.
The general approach to courtwork is similar in
. most centres from Toronto to Chapleau.

On a given court date

(Provincial Court, Criminal Division) the worker will either
phone for, or pick up, a copy of the docket.

From this the

worker makes a short l i st of the Native accused. This is done
by selecting Native sounding names and accused familiar to
the worker.

Clearly this process may result in a significant
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The worker notes the severity of the charge aRd
the sophistication ?f .the accesed and

t~en,

based on these

factors, decides whether the accused should be interviewed.
Of the 9931 Natives noted by the courtworkers as having been
charged in 1976 about 2/3, or 6885, were interviewed and
assisted.

as· If an interview is to take place the worker

attends at the cell area and explains to the accused his
legal rights. 86 At this time the worker generally will ask
the accused if he wishes the assistance of the worker.

Some

N·atives refuse help. If help is requested, the worker will
outline the need for a lawyer, bail application procedures and
legal aid possibilities.

In minor offences the worker may

listen to the facts as presented by the accused and then
seek out duty counsel to accompany him to a talk with the
Crown Attorney.
The courtworker will act as a liaison between duty
counsel and the accused so that the accused is made aware of
duty counsel's role.

If a court appearance is required, the

worker may attend at the hearing to interpret or simply explain
the proceedings to the accused. 87 - In liquor charges the courtworker may speak on behalf of the accused to ensure the proper
presentation of the personal background of the accused. 88 ,
Often an accused will be required to make a further
appearance· at a later date.

The courtworker in such cases

may assist the accused in obtaining counsel, assist in
co1TTI1unication between the accused and counsel, and assist in

-

-

~

-- -

-

~-

~---

-
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the preparation of presentence reports.

Although not a stated

duty of the courtworker, the worker may consider himself responsible for chauffeuring the accused to court. Many workers
also feel responsible for insuring .that accused do not miss
court appearances.
The role of the courtworker in the criminal
process is perhaps more significant for what it is not than
for what i t is.

The courtworker s function is largely
1

limited to assisting the accused to understand the admininistrati on of criminal justice .

Natives with experience in

the legal system seldon require, nor are they offered, the
worker's assistance.

The worker does not go beyond the

offering of assistance into the area of advocacy or representation . The Federation does not want the worker to go beyond
that point and this is a matter for some frustration for senior
workers. _The Tas k Force on legal Aid has recognized the
restricted role of the courtworker in its recorrmendation that
paralegals, with roles more. ' legally
oriented than courtworkers,
,
89
be placed by legal aid, into Native communities.
The courtworker also operates in the Provincial
Court, Family Division.

It appears that some workers actively

seek out members of the conmunity who face Family Court
hearings.

Others wait for the party to make the initial

request after making sure that the party knows that the service
is available.

Again the method of operation is dependent upon ·

the size of the community served.

In family matters the worker

will explain the benefits of a legal aid lawyer. Where permitted
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by the court, he may attend at the hearing and speak
on behalf of a Native person who is unable to present relevant
facts because of linguistic or cultural barriers.

The court-

. .

worker will rarely . take sides in a dispute involving two
Native persons.

In family

~atters

the courtworker will often seek

corrmunity assistance and attempt to keep families together.
The final duty of the courtworker enumerated in the
Federation's pamphlet on the program is 11 To be available to
give legal advice in areas where such advice is not easily
obtainable." 90 The courtworker is poorly equipped to provide
such a service.

Some advice may be better than no advice.

Still, the dangers of bad advice are very serious.

While the

courtworker may have some experience in minor criminal and
family matters, issues involving landlord and tenant, welfare,
and other matters resulting in civil litigation are beyond the
current scope of most workers.

In many remote corrmunities

these matters do not arise regularly because the Indian Band
is the landlord, the administrator of welfare and often the
.

- .

arbiter of non-criminal dfsputes.

In less remote areas the

courtworker may refer the individual to duty counsel and legal
aid.
The Task· Force on Legal Aid recommends that unmet needs
in civil matters be met by the para-legal personnel, not the
.

courtworker.

91

Should this recoJT111endation be accepted,

the Federation will be losing a potentially significant voice
in the delivery of quasi-legal services to Native communities .
The role of the paralegal should be broadly defined to include
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representation, conmunity education and liaison with other
officers in the administration of justice.
7. Canel usi on
There can be little doubt that the Federation
of Indian Friendship Centres has done an effective job in
creating a system of courtworkers throughout the province.
This fact has been recognized by the Task Force on Legal Aid. ·9'2
The Federation now faces significant challenges in: acquiring
and increasing funding; improving training programs; defining
clearly the role of the courtworker; increasing the credibility
of the courtworker in the

~yes

of judges and lawyers; recruiting

suitably educated and motivated trainees; improving supervision and data collection; and finally increasing public
awareness and acceptance of the validity of the program.
problems will not be conquered in the short tenn nor until
increased .funding enhances the prospects for effective
recruiting , training and supervision .

..

,-
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1

In 1967, there were approximately thirty-four
law clerks working for firms in Toronto and about half
that number in the rest of the province.

These early

clerks, perhaps prompted by the English origins many of
them shared, desired a professional association similar
to the English Institute of Legal Executives.

They sought,

and sti 11 seek, eventually to become the governing body
of law clerks in the province.
A group of law clerks approached the Law Society
in 1967 with a view to pursuing this end with Law Society
assistance.

The Law Society did agree to support the

incorporation of the association, subject to the inclusion
of a specific prohibition in the letters patent of the
Institute to the effect that it wou1 d not become a
bargaining agent for its members or othen-1ise act as a
trade uni on.

Notwithstanding their preference for the term

'Legal Executive' the Institute was obliged to accept
' Law Clerks' appellation .
inappropriate terminology.

the

They continue to feel this to be
In return for these concessions,

the Law Society agreed to support the incorporation, to have
its secretary sit as an ex officio member of the Institute
and to assist the Institute in its work.
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The Institute presently enjoys an enrollment of
some 300 members.

Each of these, in order to be eligible

for membership must satisfy the Institute's definition of
'Law Clerk 12 and must be in the full-time employ of a
lawyer or law firm.

The Institute argues that its member-

ship forms "a high percentage of the bona fide Law Clerks
employed within the province".

This is impossible to

verify given the lack of definitional accord on who is and
who is not a 'law clerk'.

The Institute would not dispute

the contention that there are large numbers of persons
employed by law firms who perform paralegal work who are not
in fact members of the Institute.

It is perhaps significant

that our interviews disclosed that few lawyers knew whether
their employees were merrbers of the Institute.

Merrbership

in the Institute was apparently not a factor considered in
hi ring law clerks.
It may be fairly said that the Institute is still
in the early stages of pursuing its primary goal as set out
in its Preliminary Brief to this Committee:
•
•
•
to advance the status and interests
of Law Clerks with particular emphasis on
education and advancement to increase
knowledge, skill and proficiency of Law
Clerks. 11 /3
11

Nonetheless, it appears to have been very active in pursuing
these goals.

It has financed the preparation of a basic training
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course first introduced in 1969 which has influenced course
development at the co1T111unity college level .

lt has b_egun the

preparation of a program of advanced level specialization courses
to be offered by correspondence. 4 Satisfactory completion of
work at this advanced level would be a precondition to achieving
Fel1owship status, the highest rank in the Institute.
The Institute no doubt feels that it is capable of
governing the occupational group of law clerks and that it is the
appropriate organization to perform the task.
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1.

M~ch of the descripti~e information in this part is taken
fro~ the Preli~inary Brief of the Institute of Law Clerks
of Ontario to the Ontario Law Refonn Commission, Professional Organizations Project, 1976 (unpublished, on file
at the P. O.c. office).

2.

"Law Clerk mearis a trained special ist , capable of doing
independent legal work, which may include managerial duties,
under the general supervision of a Barrister and/or Sol icitor
and whose function is to relieve a Barrister and/or Solicitor
of routine legal and administrative matters and to assist him
in the more compl ex ones.

3.

Preliminary Brief 1.

4.

A Study
on f i le
courses
year of

11

Manual for the Fellowship Course in Contracts is
with the P.O.C. The Institute hopes to aim these
at an academic standard 'comparable to the final
law school' .
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Related Occupations

Introduction
It is easy to think of legal work as being the work that
awyers do.

The market for legal services becomes the market for

·c.ttyers' services.

Legal paraprofessionals, in this analysis, are

:ersons providing support services to lawyers.

This is the

·cwyers'-eye' view of the matter.
This perspective overlooks the large numbers of persons in
:-e work force who are neither lawyers nor persons working under the
:or~rol

of lawyers in private practice whose work brings them in

::rr.act in an organized way with the legal system.

Such persons

:: ork which is like that of lawyers in that its core involves
:~(ing

with a set of legal rules. This is the 'hidden market' for

~=~ ·

services, insurance claims adjusters, patent agents and trade

-·~~

representatives are only three examples of persons whose work

_

~~edi cated

on some understanding of applicable legal rules.

It was not part of our mandate to study in detail this
We were interested, however, to examine what these
~

ers actually do to give us some idea of the range of law tasks

.--· awyers might successfully perfonn.
~-=::ct.ally ,
- ~ -~e

interviewing in each case three or four persons involved

fie lds of insurance claims, patents and trade union work.

=-c~erial
:~

We approached this work

which follows will show that non-lawyers in the hidden

perform a wide variety of law jobs under widely varying

,--~--
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B.

Insurance Claims Adjusters

In 1975, the cost of settling claims against automobile
accident insurers amounted to some $64,000,000 in Ontario. 1 This
amount, representing 14% of the total payout for that year, went
to pay approximately 1,000 "independent" (self-employed adjusters)
and an unknown number of claims experts employed by insurers. 2
Their work involves the application of legal rules, particularly
of tort and contract, to the cases presented by claimants.

Largely

without the benefit of lawyers' advice, the claims experts determine
whether insurers are liable under their contracts of insurance and
in what amounts.

Because of the surface similarity of their work

to that of lawyers, we undertook an investigation of their role.

1.

ORGANIZATION
Insurance claims in Ontario are processed by both "independent",

self-employed adjusters and the claims staff of the insurers.

The

staff adjusters are specifically exempted from the licensing requirement
imposed on the independents. 3 The licensing requirement is conditioned
on applicants satisfying modest government imposed standards (see below).
As the staff adjusters are responsible only to their employers, no
standards are imposed on them.
The major insurers currently retain independent adjusters
principally where claims arise in remote areas.

Occasionally, an

independent will be employed where some special expertise he possesses
may be required.

Smaller insurers make greater use of independents

to compensate for smaller in-house staffs.
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2.

ROLE
The independent and staff adjusters exercise essentially

the same role in the claims settlement process.

In general, the

adjuster attends at the scene of the alleged loss to determine
initially whether or not there has been a loss. This he does by
physical examination of the property or by the examination of
doctor's reports in the case of personal injury.

He will also

attempt to detennine how the loss occurred and whether or not it
is covered by the applicable contract of insurance.

His investigation

of the details of the accident and his file of witness statements
where these have been made available form the basis of his
detennination as to whether or not the loss is insured.

By

consulting his own experience in the field or the expert opinions
of doctors, appraisers and estimators, the adjuster comes to a view
of the amount of the loss.

He will then normally seek to settle the

claim by payment negotiated with the claimant or his lawyer . In
cases of claims exceeding his authorization level, 4 the adjuster will
make a recommendation to his superior as to an appropriate settlement
in all the circumstances. The adjuster, it will be observed, is the
agent of the insurer and in no sense either a broker or the agent of
the claimant.

In this sense, the tenn 11 independent 11 is misleading and
its abolition has been recOITlllended. 5 At the same time, the special
relationship which the law holds to exist between an insured and the
insurer or its agents will require the adjuster fairly to represent
the insured's interest. 6
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Recent study indicates that the independent adjusters
may well be doomed. 7 The number of automobile accident claims
in Ontario has apparently been reduced by lower speed limits and
legislation requiring the use of seat belts.

Agreements recently

negotiated between insurance companies do away with the need for
determination of negligence in property damage claims, further
reducing the need for adjusting services.

As well, the advent of

telephone adjusters and appraisal centres for the handling of simple
claims further limits the adjusters• role.

There is some indication of problems in the quality of
work produced by the independent adjusters which may have
implications for our concerns in this working paper.

In particular,

it has been suggested that the monopoly enjoyed by the independent
adjusters, particularly in smaller communities, led in many cases
to the shoddy handling of too many claims with too little attention
to sound practice and too much attention to exacting the highest
possible fee. 8 The insurance company claims managers still complain
about poor quality work in many smaller centres and are presently taking
action to increase staff adjusters to fill the gap.

3. RECRUITMENT
Most adjusters are recruited into the industry by the
major insurers.

The independent adjusters recruit their staff

largely through raiding the claims departments of the insurers.
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A starting salary for the most junior claims person may
Je

as low as $8,000 to $9,000 per annum. The response to recruit-

-ent programs, largely conducted through newspaper advertisements,
:s principally from those without university education although the

be r of university trained persons taking such work appears to be
:"creas i ng in a tightening economy.

The average applicant is

:etween the ages of 20 and 40, probably has at least a grade 12
ecucat ion and would preferably have some work experience .
:~th e

Except

case of telephone adjusters, whose responsibility is limited to

settl i ng claims arising out of minor motor vehicle accidents, the
""ecrui tment process appears to result in the creation of an .over:ielmingly male work group.
Applicants are normally screened by a series of aptitude
~rd

psychological tests, carried out by personal departments and

:rofessional testers. The object is to seek out those candidates
.rth the required intelligence, ability to work with people and
:.eJendability and to screen out those lacking proper motivation and
:\I:lTiun ication skills.
It appears that the intention of the major insurers is
:.o recruit people for lifetime work in claims.
~e

structure of many companies appears to work to counteract this

:rigi nal intention.
J•

At the same time,

It will normally be in the long term interests

t he employee to move out of claims into management or underwriting.

-~ ere

is, however, a feeling that salaries for adjusters have fallen

:erind salaries for comparable positions at least in the public sector.
"i s may result in the recruitment of poorer trainees.

The American

:;cttern of recruiting principally from "second class" law schools

-ls not been duplicated here. There was, nonetheless , more than one

-

- -

~ -

-

--

~

- 385 indication that the insurers would find it useful were the education
system to supply them with persons already possessed of some degree
of familiarity with the working of the legal system and its rules . 9
We were advised that the independent adjusters offer lower
salaries than the insurers to trainees out of high school. The
difference is thought to be justified by the fact that the licensing
scheme requires a two-year training period of independents (see below),
during which time the trainee is not a money maker.

The staff

adjusters, as is discussed below, apparently receive training which is
rather shorter.

4.

TRAINING
10

(a)

Independents

The minority report of the Singer Committee states that
"the present training system for independent adjusters . . . is quite
11

thorough".

The concerns reported above with respect to poor work

on the part of independent adjusters are not, however, entirely consistent with such a claim.

Indeed, our information indicates that the

training received by the independent adjuster would normally be
exceedingly flexible and perhaps quite undemanding.
The trainee independent adjuster will normally have had
some training with the major company.

His first step (see Table 1 at

the conclusion of this section) in becoming an independent adjuster
would be to make an application for a license under section 350 of
The Insurance Act.

The procedure as set out by the superintendent

most importantly requires that there be some licensed adjuster
prepared to supervise the trainee.

A letter of authority would then

be issued authorizing the trainee to work under the supervision of his
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The fact that the supervisor's own license is liable to

:~•-cipal.

:E ""evoked by the

department is calculated to guarantee that the

:,_,"'cipal exercise effective supervision over a student.
It appears that the most important instruction received by
__ trainee comes in the form of "tagging along" with his supervisor.
::

~s

-:

understood that the trainee will handle only minor claims during
year and that he will not conduct any settlement negotiations.

~ir st

---s system becomes more problematic as insurers develop procedures
=:r settling minor claims without recourse to independent adjusters.

Along with his letter of authorization, the trainee receives
- _ook

-

entitled Questions and Answers for Examiner for Applicants for

~-~ance

-=-

~::ier

Adjusters License {produced by the Ontario Ministry of
and Commercial Relations) . Theoretically, the trainee should

- e read a considerable amount of outside resource material, which
~eadily

~

available, because the book contains only a brief text and

-_:titude of questions and answers .

=~~::ea te
:~~rs
~-ri:e

:-:

In practice, however, this

could better spend his time memorizing the questions and

of which a selected group will make up the examination. This

and one-half hour examination for a Probationary Licence is
~Y

th e Ministry of ConslJller and Commercial Relations, one year

:;~=~the

issue of the letter of authorization.

It covers all areas

-- ·-s ranee and is made up, as indicated, of a selected series
; =-estions fran the above-mentioned book.

The successful candidate

-_::atta in an 85% score in order to pass the exam and will then
=.-=:~.ea
- i-

probationary licence which entitles him to work at his trade

li nes of insurance.
During the second year, the trainee continues to work under

-_:-: .. ,.,:sion, although in practice a supervisor will give a trainee

1
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more leaway as he gains confidence in the quality of work done.
At the completion of a second year of supervision, the trainee sits for
an oral examination before an Inquiry Panel composed of industry
experts.

In preparation, the candidate will examine Fellow of the

Insurance Institute of Canada course material and other texts.

If

successful, he will be licensed to practise in all lines of insurance.
He may, if less successful, be issued a restricted licence to
practise in some areas but not in others. The unsuccessful candidate
may re-sit all or part of the examination every six months.
The licence issued at this point entitles the holder to
practise as an independent only under an employment agreement with
an independent who holds a Proprietor s Licence. This latter licence
1

requires five years experience as a licensed adjuster and proof of
financial stability.
This scheme theoretically requires a seven-year period
prior to having the right to act on one s own account as an insurance
1

adjuster.

In practice, it appears that there are a number of informal

mechanisms available for cutting down the various periods.

There

are indications that individuals have managed to shorten the whole
period to as short as three years.

As well, the suggestion is made

that all-lines licenses are more readily given to trainees who wish
to practise in outlying areas.

If this were so, it would, of course,

be doubly dangerous because these persons would typically have less
opportunity for effective consultation with more experienced adjusters.
Although continuing education programs are available through the
Insurance Institute of Canada, it appears that well under half of the
licensed adjusters pursue these opportunities.
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Staff Adjusters
The trainee staff adjuster generally receives a head office
12

T.r~:-:

g program designed by company staff.

~=~~-J

from company to company.

~th ree

_:•s

months.

The program will vary

It may very in length from three

Instruction will be given on a wide range of

:....:::cts from law to medicine to public relations.

Lectures and

:---·ation techniques are employed. Texts provided by the Insurance
of Canada are a primary source of material;

:~:~: ~ute

::::r:.aries casebooks may be prepared by senior staff.
:

~~"ies,

~=~-s~r

~j=-~

In many large

there may be no requirement whatsoever that the staff

avail himself of the opportunities which do exist for

ing education.

::-~:r

in some

One investigator was sufficiently concerned

the quality of training received that he recommended that

· - _ranee companies be obliged to present for licensing examination
13
=-~·01ees who are to deal with the public on claims.
A second
~-~~ori ty

reported that:
We place most of the blame for the unhappy
situation in which insurers find thenselves
on their complete and surprising neglect of
the development of a trul:y competent core of
adjusters who have sufficient authority to
do their job and who are concerned not only
with the adjustment of claims but also with
the reaction of the public to their represented activities. 11 /14
11

5.

SUPERVISION
It is of course in the interest of the insurance companies

~-~:

adjus ters employed or retained by them discharge their duties

::-~eten tly.
~::s

The licensing system for insurance companies presumably

some additional incentive in this regard.

The adjuster in the

:.=·c is therefore supervised at two different levels.
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(a) The Company
(i)

Organization

The claims departments of the major insurers are headed by
one or more claims managers holding the ultimate authority to bind
the company to a settlement of a claim.

Examiners, working the

either or both of the head office and regional offices, depending
on company structure, are responsible for examining large claims,
problem files and for spot-auditing the work of the field adjusters.
(ii)

Audits

It appears that audits are done on a regular basis.

An

examiner will assess a selected number of files with the staff
adjuster looking for patterns or errors in notation or technique.
The review will culminate in a meeting in which the examiner will
discuss his findings with the adjuster and indicate areas in which
improvements must be made. A report on the adjusters work will go
to the claims manager. This type of supervision is, of course, after
the fact and essentially a form of training.
(iii)

Customer Complaint

Sound public relations dictates the prompt investigation of
any customers' complaint involving an adjuster's conduct.
(iv)

Authorization

Each member of the claims staff will be authorized to
settle claims on his own authority up to a fixed dollar limit.
the adjuster gains experience, his authorization increases.

As

A

typical five-year adjuster in the field would have an authroity in
the $7,500 to $10,000 range. The larger claims are thus handled,
or at least supervised, by more experienced personnel. The dollar
value of the claim will not, of course, in every case accurately
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:.::ect. its complexi ty.
~~efficient
:~rcened

Nonetheless, it does apparently result in

system i n which the most experienced personnel are not

by minor claims which are settled by the lower level.

:r~restingly

enough, there are no lawyers in the chain, even at the

ery highest level where the claims manager will normally have
t.""l imi ted authority.
(v) The Reserve
Normally, when a claim is made the examiners will, for
internal financial purposes, fix a notional amount at which the
claim might be settled. Although the reverse figure may exercise
some influence on the

adjuster ~'s

exercise of his authority to

settle a claim, it is normally not a binding consideration inasmuch
as the figure is one selected more for financial planning purposes
than settlement purposes.
(vi) The Independent Adjusters
Although independent adjusters are not supervised through
the same channels as staff adjusters, a supervisory role is exercised
in the actual selection of the independent.

As well, independent

adjusters normally have no authority whatsoever to settle, but only
to make recorrmendations to the claims department.

Although the

independent's conduct is controlled ul:timately by the threat of a
revocation of his licence, the real control probably does lie in the
hands of his employer insurance companies.
(b)

The Superintendent of Insurance
Independent adjusters are directly regulated under The
15

Insurance Act.

16

to appeal,

.

-

The power to revoke a licence, which is subject

provides the Superintendent's power of enforcement.

is not known to what extent the power is in fact used.

It

The majority
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report of the Singer Canmittee found such supervision to be unnecessary
and would have preferred that control on independents be maintained
by their employers -- the insurance companies.
The insurers themselves are liable to action by the
17

Superintendent for improper conduct of their adjusters.

The

ultimate sanction of cancellation of a licence has apparently never
been used. The Singer Report indicates that the power of the
Superintentent in this regard might be better implemented were the
broad definition of improper conduct in s. 388 of The Insurance Act
replaced by more explicitly defined offences.
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Patent Agents
1.

INTRODUCTION
For centuries, inventors have been concerned to avoid the

;eneralized use of their inventions without compensation. The
system of patents is essentially a limited state monopoly granted
~o

-~e

the inventor in return for his making public his invention .
system is thought on the one hand to provide incentives to

research and development while at the same time granting public access
to technological innovation.
The patent agent8 , 19 is a central figure in the process of
applying for patent protection. His or her work breaks down into three
Jri ncipal parts.

First, the patent agent will prepare and file the

ori ginal application for a patent. Second, the patent agent will
orosecute the patent, guiding it through the rigorous examination to
wh ich it will be subjected by the Canadian Patent Office prior to the
i ssuance to the patent. Second, the patent agent will prosecute the
patent, guiding it through the rigorous examination to which it will
be subjected by the Canadian Patent Office prior to the issuance of
the patent.

Third, most patent agents will spend a significant

minority of their time formulating opinions on the validity of
proposed patents or the alleged infringement of existing patents.
Typically, the patent agent receives clients both directly
and on lawyer referral.

The agent will take the details of the in-

vention from the client. This task will frequently require a
significant degree of comprehension of the applicable scientific
principles.

If the client is the inventor and this the first

country in which a patent has been sought (apparently only about 5%
of all cases), the task of preparing the application is a substantial
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one.

It may require detailed diagrams of the invention as well as a

skillfully-worded description of the apparatus or process and the
claims associated with it.

As well, the agent will conduct or cause

to be conducted a search of the jurisdictions in which it sought to

obtain patent protection.
search would be made.

In a typical case, a Canadian and American

If the client rightly saw a significant

foreign market for the invention, wider searches would have to be
conducted. Those searches would indicate whether or not, in the
opinion of the agent, the invention at hand is sufficiently different from those already patented to warrant the seeking of patent
protection.

In this regard, the organization of the application and

the specific fonn of words chosen are of particular importance.
Once the application has been filed, the federal examiners
in Hull, Quebec will review the application, search and review the
similar patents, decide if the invention is deserving of patent and
notify the agent of the acceptability or the deficiencies of the
application.

At this point, the prosecution begins.

If

deficiencies have been found, the agent will nonnally review the
finding and, may after discussions with the client, revise the
application or re-submit the same application with arguments in
support of its validity.

An examiner will then re-examine the

application and this process will continue until the patent is
either rejected or allowed. The agent may have occasion to attend
the examiner's office in person for an infonnal hearing if he feels
that the application could be more easily explained by discussion.
An adverse decision may be appealed to the Corrmissioner of Patents
in a proceeding which is equally infonnal.

An adverse decision at

this level could be taken to the Federal Court, where only

la~ers
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and not patent agents are entitled to make submissions.

It appears

that appeals are seldom, if ever, taken to this level.
Patent agents may also give opinions on the validity of an
exis ting patent or on the alleged infringement of existing patents.
Al though this is thought to take up only a relatively small percentage
of an agent's time, this area is most fertile for litigation. The
patent agent may give the first opinion on whether or not a matter
shou ld be taken to trial.

If a matter is referred .to outside

counsel, the lawyer will typically deal directly with the client.
The patent agent at this stage may have no involvement at all.

In

exceptionally complex matters he may advise the lawyer on technical
na tters.

Some lawyers in the field would use patent agents in much

the way counsel might employ the services of a junior.
The patent agent may also work outside the area of patents,
in trademarks and industrial design.

This work is thought on the

whole to be rather simpler than patent work;

law firms often tend

to it through the use of law clerks.
Patents are a matter of federal jurisdiction.

20

The only

regulation of patent agents the federal government has seen fit to
put in place is the requirement that persons wishing to represent
inventors before the Patent Office be registered under the statute.
~11

21

services apart from the prosecution of patents may, as far as

can be determined, be lawfully provided by any person who may work totally
Jnsupervised and unregulated, except to the extent that such a person
-ight stray across a gray area into the practice of the solicitor.
2.

ORGANIZATION
The patent agent may deliver his services to the public through

?

numbe r of different systems.

Patent agents may practice on their
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own or in partnership with other patent agents .

As the exploitation

of a patent involves matters not directly pertinent to the law of
patents (such as corporate organization and re-organization, contracts,
taxation, etc.), a firm of patent agents may, if it is not to stray
into the unauthorized practises of law, be obliged to refer many
of these important matters to law firms.

It is for this reason that it

has been suggested to us that a firm of six or seven patent agents would
normally have enough legal work to occupy fully the attention of a
lawyer.

It is probably for this reason that a nlJllber of mixed firm

systems have developed.

First, a patent agent firm may be affiliated

with and occupy the same office as a law firm.

As a lawyer may also

practise as a patent agent, a lawyer might well be a principal in
each of these firms.

One of the largest organizations of lawyers and

patent agents in the city of Toronto is fashioned on this kind of
organization.

Equally, it is not unconmon for a law firm to employ

patent agents in its patent department.

Lastly, the patent agent may

work directly as the employee of a corporation.
3.

RECRUITMENT
The Patent Rules made, and The Patent Act, do not set a

minimum educational standard for applicants who wish to write the
examination which is the pre-requisite to registration with the
Patent Office and the concomitant right to prosecute patents as the
representative of the inventor.

Although barristers and solicitors

who would take the examination are not formally required to have any
particular educational qualification, others must have worked under
the supervision of a registered agent.

The period required is reduced

from three years to eighteen months for those with university degrees
22
in science or engineering.
In practice, the examination is
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difficult enough to make it impractical for a supervising agent to
take on as a trainee an individua l who has not demonstrated the
abil ity to function at a university level.
~ ; ~ot

It is thought that most

all registered agents in Canada have some type of science

Approximatel y one-half of all patent agents are l awyers.
- -: others, in order to be registered, must have worked for varying

:=

~ods

under the supervision of a registered agent.

All of our

: --:.erv iews indicated that they would not consider hiring a non-lawyer
It appears that most such persons would be trained by very

-F~~ne e .
~~~e

pate nt finns, such as the Gowling, Henderson or Smart, Biggar

= --~

i n Ottawa, or by large corporations such as General Electric.

- -e of the three firms we visited would consider recruiting a
One lawyer suggested that were he looking for a

:

~ : nee

agent.

-

~ ine e

agent, he would go to the United Kingdom and seek to bring

- :r a patent agent who was already trai ned.
4.

TRAINING
A non-lawyer candidate for the examinations must first gain

~:i:;:oym en t
~ loyi n g

with a registered agent, a firm of agents, or a law firm
23
agents. The training given articled clerks and junior

:....Jers prepar ing for the examination is similar to that given to
-- - l awyers .

During the period of supervision, the trainee will learn

:1 experi ence.
=:-~ioyers .

The trai nee carries out minor tasks under the supervision

:; a s uperior.
-~(ing

Generally, no lectures or seminars are provided by

Much of the learning which takes place comes from

in collaboration with a supervisor. The educational experience

:::: .·ed by the trainee wil 1 accordingly vary substantially according1.
::

~~e

abil ity and interest of his supervisor . Although some training
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may be carried out by lawyers, f i nns would probably seek to train
agents through agents in order to lower the cost of training.
Each year, the Comnissioner holds his registration
examinations in October.

During the weeks before the examination,

the Patent and Trademarks Institute (see below) holds seminars for
candidates . The Institute forwards to each candidate a list of
sample examination questions.

The trainee is invited to complete

the questions and to mail his responses to the Institute for marking
and conment.

After the completion of this process, the Institute

holds two weekend seminars, usually in Toronto or Ottawa, at which
time r egistered agents are available to answer questions on the sample
examination or other areas of concern . These seminars do not take
the form of lectures and are thought to be most useful . This is the
entire formal program offered to trainees in preparation for the
examination.
The examination is set by a Board comprised of members from
the Patent Office and two members from The Patent and Trademark
Institute of Canada.

Approximately thirty to forty students try

the examination in a given year;
5.

of these, approximately 50% fail.

REGULATION
There is no finn regulatory framework in place regulating

the activities of patent agents . The principal sources of constraint
on the activities of agents are as follows.
(a)

Comnissioner of Patents
24

The Act and Rules made thereunder give the Commissioner
of Patents wide powers to refuse or discontinue the recognition
of any patent agent who has been guilty of gross misconduct or incompetent practice.

It is suggested that this wide power is not

I
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~=: :.o

any great effect by the Patent Office . There have apparently,

-:... :..=.:::;:>le, been instances in which the Institute acting under its
-~r-:er

has expelled members for misconduct while the Commissioner

~= ~en

no action . On the other hand, another source of information

:_;;:sted that the Comnissioner would normally follow the direction of
_ >·sti tute i n such matters.

Apar t from this problem, on which we have no firm data , it
_ ,. . ., Je no ted that this regulatory power is operative only with
::::ect to t hose individuals who would prosecute patents.
=~:.::rt

The typical

agent probably spends somewhere in the order of one-third of

:~ ~ime

in this role.

The rest of his activities, both i n the prepara-

---... of appl ications and in the giving of opin.i ons, together with his
:

~

in t he trademarks and industrial design fields, is entirley

--~egul ated .
~

All steps in these latter matters can be carried out by

on-agent who then, in the case of a patent matter, has the inventor

_:-=self prosecute the patent before the Patent Office.
There is at least one group of so called "Inventors Agents "
-- :::anada who are subject to no regulation whatsoever.
~r~icip ated,

As might be

it is suggested by those who are regulated that thei r

_rregula ted competitors are guilty of a number of unethical practices
:

~iudin g

~·ainly

the charging of exorbitant fees and the encouraging of

unpatentable i nventions. We have no evidence to affirm or

r:&Jte this allegation.
(b) The Patent and Trademark Institute of Canada
In addition to its limited role as an educating body, the
:-s~itute

plays a role in enforcing a Code of Ethics.

It appears that

-r-:..ially all patent agents are members of the Institute.

It was

:_;;ested to us that an individual who was not a member would have

- 399 great difficulty in obtaining employment.

As of December 1, 1975,

the Institute had four honorary members, one emeritus member,
171 fellows, 130 associates, 75 afffliates and about 200 non-resident
members.

Approximately 50% of the membership are lawyers and some

25% are not patent agents . There was disagreement among our infonnants
as to whether or not expulsion from the Institute would result in a
discontinuance of recognition at the Patent Office.
(c) Client Control
It is to be observed that only about 5% of all patent work
25
in Canada involves original Canadian inventors.
Accordingly, the
agent is normally dealing with sophisticated clients who will already
have received patent protection elsewhere and who can be expected
to demand a high quality of work frcxn the agents.

Of course, there

are finns, one of whom we interviewed, who specialize in dealing with
small Canadian inventors who might not be subject to the constraints
of the sophisticated client.
(d) The Courts
As with any other kind of agents, the patent agent is
required to behave in accordance with the standards of the normally
competent agent .
for negligence.

Failure to do so could result in a successful action
None of our informants was aware that such a suit

had ever been successful in Canada. On the other hand, patent agents
in Canada have not been able to get insurance coverage at a
reasonable rate.

The Institute has not as of this date been able to

provide such insurance and the negligent agent would be personally
liable for his negligence inasmuch as patent agents, like lawyers, are
not permitted to incorporate.
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Jnion Labour Arbitration Representatives
INTRODUCTION

1.

For the unionized worker, the Collective Agreement is the
~3Jchs tone

~enns
a~ d

of his relationship with his employer.

and conditions of his employment as agreed between the employer

the union.

~h ei r

It sets out the

In the negotiation of these tenns and in litigating

alleged breach, the trade union member depends on personnel

~rov ided

by the union.

We propose briefly to examine the role of

trade union personnel in the arbitration of grievances arising under
the Collective Agreement.
2. ROLE
Recent data indicate that trade unions use the services of
lawyers in approximately one-third of all arbitration cases. This
figure rises to approximately 42% in cases involving the discharge
of an employee. The data indicates that lawyers are more likely to
26
become involved as the cases become more serious .
In all other
cases, the union member would be represented before the arbitrator
or panel of arbitrators by a representative of his trade union.
In some unions, this person would specialize in grievance arbitration
and would be substantially free of other responsibilities.

In other

cases, each grievance would be prosecuted by the representative
responsible for a given local or part of a local .

Grievance arbitra-

tion would likely take up a minority of his time.
As either a specialist or a generalist, the trade union
representative given responsibility for the prosecution of a grievance
exercises skills virtually identical to those expected of a practising
lawyer.

He might well be involved in the case well before the hearing.

Here, he would be expected to have sane role in negotiating a settlement.
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Were this not possible, he would proceed in the normal way to digest
the facts through interviews of witnesses, to familiarize himself
with the applicable law through an examination of the precedents
and to prepare his case for presentation and argument before the
Board.

The skills involved are those of the advocate who practises

before the courts.
At the same time, a number of factors are worthy of note.
First, lawyers are systematically involved in the process of grievance
arbitration and, it is thought, typically in the most difficult
cases. Second, those trade union representatives we were able to
interview indicated that they had fairly ready access to the
services of a lawyer for consultation purposes.

Third, the impact

of using a lawyer as counsel in arbitration matters has recently been
27

studied by the Labour Council of Metropolitan Toronto.

These

data appear to show a marginally better success rate for both union
and management when the services of a lawyer are utilized instead of
those of a lay person.

Of course, these figures could not be dis-

positive of the relative abilities of these two groups without better
data on the question of when the decision is taken to brief a lawyer
rather than a union representative and in what kind of case.

Certainly

the abilities of both lawyers and trade union representatives vary
substantially.

One would not be surprised to discover trade union

representatives who were thought to be better at this type of work
than most lawyers, certainly than most non-specialist lawyers.
Last, it ought to be pointed out that the grievance
arbitration system is meant to be an informal and expeditious dispute
resolution mechanism.

To a certain extent it is no doubt in the

interest of both unions and management to maintain an informal,
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:=-s ::

:.::;J~acr
~-

.-iawyers.

~ c~ ::ie

;s

:2,.....

-- :-

oarticularly suited to the talent of the

~ne

Nonetheless, one principle of fairness

overlook ed without creating difficulties in the

orincipl e that like cases be treated alike.

This

~-e

s::>ectre of participants in the process being obliged to

~ -s

iJ familiar with the applicable precedents.

-~

__- - :~-s

roted that the result of an ever-rising number of written
ir;

arbitration matters is that increasingly more expertise

·: -==-; red to present a case adequately.
; : ~ :.~c

One major

As the problem of searching

deal ing with the precedents becomes more corrmonplace, it is

=-;;iested that unions are forced to hire lawyers more frequently.
- - -s undennines to some extent the aim of a cheap and expeditious
~-

s-:ec of dispute settlements.

It is certai.nly beyond the scope

_; t his work to deal with the question of just how legalistic the
; "i evance arbitration approach need be.

It is, however, an interesting

::.<.a.:nple of the interplay between legal technology and legal pers.onnel.

:t is yet another instance in which the complexification of the
applicable technology slowly excludes the non-lawyer from the dispute
settlement arena.

At least some of the participants in this process

do not see this as a desirable result.
In the case of Tripartite Arbitration Boards, the union and
the employer each nominate a representative who in turn select a
neutral chairperson.

The union nominee is very often a union staff

28

member himself.

Experience at presenting cases to arbitration

boards is a natural training for the job of union nominee on such
boards.

There are some union staff members and some freelance

persons who spend the larger part of their time acting as union
nominees.

The time corrmitment involved is nonnally only the

corrmitment to the hearing itself.

The only preparation required is

the consultation with the employer nominee for the purpose of
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selecting a chainnan and making the physical arrangements for the
hearing.

The union ncxninee may as well be an important source of

expertise in the prosecution of the union's case in that, at the
hearing, he may exercise an active role in asking questions and

bring~· ng out evidence~ 9 After the hearing, the nominee can be
expected to discuss the case with the other members of the Board
and to try to put the union's case at its highest.

Indeed, he

will sometimes write a decision before the chainnan has made his
decision and submit it to the chainnan in an attempt to support the
union's position.

He may eventually sign the chainnan's award or

submit a dissenting opinion.

In either case, it seems reasonably clear

that this participant in the process is well placed to ccxnpensate for
whatever lacks may be seen in the trade union representative charged
with prosecuting the case.
3.

RECRUITMENT AND TRAINING
In most large industrial unions, staff members will

typically be members of the union who have been involved at the local
level as either stewards or as presidents of locals.
course, not a hard and fast rule.
hired on occasion.

This is, of

It is clear that non-members are

Nonetheless, it is doubtful whether on the

whole a significant amount of labour arbitration work is being done
by persons without reasonably lengthy experience in the trade union
movement.

It is possible, of course, that over time the dedication

to the trade union movement which was so corrmon in the generation
of individuals presently nearing the end of their careers may be
found in younger members only with great difficulty.

In these

circumstances, it is entirely possible that a professionalization
of these roles may take place.
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There appears to be little difficulty in finding people
;

~-

e r anks to take on union jobs.

It has been suggested that

:E:j·e are attracted to the union staff by the greater freedom in the
: ~;a ~i zati o n

- ~~ey
J-

;~

of their work life, the prestige, the power, the

and t he satisfaction of helping their union.

~n e

While several

individuals we interviewed had university level education,

seans more likely that most persons involved in work of this kind

~-oul d
~ave

not.

It would no doubt be more typical for individuals to

been trained in the "school of hard knocks" .

It appears that

on all levels trade union officials learn their work through

exper ience rather than through formal training.

In the specific context

o& labour arbitration, there was some concern expressed to us as to

whether or not the existing mechanisms for training were at all
adequate.

Some unions, for example, would send their personnel to

tra i ning sessions of week-long duration from time to time.

Others

would have a ryew person "tag along" with an experienced person after
which he or she would be on his own.

Whatever prejudice might

ot herwise be thought to be caused to the union member represented
by an inexperienced and under-trained advocate might well be
minimized, as indicated above, by the i nterventions of the union
nominee on the Tripartite panel.
4.

SUPERVISION
Apart from the very close supervision received by the

beginning advocates, it appears that people active in this process
are very quickly on their own. The case-oriented and specialized
work does not lend itself readily to close supervision.

In any

event, many unions would be structured in such as way that the
notional superior would be more an administrator than a supervisor of
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case work.

Indeed, as indicated, in many unions the case work

would not be the principal occupation even of the individual doing
it. Some unions would have quite close contact with legal counsel
from whom advice could be sought on an on-going basis.
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-~~;o ~eport

of the Select COl11llittee on Company Law (Singer)

-~-;~~indi cates (p. 132) that there were l ,141
·~::=J~ dent adjusters in Ontario as of November

licensed
3, 1976.

-==~ :~e Insurance Act, R.S.O. 1970, c. 224, s. 1(4):

=:.:-ster' means a person who,
:

on behalf of an insurer or an insured,
directly or indirectly selects the right
to negotiate the settlement of or investigate a loss or claim under a contract or a
fidelity, surety or guaranty bond issued by
an insurer, or investigates, adjusts or settles
any such loss of claim, or,

ii. holds himself out as an adjuster, investigator, consultant or advisor with respect to
the settlement of such losses or claims .
--: ;ct does not apply to barristers or solicitors (s. 1(4)iii).
!~ explained in more detail below, staff adjusters have only
·:-ited authority to bind the insurer. The limitation canes
· -~ h e form of a dollar figure beyond which the employee is
-:~auth orized to settle without specific authority from his
s .. :::ieri ors .

::rger .2£.· cit., p.134; D.H. Carruthers,Q.C., Report on Insurance Study
s .. Jmitted to the Superintendent of Insurance, Ontario Ministry of
:c"Sll11er and COl1Ullercia1 Relations, 1973-75, volume 4, p.23; adjusters
are not permitted to act as agents for a claimant in claims arising out
:& motor vehicle accidents; The Insurance Act, R.S.O. 1970, c.224, s.351 .
=~ the case of a conflict of interest between the insured and his
:'lSurers, the relationship may become quite awkward. Were an
adjuster, in the guise. of representing the claimant's interest,
~o persuade the insured to make statements prejudicial to his
claim, the insurer might well be estopped from sutsequent reliance
on the infonnation so obtained: see the recent case of Wawanesa
'1.Jtual Insurance Co. v. Buchanan (1976), 14 O.R. 2d 645 at 657 ff.

Singer, p.134 ; G. Taylor, 11 Yes, ·We Have No Business: A Survey
of Independent Adjusters, The Canadian Independent Adjuster,
Spring, 1977, p. 15.
:d. Taylor at 16.
Our information indicates that career patterns in Canada are
possibly quite different from those in the U.S., rendering
rel iance on American data suspect. The very good work of
~. L. Ross entitled, Settled Out Of Court (Chicago, Aldine, (1970)
may have only limited Canadian application. Ross' statement that
'a lifetime adjuster is a management mistake" (id. at 38) may be
misl eading if applied to Canada.
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10. See Table 1 (appended) for summary .
11. Singer Report at 138.
12.

It appears that in the United States adjusters receive in-depth
training at central training centres run by the major companies.

13.

Carruthers, Report on Insurance Study,
(unpublished).
14. McWilliams, p.7.
15. Ss . 389 and 350(5) .

_QQ.

cit., volume 4, p.22,

16. Ss. 350(6) and 342(8)(9)(b).
17.

Insurance Act, s . 389.

18 .

For a useful general summary of the work of the patent agent,
see General Census, Occupational Infonnation Monograph, Patent
Ag t, 1961 Canadian Census Classification, Catalogue No . Ol-25,
P 1 shed in 1967; the work of the patent agent in patent matters
is descri-bed in R. F. Delbridge, Pre aration and Prosecution of
Canadian and Forei gn Patent Applications 1969, 58 C.P.R. 251.

19. As a result of an historical anomaly of no particular interest
here , only persons registered (see below) with the Patent Office
before 1940 are entitled to call themselves patent attorneys; all
others are called patent agents: see E.L. Medcalf, The Patent
Profession in Canada (1962), 37 C.P.R . 130.
20. The Patent Act, R.S.C. 1970, C-4.
21.

Section 16; Patent Rules, S.O. R. Cons./55, 2510,
136-138, as amended.

22.

Patent Rules, R. 140.

23.

Rule 142; for sample examinations see, Patent Agent Examination
(162), 37 C.P . R. 114 and (1965) 43 C. P. R. 189.

24.

Section 16, Rules 136-138.

25.

Delbridge, supra n. 18 .

26.

Howard Goldblatt, Ju£tice Dela ed •. •• (Toronto:
of Metropolitan Toronto, 1977 30-42.

27.

Ibid.

28 .

United Steelworkers of America, Brief Submitted to the Ontario ·
Industrial Inquiry Commission on Arbitration (May, 1977).

Ru~es

Labour Council

29 . While there is some doubt about the propriety of Union X
nominating one of its own employees to an arbitration panel,
it is apparently quite commonly done on the consent of all
parties.

I

11\ltl I I
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a.
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4.

Application for Proprietor ' s
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a.
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A.

Specialization
Introduction
The regulation of specialization is a possible response to the

information problem that exists in the market for legal services.

The
1

information problem exists in the sense that consumers are unable

to

distinguish the various qualities of service offered and select the
appropriate service for their needs.

A review of the nature and extent

of the problem,as well as a discussion of the implications of
specialization programs that exist in various jurisdictions,

2

will help

to determine whether regulated specialization is an appropriate response.

The terms "specialization" and "specialist", which are central to
the d iscussion,have been used without any standardization of meaning,
and it is important to explain these terms at the outset.

"Specialization"

:aay refer to the limitation of a lawyer's practice to less than all
3

=ields of law, or to the achievement of expertise in a given area of
l aw .
~ho

4

..

Similarly, the term "specialist" may be used in reference to one

frequently performs similar tasks, or to one who possesses the

training and/or experience to have developed a recognized level of
expertise.

5

Certification by some regulating body of the level of

training and experience achieved in an area of law may add official
recognition to the qualifications . of a specialist.

6

It is also important to explain that the debate about specialization
in Ontario that started in 1972 was imported from the United States

•here controversy over the issue has been active since the early 1950's.
~ne

interest in specialization in the U.S. was generated within the

:eqal profess ion itself, and centred around information and competence

7
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issues.

The early interest in being able to supply more information

to the public about special expertise and the concern about the freedom
of some lawyers to designate themselves as specialists may be explained
by the growing supply of lawyers competing in the market and the lack
of standardization in legal education.

Those lawyers with superior

training and experience desired certification of their qualifications
and the ability to announce their qualifications to the public to help
them compete more effectively.

The Canadian scene was somewhat different, even when interest in
specialization was first expressed in 1972.

Lawyers themselves were

unconcerned about the possible competitive advantages of specialization
because the demand for legal services was still considerabl y greater t ha n
the supply of lawyers.

Furthermore, because the basic legal training

was roughly equivalent across the province there was not the same need
for lawyers to distinguish themselves on the basis of education or training.

However, at that time there was a growing interest in specialty
designation from the public viewpoint.

In fact, various press reports on 'the

issue 8 were seen as indicating a wide-spread public need for some regulatio~
of specialization for the purpose of permitting advertising of special
Whether or not there was

expez~:

a public demand for specialization, the issue 9

was dropped and the plan proposed to deal with that issue

10

was shelved.

The revival of the specialization issue requires consideration from the
perspective of the public and the legal profession.
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.=..

:... An

Information-Based Rationale
11

.
Proposals in favour
of specialization programs

.
emph asize
t he

:;r-b:.ic's need for more information to assist in finding the right
:a•yer for the work involved.

A concern for the accuracy of specialty

.:..;:=ormation leads to a discussion of formal specialization as a means
~o ~eet

that concern.

The information problem in the market for legal services exists in part
~cause

o f the advertising restrictions which have been imposed by the Law

12
Society of Upper Canada through their Professional Conduct Handbook
(the

II

Handbook

II)

•

13 t . th
. the
. .
In t h e proposed revisions
o
e Handb ooK,

1 Conduct 14 of the
.
Eandbook adopts parts of the Code of Prof essiona
canadian Bar Association which stress the need for supplying broader
information to the public to assist in finding a lawyer qualified to
?rovide the necessary service through informational as opposed to
.
1 a d ver ti' sing.
.
15 The proposed addition to the rules 16 suggests that
promot iona

the Law Society intends to keep control of the content of lawyers'
announcements.

Yet such control is now subject to the Combines

17
.
.
::nvestigation
Act wh'ich h as been argued to mean t ha t t h e need
of the public for relevant information may override professional restrictions
on advertising . 18

The information problem exists not only because of the ban on
advertising but also in part because clients may have limited ability to
interpre t a nd utilize information even if it were available.

To the extent that

this latter part of the problem will always exist, the information
p roblem can never be sol ved e ntirely by mere ly making more information
available .

Nevertheless, it is important to assess the usefulness of

s pecialization programs directed at solving information deficiencies.
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Chapter IV

19

of this working paper describes the source

of client information about lawyers as mainly previous experience and
word of mouth.

On the basis of these sources of information, clients

fall into three groups.

.

.

Property and business clients

effectively use both sources of information.

20.

in large cities

They form informal

communications networks through professional and social contacts and
thereby rece i ve and supply information about the quality and cost of
available lawyers and firms.

21

Repeated need to use lawyers also

gives this client sector sufficient previous experience to be able
to recognize quality of service.

The complexity of their problems

is gene rally matched by the sophistication to know where
to go to have them resolved.

Because of the variety and complexity of

their p roblems the se clients tend to favour large firms that can
supply all t he s pecialized services they need at one location.

The second sector is individuals and persons operating
small businesses who reside in small Ontario towns .

Although

previous experience is an unreliable source of informa.tion for this
group, owing to infreque nt use of lawyers by clients in this sector,
informal communications networks are formed a nd can supply much
necessary information about qualifications of a lawyer as well as about t::.e
quality a nd cost of service t o be expected.

The lawyer tends to b e reaso::a:: __

visible and accessible to potential clients? 2 secause legal problems
e xperienced tend to be relatively simple and limited in r a nge, local
have sufficient knowledge and sophistication to recognize the type of
problem, to know the kind of service needed, and to find, through
.
.
.
23
informal
i. n formation
channels, a lawyer to supply t h ose services.

clien~
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The third sector is urban individuals of moderate or low income
for whom previous experience has limited value as a useful source of
information because .of infrequent need for legal assistance and
changes in the nature of l egal needs.
Table rv.2 24 of Chapter IV is reproduced here; it shows the sources
of information for users of legal services.
Distribution of Users of Legal Services by Source
of Information (frequency & percentage). N=72
Sources

Frequency

Percentage

Friends

38

52.8

Family

9

12.5

18

25.0

Legal Referral Service

2

1.1

Legal Aid

6

8.3

16

22.2

Business Associates

Other ·

89

~

This table illustrates clearly that informal

references by word

of mouth are the chief source of information about lawyers.

Furthermore,

between 55% and 75% of respondents in all surveys relied on in the above
analysis indicated that their choice .of lawyer reflected the recommendations
of friends, relatives or colleagues.

26

These findings agree with those of Jack Ladinsky in his description
of the linkage between clients and lawyers and the dynamics of information
networks.

27

.
28
He cited a U.S. study of respondents who had consulted

an attorney at least once, toge ther with respondents who had never
used lawyers.

These respondents identified the route they took, or

would take, to find a lawyer.

The combined responses showed:
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Percentage

Actual or claimed source
Relative, friend, or neighbour
lawyer

21

Relative, friend or neighbour
referral

52

Formal organization referral

17

Mass society information

10

In analyzing the evaluation and selection procedures used by
clients, data from the client survey showed a lack of independent
search by clients and a strong tendency to rely on recommendations from
others.

In Chapter IV, Yal e concludes that "the costs of engaging in a

for a lawyer may be too high for the individual relative to the
benefits received."

29

Although clients are forced to rely on third party recommendations,
they show a desire for more information about lawyer expertise and
personal attributes indicating dissatisfaction with the amount of
30
. f ormation
.
in
now avai'labl e.

Although clients may continue to seek

personal recomme ndations to supplement other information made available
through relaxation31 of the advertising ban, the need for more
· f ormation
·
· recommend e d 32 as a means t o improve
·
in
is
access and provi'd e
a broader range of criteria on which clients can base their selection.

It is important to emphasize that although all consumers may
want more information, the problem is more acute for those people
who are members of the s ector of urban individuals of low and
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_;ddle income (hereinafter referred to as "Urban Individuals").

Having

:..rl.entified this group as having the most serious information problem, one must
examine the nature of their information needs.

The legal service

required by this group is confined primarily to the following areas:
real estate and estates, and to a lesser degree, family law, personal
inj ury cases, simple business advice, driving and other minor criminal
o ffences, and administrative law cases concerning landlord and tenant
matters, workmen's compensation, welfare and immigration.

Because the

l e gal problems commonly encountered by this group are unlikely to be complex,
a fairly basic level of competence in the area is all that is required to
perform the necessary service.

Therefore the information needed by this

group should identify those lawyers with the minimum necessary level of
competence in the relevant area.

It is possible to identify a fourth group of clients whose sources
of information are as poor as those of Urban Indiv iduals, but whose
information needs may be different.

Criminal law offenders form such a

group, in that, although they may come from any of the other groups
mentioned, it is unlikely that their usual sources of information about
lawyer selection would be useful. Although information flows with respect
to good criminal lawyers are excellent within the penal system, it may
be too late to be of any value to first offenders.

The difference

between this group and the Urban Individuals is that the
consequences of poor s e r v ice to the members o f the group are
severe and cannot be ade quately recompe ns ed with damages.

Accordingly,

criminal law offenders need to know who is practising in the area of
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criminal law and their capacity to provide the necessary service.
Depending on the nature of the offence, it may be unsafe to assume
that most lawyers in practice have the requisite competence.

Further-

more, a distinctive set of skills may be required to practise criminal
law; consequently, even lawyers who practise in the criminal law area
may lack the skill to defend some c harges competently.

From the foregoing, it can be seen that two different

re~ponses

may be -necessary to the information problems of the Urban Individuals
and the criminal law offenders.

Formal specialization programs have been proposed as a solution for
the information problem described above, but they have also been proposed
as a means of ensuring the competence of lawyers and r educ ing the cost
of l egal services.

From an information viewpoint there would be neither

competence nor cost problems if consumers had sufficient information
and the ability to use it.

A competence problem exists when consumers

are unable to distinguish variations in levels of quality of service, and
choose, or pay for, a level of competence different from their needs.
Similarly, resources are used inefficiently if consumers are unaware of
quality variaitons and purchase a quality of service above or below their
needs .

In theory, given sufficient information, a consumer would be

aware of variations in quality and price and only select a quality of
service to match his needs at the appropriate price.

Cost of service

could then reflect directly the quality of the service, and all lawyers
would face strong incentives to adopt the most efficient possible means
of producing legal services.
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2

Other Rationales for Specialization

Although this paper will discuss specialization in terms of its
ability to satisfy the identified information needs, it must be
recognized, at the same time that some advocates of specialization
support such programs on the basis of the need for limitation of
practice as a means of achieving competence as a goal in itself apart
from any consumer information needs.

Their discussion has centred
33
around the impossibility of staying competent in all fields,
and
the existence of voluntary concentration which is now encouraged to
some extent by ethical rules

34

which require a lawyer to remain

competent in all fields of practice or to limit his practice to those
areas in which he is competent.

It is often this goal of achieving

better quality of service that has sparked interest in specialization
a nd resulted in programs which guarantee competence rather than simply
35

supp ly more information·.
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C.

Responses to the Information Problem

Possible responses to the information problem described above
include a purely informational response which provides sufficient
information about all lawyers to enable consumers to make a
knowledgeabl e deci_s ion about the quality and price of lawyer that suits
their needs.

Such information, in theory, might include educational

data, areas of practice, years of practice in each area, success
rates where relevant, expected performance time and quality for
typical services, and information to assist in interpreting the
foregoing information.

Apart from the difficulty and cost of

generating such extensive information, there would remain among
a significant group of clients an inability to digest and use this
information effective ly.

As an alternative to supplying information about the competence
of all lawyers, a possible response to the information problem might
be the setting of a standard below which no person would be licensed
to serve the public.

The public would thereby have a guarantee of the

minimum competence of all lawyers at the time they

were licensed.

In fact, the admission requirements set by the Law Society of Upper Canada
already prescribe such a _standard.

The guarantee is that at the time

of admission and call to the bar all lawyers possess the degree of
competence required to meet the prescribed standard.

It may, however, be necessary to establish higher standards than
the general admission standard if it is discovered empirically that
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the level of quality reflected in the admission standard is below
the level of competence needed to solve the client's problems
in specific areas of practice.

Lawyers might also need to

prove that they continue to possess the skills corresponding to the
minimum admission standard

if it is discovered that these skills

deteriorate over time.

The mechanism of standard setting as a response to the information
problem recognizes the impossibility of supplying information about the
level of quality of all individual suppliers to all potential users,
and that exclusive rights to practise in an area conferred on only
those who have met the prescribed criteria provide a guarantee that
the competence of all those who are practising in t he area is above
a given level.

Although this approach indirectly provides information

about those practising in an area, the emphasis is on guaranteeing competence.

An

example of granting exclusive licence to practise in an area

as a means of ensuring competence is England where there are two branches
of the legal profession, barristers and solicitors.

Barristers have

exclusive rights of audience in the High Courts of England.

Solicitors

may be specialists in other areas of law but no effort has been made
to confine individual solicitors to any one area of practice.

6
Whether or not the British system is desirab1d in Ontario, lessons
can be learned from an examination of the British system.

Firstly,

the development of barristers as specialis ts is supported by the e thical
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rules which give security to the referral system.

Solicitors feel

free to seek advice of barristers who are specialists in a given area
without fear of losing the client because barristers do not deal
directly with clients

~

any matter at any time except in certain

37
. . d crimina
. .
1 d e f enses.
1 inu.te

Secondly, one cannot fail to observe

how the exclusive right given to barristers t o appear in the High
Courts has led to the development of a highly qualified bar.

In the discussion of client information needs, criminal law
clients were singled out as an example of a client group with special needs
for highly accurate information owing to the severity of the
consequences of engaging incompetent counsel.

Furthermore, there

.
. d'ication
. 38 that incompetent
.
. .
. Ontario,
.
is
some in
counse 1 are practising
in

affecting not only their own clients but the effectiveness of the whole
judicial process.

Granting exclusive rights to practise criminal law to those
lawyers who have met additional requirements beyond the general
admission standard may be the appropriate response to the problem.
However, because the standard s e tting r e sponse limits entry to the practice
of criminal law, such a move could seriously affect the client's right
to choose counsel and, in the short run, the ability to find qualified
counsel .

39

Thus, before establishing new standards accompanied by

exclusive rights to practise when admission standards are already in place ,
care must be taken to examine the adequacy of the existing standards, the degre:
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-==--:-:-..e:ice resulting from the inadequacy of these standards, the
-:..e;..~:.:_ =~
~==-~~

5irther standards.

possible response to the information problem beyond a purely

~ -~~ yd

...::..=~.....a-:.io::.al

--=

new standards to solve the problems, and the consequences

response or a standard-setting response, described above, is

~=~e:o?nent

~=~<~on

about participants based on the standards set for participation

- -=..:;.e ? = ogram.
~:~=c--~,

of specialization programs which are designed to provide

This competence response recognizes that although, practically

i nformation· cannot be provided about the competence of all

~~~~a ls,

the title or certificate given to those lawyers who meet the

=-=~:.:.shed

standard provides the public with information that the members

==

::...:::..s identified group have a specified level of competence while not

:x=:~~ng

==

other suppliers from the field.

The greater the number of levels

cc:::.petence set for any area of practice, the more precisely consumers can

::.=:.~-:..::..£y

levels of competence of individual lawyers who meet the standards.

::!le key to the effectiveness of this response is the accuracy of
:::.;:..:

~ formation

that is generated by the program about participants

~~ ~on-participants.
~=

:ed

The problem with such programs is that consumers

to believe that, regardless of the requirements of the programs,

:=.=-__:_cipants are superior to non-participants.
~~an

.:...::

~

For example, if a

is labelled a real estate specialist because of his participation

p r ogram, the re may be an implication that a non-specialist is less

~~~:e

of

handling even a simple residential real estate conveyance.

40 h
· · d ica
· t ions
·
u .S. Juris
ave respona e d t o
=:~2:

the in
· f orma t ion
·
problem

· th
wi

specialization programs which s tress in varying d egree s the need to
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guarantee the competence of participants.

In his analysis of the

programs Richard H. Zehnle discusses the various approaches to the
regulation of specialization:
"One approach (the California plan) stresses the
responsibility of the bar to insure that attorneys
publicly designated as specialists in certain fields
are indeed competent in those fields. It insists on
standards set high enough that only the truly
competent will be recognized as specialists in the
first place and that continued designation as
specialist will be awarded only to those who make a
real effort to keep abreast of developments in their
fields. Proponents of a second approach (the New
Mexico plan) question the possibility of some kind of
abstract evaluation of competence, preferring to
encourage the conditions from which greater competence
in a specialty will most normally flow, namely, the
limitation of practice by attorneys to one field or to
a few limited fields. Judgment of competence in this
approach, lies where it always has and perhaps ultimately
always will - with the public itself.
The first approach emphasizes the regulation of
specialization; the second, its encouragement on a
large scale . Other approaches attempt to combine
these two." 41

Zehnle also described the conunon characteristics of the
various state plans:
"All of the plans are voluntary and spell out two important
limitations: (1) no attorney is prohibited from practising
in any field by the fact that he is not a specialist in
that field; (2) specialization in one field does not
deprive an attorney of his right to practise in other
fields in which he may not be specialized. Further, all
plans make provision for revocation by the board of the
recognition of specialization, with the right of appeal
for the attorney; the precise mechanics of revocation and
appeal vary. Finally, the professional and ethical problems
involved in widespread referral of clients by general
practitoners to specialists are confonted. Solutions
proposed are mainly that a specialist may render to a client
no wider service than that for which he was reconunended
unless (1) he receives approval from the attorney who first
reconunended the client, or (2) he notifies the referring
attorney by mail." 42

- 436 :'he chart in Appendix D provides a comparison of the main features
~e

california, New Mexico and Florida plans.

These plans are

::c--..Sidered basic models for other U.S . plans.

These plans lack the standardization that could be important in
=:e development of specialization across a country, but as pilot projects
-:..::f!']

are suitable testing grounds for the various purposes behind specialization.

::"'=.e cali f ornia program will be useful in testing whether or not standards of
~Tc!nced

:=_c

competence can be established and serve a useful public purpose ,

whether or not such a program c an promote competence.

~ogram

The New Mexico

will be useful in testing whether the general public needs more than

:..C.e.::tification of areas of practice undertaken and whethe r or not such a
~

program is misleading.

a~~e::ipt

to combine improved access to legal services while us ing continuing

ee~cation

The Florida program is i nteres ting as an

in an effort to encourage competence.

Roderick N. Petrey ,

=na;rman , Standing Committee on Specialization, American Bar Association,
=ecently made a preliminary assessment of the programs:
The Committee has found that the regulation programs in
these four states have had difficulty trying to pursue
the goals of increased access to legal services and
i mproved quality of service concurrently. California and
Texas emphasized the quality objective in their limited
c ertification experiments , and did not pay much attention
to methods for increasing access. New Mexico and Florida
emphasized the access objective, and explicitly rejected
attempts to assure quality (although Florida requires
self-designated specialists to continue their education).
The experiments in California and Texas established that
it was possible to prepare and apply law practice category
d efinitions and standards to identify specialists, although
vigorous debate continues about the exact content of the
definitions and standards and about the methodologies
(such as examinations) used to apply the definitions and
standards to the work of lawyers. Before these experiments,
lawyers doubted that definitions and standards could be
written for any field of law practice.
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The costs of administering these :four r _e gulation
programs have been reasonable, but the Committee found
little evidence to justify any conclusions whatsoever
about the possible cost implications of widespread
specialization regulation. Additional experimentation
and research is needed.
Based on its findings, the Conunittee drew some preliminary
conclusions which encourage the American Bar Association
and the state and local bar associations to take rapid
and positive steps to establish valid definitions and
standards for the various specialties of law practice
through state-regulated specialization programs. 43

In terms of whether or not the U.S. programs are adequate
responses to the information problem, it is important to consider
the quantity and quality of information generated about the
participants and non-participants of each program.

Although

information generated by the California program may accurately identify
experts, because there is limited partici pation the program does little
to help the information problems discussed earlier.

Because of the

limited participation it is unlike ly that there is any detrimental
implication about the ability of non-participants to offer basic
services .

On the other hand, the New Mexico program with an

experience require ment44 has a much higher involvement of lawyers.
The program implies that, owing to this experience, participants are more
likely to be competent than non-partic ipants although some effort is made
to counteract the possible inference by the public that participants
are experts.

45

The Fl orida program is similar to

that of New Mexico a l though there is an additional continuing
education requirement.

Because the partic ipation in both programs

is high they go further to supp l y the necessary information about lawyers.
However, because neither t he experience requirement nor t he continui ng
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ee-::.cation requirement is an adequate gauge of competence, the accuracy

==

the information generated about the competence of participants is

9estionable.

Also, the public may. judge lawyers with less than three

46

~ five 47 years experience, who are thereby ineligible to participate in
~e

formal program as incompetent to handle even minor matters.

In sununary, the difficulty with most specialization programs is
senerating the needed information which accurately identifies the
:evel of competence of participants without making any false implications
about the level of competence of non-participants.

A further difficulty

· ·ith suggesting a specialization program that only identifies highly speciali zed

expe rt~se

is that this may be irrelevant to the majority of

consumers with legal needs ,

and is therefore an inappropriate r esponse

-:-.o their information problems.
In Ontario, recognition of the information problems led to two
different competence responses.

48

49

In 1972, a specialization program

based on the California model was proposed and shelved.
a model similar to the Florida plan was suggested .

Again in 1977,

In summary , the

1977 scheme as approved by Convocation in principle and circulated

to the profession for comment, was the following:
1. applicants for accreditation would file a statement
showing that at least fifty per cent of their time
over a three or five year period had been spent in a
particular area of law. The Law Society does not
propose at this time to examine or investigate these
qualifications;
2. maintenance of accreditation would require atte ndance
at a refresher course at l east once in each successive
two-year period following accreditation. Initially
shorter courses of one or two days' duration would be
offered every six months;

--
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3. no examinations would be required initially; however,
the possibility of examinations was suggested as the
plan matures;
4. the Conunittee looked to the profession for help in
establishing the categories of accreditation;
5. the Committee recommended wide publication of the
purpose of the plan to allow lawyers to inform the public
of areas of practice where they have at least minimum
competence and experience and to improve standards of
practice emphasizing that the Law Society was not
accrediting experts;
6. each category of accreditation should be under the
supervision of a committee of knowledgeable practitioners
who would be responsible to the Legal Education Committee
for exercising general surveillance over the qualifications
of the accredited group and aiding in the content and
delivery of the refresher courses;
7. the costs of the accreditation program would be cove red
in fees for prescribed courses;
8. continuing education courses could be enlarged to p rovide
more intensive instruction than provided in the refresher
courses; and
9. the Conunittee did not fully explore the need for changes
in the governing legis lation.

The 1977 proposal which attempted to inform the public of areas of
practice where lawyers have at l east minimum competence and experience
while attempting to improve standards of practice had several flaws:
1. Give n that the bar admission course was designed to guarantee
minimum competence in most areas of practice, an accreditation
program which expects to reflect a higher level of competence
must establish standards which require performance at that level .
Otherwise, lawye rs, ineligible on the basis of lack of experience
because they are recently called to the bar, will be put at an
unneces s ary disadvantage when there is no evidence that they are

1
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any less c ompetent than those who qualify merely by l e ngth
o f experience.

2 . The requirement of spending fifty per cent of one's time in
an area to qualify may be unnecessarily high, resulting in
disqualifying from accreditation competent lawyers whose
practice is not so concentrated .

3 . Sta ndards of practice will not be improved solely b y
a ttendance at refresher courses once eve ry two years unless
s pecifi c competence problems are identified and the course s
are directed at those problems.

For example, high incidence

o f missed limitation periods could be reduced by courses which
r e-educate lawyers on all limitations and instruct on improved
office systems .

A third response is now being recommended by the Special Committee

o:: Competence (the "Committee") and has been adopted in principle by
::O~vocation

on June 16, 1978.

The Committee recommended that lawyers

·!lo wis h to do so be permitted to publicize the areas of law in which
~ey

appr oval and agree to engage in courses of professional development

~-:.s

~o

be prescribed from time to time and for whi ch a fee will be charged .

:-~e

~

p ractise provided they first register with the Society and obtain

vari ous areas of law are to be designated and Committees established
respect of each of them to set standards, arrange semina rs and

:ecture s and to prepare material to be mailed to those regi stered in
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each section to keep them abreast of developments in the law.

Although this response may be categorized as an information
response, the intent of the "Committee" is to stimulate a larger
participation by the Bar in continuing education through the
advertising incentive.
stated aim.

Filling the information gap is not the

A copy of the report appears in Appendix F.

In considering specialization programs as a response to a defined
information problem, several basic issues must be addressed.

Because

the appropriateness of standards is the key to the effectiveness of
any program, care must be taken that the body that undertakes to
establish the standards of certification or designation does so in
response to public needs.

In arriving at appropriate standards, it is important to consider
the value of special education, experience and proficiency.

If special

education is required for specialization, it is important to consider
the timing of such education.

Certainly, further education after

some period of experience would be most beneficial.
also be disruptive to the lives of the applicants.

However, it may
The length of

experience and the nature of the experience must rece ive careful
consideration to ensure that they are necessary requirements to fulfill
the purpose of the program and are not merely designed to inhibit entry
into the field.

Proficiency may be tested through written examinations

or by peer review.

The difficulties in the way of designing written
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examinations to test the skills of a specialist must be recognized
along with the difficulty of peers judging one another 'impartially.'

The issue of establishing standards so that the public is not
misinformed by the specialty certification leads to a d'Onsideration of
the advisability of exempting practitioners of long experience from
some or all the entrance requirements other than experience.

Such

grandfather certification could be misleading if the
individuals so certified were unable to meet the requirements.

It is the need .for public information as identified earlier which
should determine the areas of practice covered by the programs and the
extent to which both certified and uncertified lawyers should be
permitted to practise in an area.

The danger of the program supplying misinformation to the public
about bot4 participants and non-participants should be avoided to the
extent possible through the use of further information and disc laimers
to explain the content of the program and the terms used by it.
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D.

Objections to Specialization

Objections to the regulation of specialization have centred
around traditional v iews held by lawyers of their profession and the
fear of the economic consequences t hat may follow from such regulation .

1.

Traditional Views of the Legal Profession

Specialization proposals may appear to threaten the view of the
lawyer as an omnicompetent advisor who is dedicated to public. service
and above competition.

The omnicompetent lawyer may have existed before the proliferation
of legislation and case law made it impossible to be proficient in all
areas of the law.

Because a licence to practise carries no restrictions

on areas of practice, those lawyers who enjoy the challenge of entering
a new area and success fully completing the task required, or those who
take on work in unfamiliar areas in order to keep a client, are free to
do so.

However, the client may suffer as a result of this freedom in

several ways.

Service may be delayed while the lawyer educates himself

in the area.

If the client's bill includes the education time, it may

be excessive .

If the lawyer proceeds without adequate preparation the

client may not be getting the required quality of service.

Ethical rules which support the fundamental belief that call
to the bar creates all lawyers equal ignores the reality that some
lawyers are superior to others in given fields : of law.

To the extent
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-::..::..::.~ ~e

public sees most lawyers as equal, specialization programs may alter
Although the assumption of equality should not prevent an

--~~ ~ e w.

-:-~ovement
-.;.S~

in information flows to the public about specialties, care

be taken in any proposed specialization program to ensure that

~e

program labels as superior only those lawyers who are more competent.

~or

example, a properly administered certification program based on

:::::ppr opriate standards can identify superior lawyers.
o~ject i on

C:?

However, valid

can be made to any other program which grants titles based

inappropriate criteria for which there is no proven relationship to

superiority.

To resist the recognition of specialists in the belief that the
legal profession should be insulated from competition ignores the fact
that lawyers have always actively competed for clients, despite
formal restrictions, through associations, memberships in groups, and
a ny other means which make

them more visible in their communities.

The only change that would result from recognition of specialtie s
would be to base the competition on legal ability as identified by the
p rogram.

On the other hand, care · must clearly be taken to avoid the kind of

programs mentioned above, which identify lawyers as superior on the
basis of criteria which are unrelated to their superiority in law, thus
giving them an unde serve d competitive edge.

Re sistance to the r e cognition of specialization has also focused
on threats to the existe nce of general practice, the traditional mode
of practice.

Although the model specialization programs do not exclude

gene r a lists from the areas in whi c h spec i a lists practise , i f programs
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are implemented which permit specialists exclusive rights to practise
in a given area, then general practice, to the extent that it means one
person offering service in all areas, will be impossible.

Even if no

such exclusive rights are granted, general practitioners may suffer
if the information that specialists are practising in an area leads
the public to choose a specialist over a generalist, even though the
problem may not require additional expertise beyond that which a
generalist can offer .

General practitioners also fear loss of clients

through referrals to specialists, who, if they operate i n groups, can
supply all the services an individual might need.

Accordingly, they

may hesitate to use specialists if a valuable client may be lost.

The extinction of general practice is not a necessary consequence
of specialty recognition .

Clients will weigh the value of a lawyer as

a confidential advisor on all affairs against the ability of a
singl e lawyer to supply all the necessary services.

The average

individual,whose affairs are relatively uncomplicated and are likely
to fall into a few common areas,can retain his one-to-one relationship
with a general lawyer.

If occasionally the average person needs a

specialist he may act through the general lawyer to obtain such advice.
A sophisticated client who requires specialized service beyond the
capabilities of an individual lawyer must be conte nt to deal with a
s e ries of specialists.
the work involved.

The trade-off is forced by the complexity of

As long as the standards of a specialization

program clearly point to superiority, the public should be free to
purchase the Cadillac service, and Volkswagen dealers should not be
permitted to prevent that choice in order to protect their own interests.

I
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The future of general practitioners may well depend on the
:ocality

in which he or she is practising and the needs of the clients

in that locality.

General practitioners will likely continue to be

dominant in smaller places and in specific locations in larger cities
easily accessible to individuals.

However, general practitioners who

hope to practise among specialists who cater primarily to sophisticated
business clients may well be unable to compete.

In any event,

protection of the generalist should not be a primary reason for opposing
specialization if it is seen to be otherwise valuable.

Because there are at present no ethical or other rules which
inhibit the specialist from "stealing" the referred client, fear of
loss of practice on referrals is a legitimate concern for general
practitioners .

On the other hand, rules to reduce these fears of the

referring lawye r must be balanced against restricting the clie nt' s
freedom to select a lawyer of his choice. ·

It has been reconunendea5ct.hat referring lawyers be protected by
requiring the receiving specialist not to enlarge the scope of
representation of the client unless the referring lawyer has
consented or been notified in writing.

Clearly, even under this rule,

the r e ferring lawyer runs the risk of losing the client.

Accordingly,

ethical rules protecting the referring lawyer must be coupled with
the positive duty to refer clients, so that the risk 51 of not referring
clients on unfamiliar or complex matters is greater than the fear
of losing the client.

For example, the duty to refer clients might

J
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require a lawyer to recognize his lack of competence for a particular
task and decline to act or obtain his client's instructions to retain,
consult, or collaborate with a lawyer who is competent in that field.

2

52

.

53

Economic Impact of Specialization on the Market f or Lega 1 Services

The existence of de facto specialization, regulated or unregulated,
indicates the existence of market segmentation.

The degree of market

segmentation may depend on the extent to which specialists have exclusive
rights of practice in an area of law.

Permitting non-specialists to

practise in an area also served by specialists may prevent a total
segmentation of the market.

However, the existence of a certification

program may result in de facto licensure.

As Marvin W. Mindes states:

"One consequence of the regulation of l egal specialization
will be that other practitioners are barred from handling
work coming within a regulated specialty. Proponents of
regulation attempt to deal with this issue by proposing
certification that would allow other lawyers to continue
practising in the specialized domain without being allowed
to indicate the specialty to the public. There i s
substantial evidence, however, that this is a distinction
that will not long describe reality. De jure certification
will turn into de facto licensure." 54
Segmentation may be reinforced if the public base their selection of
a lawyer on the credentials established by a specialization program
and avoid using those lawyers who do not have those credentials,
and if demand-side institutions begin to demand that
specific services be supplied by certified specialists; for example,
if all court documents must be prepared and signed by litigation
specialists.
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:-::e ::ormation of subgroups that do restrict entry may have
==-=r.:s e ::fects on the entrance requirements.

The group may establish high

=-= -r~~cs

in an effort to achieve a desired level of competence of members, or

ilCC.Y

the standards in an effort to remain exclusive, and thereby create

~a.:..se

restrictive entry barriers which keep otherwise qualified

~cessarily
~ ::.=-~cipants

v--:::-~

out of the group.

Young lawyers are the most likely

of these entrance requirements, which often include a given

=!:>er o f y ears of experience .

Care must be taken to ensure that the

s--:a::idards that are set relate directly to competence and are not
::ierely designed by the group to limit competition in the provision
o:: legal services .

Higher priced legal services may result from a lawyer's
e f forts to pass on to the client in the form of higher hourly rates
the personal costs of the lawyer in obtaining the specialist
c ertificate .

Members of the group may also be able to raise fees

if strict entrance requirements create a monopoly for the services
o f that group .

Finally, specialists in the group may tend to

complicate and over-extend tasks in an effort to justify additional
fees.

They may also be in a powerful position to resist reforms

and innovations in practice and procedure that may be beneficial to
the public, but disruptive to their self-interest.

The quantity of legal services provided may be affected in two
ways, both of which may reduce access to legal services.

The barriers
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to entry to the specialty group may reduce the number of lawyers
.
.
55
available to supply services,
and

.~ossible

increases in the price of

service, discussed above, could place the cost of legal services out
of the reach of lower and middle-income people.

The quality of service provided by lawyers may increase because
incompetent lawyers are weeded out by the entry barriers; however, the
quality of legal services received by the total population may be
lowered if a significant percentage of the population are unserved
or served poorly by substitutes.

6
Lastly, it has been suggestea:5 that unregulated advertising in
connection witb specialization would tend to increase the cost of
legal services and in the course of time would tend to bring about a
concentration of legal services in large firms that could afford to
advertise freely to the detriment of the medium size and small firm,
thereby unduly limiting the choice of persons seeking independent
57
legal representation.
Any regulation of specialization must take
into account the optimal balance between increased information and
risk of undue market concentration.

58
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:..e=a:.

ec~secruences

£pec~a:ization
=:-~.,,.~

may affect lawyers' liability by altering the

o:: care expected of a lawyer to ensure that he or she has

-=~ .:;.ee.::. ~eg~igent.

==

of 8pecialization

In his address to the 1977 March Lecture Series

=.:::e :.a·· Society, Ian W. Outerbridge, Q.C., commented that the

- c;:

=- ='.l

--z~ :_s ,

standard in negligence cases is "still alive and well.

1159

a lawyer is judged by the standard of practice in the

60
:..::: =a-=-:..on he practises • In the absence of Canadian authority, the

===cc:-. o:: identifying areas

of practice, identifying experts and

::=ea::ing a clear duty to refer can only be predicted on the basis of
~=-=-::eC.

States j urisprudence.
61

Lucas,
- ------c= - ;,...ose

The California Supreme Court case,

"expands the standard of care to include knowledge

principles of law which a well-informed attorney should

,
II 62
kn own t h rough t h e use of standard r esearch techniques.

-.

case clearly puts the onus on the lawyer to keep up to date,

::x:.~

it also implies that an attorney who holds himself out to be a

-~S

S?ecialist, or who in fact specializes, should be held to a higher
s~ard

of care than a general practitioner.

The effect of creating a duty to consult a specialist as an
etllical rule is uncertain outside the medical field where failure
.

U>

do so has been held to constitute negligence.

63

The Canadian Bar

nssociation in promulgating its new Code, has sought to avoid t he
~ssue .

After the commentary which calls a lawyer dishonest if he

undertakes a matter he is not competent to handle the following
statement is made:
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recognize problems that fall outside that field.

Specialization can narrow a lawyer's outlook no matter whether
specialization is regulated or not .
reason for opposing regulation .

Accordingly , this is not a valid

What is important to consider is t hat

efforts be made to reduce the development of tunnel vi sion by
enc ouraging lawye rs to rece ive as broad an education and experie nce
base as possible before concentrating on a specialty.

Thereaf ter ,

continuing education in areas outside the specialty would help to
mai ntain some peripheral vision.

Another reason cited for keeping one ' s "general capabilities
. ,,6 7 .

t rim

.

is that if an area in which a lawyer has specialized, such as

motor vehicl e claims, suddenly disappears through legis lation , such
as no fault insurance, the lawyer may then fall back on his or her
general capabilities to begin to rebuild an area of practice.
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E.

The Existence of Specialization (Concentration of Practice)
in the Legal Profession

The data from the survey of legal firms conducted by the
Professional Organizations Committee shows the existence of
de facto specialization among Ontario law firms and lawyers~ 8
The fact that firms and individuals are specializing is the kind
of information that consumers would find useful in selecting
their lawyers.

Concentration in an area of practice by a firm

might produce more

co~petence

and more efficiency and consumers

may well benefit from knowing the primary fields of firms they
are considering.

The data shows that firms in Ontario spend forty to fifty-five
per cent of their billable time in one area of law with Toronto
firms appearing more specialized than other firms in Ontario and
sole proprietorships more specialized than larger firms.

69

Also

the figures showing concentration in four activities indicate
higher concentration in Toronto than outside and in small firms
than in large firms.

7

°

From the data on the number of firms spending

thirty, forty and fifty per cent of their time in an area of practice,
it can be seen that real estate is the focus of activity in both Toronto
and non-Toronto firms with as high as 66% of sole practitioners
indicating they spend over 30% of their billable time in real estate.
The top three activities in Toronto are real estate, civil litigation
and corporate and commercial,

71

whereas in other locations wills and

. a more important
.
. .
. 1 •72
estates is
activity
t h an corporate and commercia
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:'"ne table showing the percentage distribution of law firms'
~~~:able

~""J.~".rin
~e

73 1
.
.
time by category of legal services
a so s h ows the emph asis

the average firms on the same three categories.

Combining

p ercentage of time for Toronto firms in civil litigation,

corporate commercial and real estate we see that the combined billings
::or each firm size are:
1

60%

2-4

65%

5-9

75%

10+

76%

For other locations, combined billings of civil litigation,
estates and real estate are:
1

66%

2-4

66%

5-9

65%

10+

54%

In considering the effect of any specialization program which
limits the number of areas about which a lawyer can advertise,
most firms would be forced to qualify in the are a s which
corresponded to their highest billings.

These are the areas in which

the average person commonly has legal problems.

Firms would be less

inclined to qualify in l ess signi f i c ant areas in terms of firm billings .
Thus, information in these areas would not be increased by such a
program.
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The figures relating to de facto specialization of lawyers
appear in the following two tables, reproduced from Chapter VII of
.
74
.
t h is paper,
which show the percentage of lawyers* spending more than
50% of their billable time in an activity, by size of firm and by

location:
. ,75

Table VII . 6

Percentage of Lawyers*spending more than 50% of their billable time in an
activity, by size of Firm.

1

Total

5-9

lo+

16

8

16

24

21

7

9

8

6

2

Corporate and Conunercial

16

9

11

20

36

Real Estate Transactions

30

38

33

23

16

Tax

2

l

1

2

5

Wills and Administration
of Estates

5

5

6

5

4

Family

5

5

6

3

1

Administrative

1

1

1

2

3

Labour Relations

1

0

1

1

2

Industrial and
Intellectual Property

1

1

1

1

3

Admiralty

0

0

0

0

0

N=608

N=693

Civil Litigation
Criminal Litigation

N=4192

*

2-4

N=l013

in f irms which r esponded to the surve y.

N=l878
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--:=-::e VII.7 76
?e.::::ce:itage of Lawyers spending more than 50% of their billable time
:.= an activi ty, by location and size of firm.

TORONTO

OTHER

1

2-4

5-9

10+

.....:.v'-1 Litigation

10

16

28

22

~:..=inal

13

8

6

:o=?Crate and Commercial

14

15

:?.ea 1

32

::ax
;..·:...:_:s and Administration

1

2-4

5-9

10+

7

16

21

16

3

7

8

6

2

26

40

5

8

16

20

29

24

15

43

35

21

17

1

1

2

5

2

1

2

2

4

4

6

4

6

6

5

5

6

7

2

1

4

6

4

2

1

1

2

4

1

1

1

2

::.alx>ur Relations

0

1

0

2

0

1

1

2

-::irlustrial and
~tel lectual Property

1

0

0

1

0

1

2

12

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

Litigation

Estate Transactions

o.= Estate s
Ya=ily
_!,....:";;;

nistrative

~ralty

N=476 N=693 N=238 N=561 N=537 N=ll85 N=370 N=l32
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The data show that 84% of all lawyers in all firms who
responded specialize to the extent of spending more
time inai.e area.

tha~

50% of their

Thus, fewer than 20% of all lawyers might be

excluded from specialization programs on the ·basis of this level of
concentration.
It should be noted that the specialties practised vary with the size
of firm in which the lawyer practises: :
"Sole practitioners and firms with 2-4 lawyers are most
frequently specialized in real estate. Significant
numbers of lawyers in these firm size categories are also
specialized in litigation,
corporate and conunercial
law and to a lesser extent family and estates. In
larger firms, lawyers are primarily specialized in
civil litigation, corporate and conunercial law and
real estate." 77

Table VII.7

78

shows specialization in Toronto and other locations.

It can be seen that corporate and conunercial specialization is clearly
centred in Toronto, while a larger number of lawyers (746, as compared
with 494) specialize in real estate in other locations.

Table VII.9

79

.
which shows the percentage of lawyers spending more t!::a=.

50% of their billable time in an activity by firm size and size of
town, emphasizes the importance of real estate and to a lesser degree
civil litigation in smaller towns.

If a specialization program

prescribe~

a minimum time requirement o f 50% of billable time in an area to quali fy

=~-

the program, clearly the majority of lawyers would be forced to seek spec:...:_
recognition in real estate.
Because there is some indication that criminal law as an area
of practice may generate unique information needs and require a
different response than other areas it is important to take a special
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:ook at the data on this area.

Taking figures from Tables VII.6, VII.7

a::id VII.9, we see the following with respect to the number of lawyers

s_?ellding more than 50% of their billable time in criminal law:

of Lawyers spending more than 50% of their billable time
c riminal law by firm size and location.

~~er

:..:i

No.
:?~

Size

2- 4
S-9

:Ot

of 'La~ers

Total

Toronto

151
147
35

83
58
14
15

17

Other
68
89
21
2

!hunber of Lawyers spending more than 50% of their billable time
in c riminal law by town size.

:'own Size

No. of Lawyers

< 30 , 000
30,001-100,000
:00 , 001-500,000
500 , 000+

32
47
71

156

It should be noted that approximately 82% of all criminal law
specialists (as defined by those who spend more than 50% of their time
in criminal law) practise in one and two-to-four-man firms.

The

importance of this fact is that if preparation for specialization in
c riminal law were to require a period of articling time or apprenticeship
time after call to the bar it is unlikely that these smaller firms could
absorb significant numbers of lawyers hoping to specialize in criminal
l aw.

This distribution of practice may well form an effective barrier

to entry to the criminal law field.

Furthermore, because over 50% of

p resent criminal law specialists practise in Toronto, the problem would
be more acute in other areas.

The f a ct that most criminal law specialis ts ope rate in s ma ll firms,
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also makes it more difficult for clients to locate them.

This

fact supports a need for more information in this area of law .

One important issue in specialization is the extent to which
lawyers refer c omplex or unfamiliar matters to experts.

It can be

seen from Table VII.1080 that referrals are low in areas of real
estate, estates and corporate commercial and high in civil and
criminal litigation and taxation.

Also referrals out are

generally lower the larger the firm.

These data emphasize that

lawyers are recognizing limitations on their ability and are
conscious of a duty to refer unfamiliar matters to lawye rs outside
the firm.

This practice of referring emphasizes the need among lawyers

as well to have good information to help them make appropriate
r e f errals.

Hourly Rates of Specialists

The firm survey data in Chapter VI of this working paper show
the following average hourly rates by lawyers' experience in Ontario,
1977, (see Tabl e VI.27).

For lawyers with:
more than 10 years experience

Average hourly rate
$66

6 to 10 years

59

less than 6 years

46

The table of law firms' average hourly rates, by lawyers ' experience,
by category of l egal service, Ontario, 1977 , shows some premium
attached to specialization:
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==-:-=

.

~-

-:: . 28

a verage hourly rates, by lawyers' experience, b;t

!~~-5·

of legal service, Ontario, 1977.

:::.'::-;~::""'!

Lawyers' years of exoerience
More than 10

==.-;;;::n y

-

Less than 6

6-10

~te

N

131

$76

71

$66

134

$50

S4

74

S2

SB

84

47

146

76

75

63

87

so

215

61

134

56

192

47

:-ax

13

92

11

n

10

59

;.::_:ls, estates

66

62

17

52

18

57

::c.-ily

35

71

23

63

51

48

J,~-:.in istrative

17

82

6

61

7

48

!...ahoJr relations

15

79

10

67

4

54

:r.custrial property

6

86

7

77

s

so

J-d:ni ralty

2

ll

2

a

2

a

Other

9

71

16

59

N

l i t igation

=~7i.l

:Z-i.::..inal litigation

C::.=z;ora t e, commercial
F.ea!.

a

estate

nur:'~er

Source:

~

N

~

of respondents too small to publish data.

Law Firm Survey, Q.V.3

Comparing the average hourly rates for all lawyers t o the a verage hourly
rates for lawyers in specialties, shows that there is a greater premium for
specialization for those lawyers with more than t e n years experience.
The difference in hourly rates for lawye rs with more than ten years
experience between real estate at $61 per hour and taxation at $92
per hour may be explained by the degree of competition in the former
market and the amount of knowledge and expertise necessary to practise
in the latter market.
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F.

Sununary

The information problem that exists in the legal services
market is confined primarily to two distinct groups.

The first

group consists of urban lower and middle income individuals, and
small business owners (the "Urban Group") who do not have reliable
sources of information about where to find a lawyer to service
their legal needs.

The second group is composed of clients, such

as criminal law clients, who also lack adequate sources of
information about where to find a lawyer but for whom the
consequences of engaging an incompetent lawyer may be severe.
For each group a different response to their information problem
may be indicated.

Looking first at the Urban Group we see that although they
lack necessary information to locate a lawyer, their problems
tend to be relatively uncomplicated and confined mainly to specific
areas of law.

81

For the most part lawyers operating a general practice

should be capable of handling their problems.

However, to the

extent that individual lawyers now limit their practice, for
instance do not regularly take litigation cases, then this group
requires enough information to direct them to a lawyer who is
performing in the. given field.

As such, a purely informational

response appears to be all that is called for to assist this group.
Therefore, information as to field of law practised can be
disseminated through lawyer directories, lawyer referral services
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__.__,.-:~_a~ i awyer advertising. 82 Because it appears that
~se

--

_,_...._~._._

who practise in an area are competent to handle

:e<;al problems of the Urban Group, any specialization
is designed to verify some higher degree of

---=---::o:::: ~s redundant and can, in fact, be misleading if the

ensure competence, such as length of
::::::::;;::=::~- ,-;

=.::d p articipation in continuing education, in fact

=-=---==~

relation to the level of competence required to

=-:.: ::ecessary legal services.

:z.:

Furthermore , possibly

economi c effects such as increased price of services

i:::a::...:c:C access would also have been created unnecessarily.

~~ar-....hel ess,

it is possible that information as to the

:.= ==years of experience of a lawyer, as well as participation
-==-==~ s.:..onal

.--=.

=:=

development, would be valuable to consumers when

charged and the service rendered fairly correlate.

Such

_..._==e.:::..:..on cou ld all be provided through the individual advertising
~~ ::er~ioned

above .

cr iminal law client group presents a different problem.

____

_.._.

-~

=irst offenders generally suffer from the same

-=.:=o~.ation

problem as the Urban Group, the consequences of

~o:::petent

representation on some criminal charges can be so

=:-:re that this client group needs the assurance that the counsel
~=::

select are competent to handle the case.
.

.

:l.:l!practical

83

As with all lawyers,

to attempt to supply enough information about
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individual criminal law lawyers to enable prospective clients to
recognize various levels of competence.

Furthermore, not only is

it unsafe to assume, as we were prepared to assume with respect to
the other legal problems of the Urban Group, that the average lawyer
can handle the criminal case, but also it may be unsafe to assume that
even lawyers who sometimes practise in the criminal !aw field possess that
distinctive set of skills necessary to give competent service in every case.
Accordingly, a competence oriented response to the information problem
of criminal law clients might seem indicated.

However, because admission standards are presently in place which
establish, at least at the time of admission, that all lawyers have a
base level of competence in criminal law, further research is necessary
to determine if there is a significant incompetence problem among
lawyers practising criminal law.

The research necessary to establish

the degree of incompetence among criminal law lawyers might include
polling the trial and appeal court judges who can supply knowledgeable
peer assessment.

Ideally, a survey of first offenders might be

conducted to determine whether or not they had problems locating
a lawyer and their satisfaction with the service rendered.

It might

also be useful to try to correlate the incidence of convictions and
length of sentences for clients served by lawyers with varying
backgrounds .

It must be emphasized that should such scrutiny reveal a significant
competence problem among criminal law lawyers, it must not be assumed
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_--A?U~
~s

--

~e

::iore evidence that the incompetence problem is any more acute
area than in any other area of practice.

However, because

severity of the consequences of incompetent service in the

=:::=inal law field, the existence of a competence problem may indicate
~= ~eed

==-~~u;

to identify a new competence level and either to grant exclusive

to p ractise criminal law based on this standard, orr more tenably,

-=.o certify criminal law specialists according to this s tandard and to
~::.=orm

the public of the meaning of such certification.

The importance of clearly establishing the need for a new
s.:andar d , with or without exclusive rights to practise, lies
in the possible economic effects of segmenting the marke t f or

_egal services by such a program.

Licensure of criminal lawyers

way l ead to better quality service for those represented; howeve r,
increasesin the price of service and the possible r eduction in
acces s t o this quality of s e rvice may o f fse t the intended

84

advanta~es.

Although certification may not produce the same result initially,
over t ime certification may lead to de facto licensure.

The

bene fit of certification over licensure is that a clie nt who is familiar
wi th the l e ve l of expertise of his lawye r

who may not otherwise

qualify for, or choose to become, a criminal law s pecialist, may use
thi s lawyer and not be forced to go to a licensed spec ialist.

This

is particularly important in smalle r area s where information sources
about all lawyers may be better and the availability of licensed
criminal law specialists may be poor.
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If a higher competence level is clearly needed and a decision
is made to risk the possible adverse effects, there still remains
the practical difficulties of creating a new standard which clearly
ensures the competence to handle all criminal law problems. 85
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= s_?E?cialization
:::~ements

program based on experience or education

should be instituted generally.

-=a information should be supplied to the public about

:.Z.-::e.rs ' areas of practice, years of experience, professional
=-=~:opment
~.=--...ner

and basic office infonnation without providing any

guarantee of competence beyond the admission level.

-e!:e there appears to be a significant competence problem

-= a

specific subject area, for example criminal law,

=:r:s~de ration
-~..a~

might be given to instituting a program

determines appropriate standards for specialists in such

:..:-.. area and certifies specialists against these standards.
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Footnotes

1.

In this context "unable" means consumers lack information and
lack the ability to weigh information properly.

2.

Proposed Ontario programs as well as United States jurisdictions
are canvassed in Section III.

3.

Charles W. Joiner, Specialization in the Law: Control It or It
will Destroy the Profession, (1955), 41 A.B.A.J. 1105. See also
Poffendorf, Legal Specialization-why the Objections, (1957-58)
12 U. of Miami L.R. 228 where he defines legal specialization as
"the concentration of effort by an individual in one primary field
or activity of law for the purpose of developing his skill and
proficiency in that field or activity to the highest possible
degree."

4.

When specialization is used in the medical context, expertise in
addition to concentration is implied.

5.

Definitions of specialists include:
"Experienced Specialist: One who has frequently performed a
specified kind of work, such as work involving similar tasks,
work products, legal doctrine or person or institution dealt with.
Trained Specialist: One who has learned to perform a specified
kind of work. His training may come from experience or in some
other way, such as formal education in a school or in a training
program.
Accredited Specialist: One who has been authorized to perform
a specified kind of work.
Specialist by Reputation: One who is reputed to be a specialist.
Specialist by Representation: One who advertises or otherwise
holds himself out as being a specialist.
Exclusive Specialist: A person who will perform only one specified
kind of work or represent only one client.
Expert: A specialist with a high degree of competency."
Sydney L. Robins, Our Profession and The Winds of Change,
6 L.s.u.c. Gazette 137 at 143.

6.

(1972),

See The Federation of Law Societies of Canada, Report of the
Special Committee on Specialization in the Practice of Law,
J.H. Laycroft, Chairman, (1972)1 and, Report of the Committee
of the Law Society of Alberta, "Specialist Certification in the
Legal Profession", A. William Cox, Chairman, (1972).
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--==

;.-?Pendix A for a summarized history of specialization in

:: .s.

__ ::o=

?. Alboini, Certification of Legal Specialists: A

or Regressive Step, July 20, 1973, citing the
::-::.:....:.or.oi..11g newspaper articles: "Let Lawyers Advertise Their
:;::c::..alties", Toronto Star, editorial June 20, 1972; "Need
:-::=. ::or Lawyers to Advertise Their Specialty", Toronto Star,
:---'= :.7, 1972; "Moving Bravely Towards The Twentieth Century",
.:-~ial Post, February 19, 1972;
Robert Catherwood, "These
::..~~ =-Specialists, They May be Made Official", Financial Post,
::'.:::=::.a.ry 26, 1972; "Much Too Exclusive", Financial Post, June 8,
: :-: . Robert Catherwood, "Lawyers Argue Specialization",
:--.::.a..::.cial Post, December 9, 1972; "Nobody Here but us Lawye rs",
.:-:..:-..a::cial Post, December 16, 1972.

:~=~es sive

=-:::: ;....lboini, ibid., and see "Certification Stalls in Committee",
-=-~

, 3 Ontario Bar News

5:4.

5-:: ~..ppendix E for a description of the Law Society of Upper

::.:.=.=ca Spec ialization Plan, November 9, 1972.

purposes of this section specialization program refers
program which permits the announcement by a lawyer of
=.=:as o f practice base d on some established criteria and supervised
-- scce regulatory body.
~e

-;..=. a=..y

Saa ::m.lings 1, 3(1), 10 and 16. Ruling 24, which specifically
a lawyer . from in any way describing himself as a
~~alist, states:
"A solicitor may not, by published notice
o-::.."'ierwise, describe himself as a "specialist" in any branch
=-~~ or knowingly permit himself to be so described.
A number
-:::: announcement cards that are objectionable on this basis have
- ;e to the attention of the Committee.
They announce, for
=xa::ple, that 'Mr. X will be as sociated with the firm "specializing
.:..=. i.:ldustrial r e lations" or "taxation matters".' On the other hand,
::..:: a solicitor has confined or restricted his practice to a
=~ain branch of law, there is no objection to his announcing
-:...::..s in such terms or to his permitting himse lf, if the occasion
==-=..tlres it, to be described as having done so."

~=-=~ibi ts

==

:~es of Professional Conduct, Law Society of Upper Canada, 1978.
~:e

--

Appendix B for s ections of the Rules.

=:wadian Bar Association, Code of Professional Conduct, 1974.
~== Appendix B for the sections of Chapter XIII of the Code

:::::.itled "Making Legal Services Available."
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16.

"A lawyer or firm may circulate among the profession or among
his or its clients or publish in any newspaper in Ontario,
announcements in good taste, without photographs, (other than
at the time of call to the Bar) , containing only information
pertaining to his or its practice such as change of office hours,
change of address or of personnel. A lawyer may insert a card,
notice or announcement in good taste in any law list, legal
directory, legal periodical or similar publication, when such
publication h~s been approved by convocation and on such terms
as convocation may from time to time approve. Such approval may
be withdrawn at any time." See other additions in Appendix B.

17.

See s.c. 1974-75-76, c.76, s.32(1) (d), 32(2) (f) and 32(3)
32 (2) (f)
(2) Subject to subsection (3), in a prosecution under
subsection (1), the court shall not convict the accused if
the conspiracy, combination, agreement or arrangement
relates only to one or more of the following:
(f) the restriction of advertising or promotion, other than
a discriminatory restriction directed against a member of the
mass media,
32 (3)
Subsection (2) does not apply if the conspiracy, combination,
agreement or arrangement has lessened or it likely to lesse n
the competition unduly in respect of one of the following:
(a) prices, (b) quantity or quality of production, (c)
markets or customers, or (d) channels or methods of distribution,
or if the conspiracy, combination, agreement or arrangement has
restricted or is likely to restrict any person from entering
into or expanding a business in a trade, industry or profession.

18.

See Gordon F. Henderson, "Advertising and Professional Fees
under The Combines Investigation Act", 1977 L.s.u.c. Special
Lectures 411 at p.427. "The regulatory power may have to yield
to the need of the public for relevant information especially
in the areas of expertise, qualifications, and perhaps the cost
and other charges that are recognized and protected by The
Combines Investigation Act . Any regulation on the basis of the
Code of Ethics that would unduly limit the distribution of such
information to permit the customers to make decisions may offend
The Combines Investigation Act. Such a rule may be argued to have
the effect of restricting the availability of professional services
to the public."

l
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--=-=

::=.a::---er IV of this working paper .

~ se:::--0r includes high income individuals who have social and

- --<- ::c-...::iections with business clients.
~= --~?-=ex IV of this
s=-:~·
Christensen,

working paper, Business Client, and see
Lawye rs for People of Moderate Means, Some
:-::-:.::-:.-.:: o :: Availability of Legal Services, _ (Chicago, Illinois:
-~~~2- 3ar Foundation, 1970) at p.129.

=.

~istensen,
5cope of the

ibid . at p. 129 for a discussion of the nature
problem of bringing lawyers and clients together .

See Chapter IX. 2 of this working paper.
:~a"! t

Survey Report, p.14.

S~Jra,

Chapter IV, p . 31.

s~~ra,

Chapt er IV, p.65-66.

=ack Ladinsky, The Traffic in Legal Services: Lawyer-Seeking
3ehaviour and the Channeling of Clients, (1976), 11 Law and
Society 207.
~~ ss and Mayhew (1969) Detroit area study.
at p . 21 9.
8

?o

See Ladinsky, ibid.,

the extent that individuals are unable to perceive variations

in quality among lawyers, the value of collective information is

limited. The potential benefits are also limited by the number
of times the information is to be used - individual clients however
are infrequent purchasers of lawyers' services. Moreover, the costs
of obtaining information may be high. Individuals who have had
infrequent dealings with lawyers are likely to be intimidated,
afraid of asking naive questions or worse, not knowing what to ask.
Indeed, the tendency to rely on others for evaluation of alternative
lawyers would be greater the greater the discrepancy between
desired and available information; that is, the higher the search
cost", Chapter IV of this working paper , p.33.
30 .

Data from the client survey show the kind of information clients
had, and the kind of information they would have liked to have
pri or to the selection of a lawyer. The results showed that the
i n formation most available related to expertise, and satisfaction
or success rate as experienced by others. The type of information
asked for by clients showed that 65.8% of users wanted information
about experts. Although client users also wanted more information
about personal attributes, by far the largest information gap felt
by clients was in the area of lawyer expertise. Furthermore, the
data relating to the importance of particular qualities in the
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30.

(cont'd) choice of a lawyer show that apart from honesty the
largest percentage of individuals valued competence, expertise,
qualifications and reputations.

31.

See Ladinsky, op. cit., n. 26 at p. 219.

32.

See Chapter IX.4 of this working paper.

33.

"As practitioners we find ourselves deluged with an avalanche
of decisions from courts in Canada and elsewhere. Royal
Commissions, task forces, law reform commissions and various
and sundry committees are busier than ever before, recommending
new departures for legislatures to take. And legislatures are
turning out unprecedented volumes of new law. No lawyer can
be expected to keep abreast of all of these developments and
perform all legal tasks that may be required of him." Robins,
.2£· cit . , n . 5 at p.141.

34.

See Appendix C for ethical rules requiring competence.

35.

See California program described in Section III.

36.

See John D. Arnup, "Fusion of the Professions", (1971), 5 L.s.u.c.
Gazette 38.

37.

Irvin E. Fasan, Thoughts On Specialization and the English
Experience, (1969), 3 The John Marshall Journal of Practice
and Procedure 66 at p.76.

38.

Chief Justice Evans at the annual re-opening of Ontario Supreme
Courts, January 9, 197 7, blamed "inexperienced" and "occasionally
ill-prepared" counsel for delays in court trials. The same
discussion has been taking place in the U.S. - see Warren E. Burger,
"Special Skills of Advocacy", (1974) 48 Fla. B.J . 154, and "Federal
Second Circuit Plan: Minimum Educational Requirements for Federal
Trial Advocates", from the American Bar Association Committee on
Specialization Report of February 1975, reprinted in Zehnle,
See n.41, Appendix G.

39.

For an elaboration of these and other economic effects see
infra, Section D.2.

40.

See Appendix D for a Survey of Legal Specialization in U.S.
jurisdictions as of January 31, 1978.

41.

Richard H. Zehnle, Specialization in the Legal Profession, An
Analysis of Current Proposals, American Bar Foundation, (Chicago
1975), p. l.

42.

Ibid., p.3.

43.

Speech delivered to the National Conference of Bar Presidents
1977 Midyear Meeting in Seattle.
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:"n e p rogram requires 5 years experience to participate.
See Appendix D.
T"nree years experience is required in Florida.
......

.

?ive years experience is required in New Mexico •
See Appendix E for a detailed history of these responses.
Report of the Special Conunittee on Specialization of the Law
Society of Upper Canada, January 20, 197 2.
Report of the Standing Conunittee on Specialization, Roderick
N. Petrey, Chairman, August, 1977, at p.19.

51 .

Infra,Section D.3 for a discussion of possible legal consequences
of specialization .

52.

See Rules of Professional Conduct, •L.s.u.c., 1978, Rule 2 •

.53 .

See Walter Gellhorn, "The Abuse of Occupational Licensing, (1976),
44 The University of Chicago Law Review 6.

.5 ~ .

Marvin W. Mindes, Lawyer Specialty Certification: The Monopoly
Game,
(1975), 61 A.B.A.J. 42.

55 .

" Economists tell us that one can sometimes have competition
among four firms as easily as among four hundred, but a reduction
in the number of lawyers will inevitably reduce a client's range
o f choice", Thomas D. Morgan, The Evolving Concept of Professional
Responsibility, (1977), 90 Harvard Law Review 702 at p.718.

56 .

See Code of Professional Conduct, Canadian Bar Association,
Chapter XIII, Rule 4, cited in Appendix B.

57 .

Ibid .

58.

See also Chapter IX, p.215.

59 .

Ian W. Outerbridge, "Professional Negligence and Errors and
Omissions Insurance", 1977 L.S.u.c. Special Lectures 75 at p.80.

60 .

See Brenner v. Gregory, 1973, 1 O.R. 252 (O.H.C.J.) and
Hauck v. Dixon (1975), 10 O.R. (2d) 605 (O.H.C.J.).

61.

(1975) 530 p. 2d 589.

62.

Richard J. Schnidman, Mark J. Salzler, The Legal Malpractice
Dilemma : Will New Standards of Care Place Professional Liability
Insurance Beyond the Re ach of the Specialist, (1976), 45
Cincinnati Law Review 541 at p.545.
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63.

Ibid., at p.548.

64.

C.B.A. Code of Professional Conduct, Chapter II, s.3, p.4.

65.

A lawyer who announces that he practises in a specific field
could be expected to exercise r easonable care according to
accepted standards of practice arrived at objectively.

66.

Report of the Law Society of Alberta,.££· cit., n . 6 at p.4.

67.

See Willard H. Pedrick, Collapsible Specialists,
55, A.B.A.J. 324 at p.328 .

68 .

For a complete analysis of this data see Chapter VII of this
working paper.

69.

Ibid., see Table VII.I and p.145.

70.

Ibid.

71.

Ibid. I see Table VII.3.

72.

Ibid.

73 .

Ibid., see Table V.II.

74.

See Chapter VII of this working paper.

75.

See Table VII.6, p . 157, of this working paper.

76.

See Table VII.7, p.158, of this working paper.

77.

Chapter VII, p.155.

78.

Ses Table VII.7, p.158, of this working paper.

79.

Chapter VII, Table VII.9, p.161.

80.

Chapter VII, Table VII.10, p.164.

81.

Supra, Section B.l.

82.

See Chapter IX.4.b(ii).

83.

Supra, Section B.l.

84.

SuEra, Section B.l.

85.

Although such a program is in place in California, no assessment
of its effectiveness has taken place since its institution.

(1969),

